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olland City News.
m
>Tm
1
VOL. XYIIL
TbelolliDd City News,
PUBLISHED EVEUV SATURDAY AT
HOCLAND, - MICH.j _
L. MULDER, Publisher.
Terms of Subscription:
•l.&Tper year if paid in advance ; $2.00
if paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known
on application.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Attorneys and Justices.
ITVIEKEHA.Q. J.(
U promptly »M
v#en’i block. High
A, 0, , Attorney at Law. CoUeotlona
‘A,“ attended to. Office, Van der
ith street.Ve s
|?AIRBANK8. 1.. Justice of the Peace, Notary
P Public and Pension Claim Agent, RlTer Hi.
near Tenth. . ^  . _
T)08T. J. €.. Attorney and Counsellor at Law*
IT Office: Pott's Block, corner Eighth and
Rlrsr streets.
hnlS p?8'’ X* Rnd B,a0k Ath Boltsbought. Hirer street
TJUXTLIiY, JAB., Architect, Builder and Con-
RlTer °fflCe iU N,W MlU aDd Factory °n
IT E\ STONE PLANING MILL. J. R Kleyn,
T «m»Lro?rl?i0r^AwBltwt aDd Builder, dealer iti
Lumber, Latb, Shingles, and Brick. Sixth street.
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids. ’
k“i"
LOCAL ITEMS.
Merchaat Tailors.
Bakeries.
1JLOM, C., Ja,, dealer in Bakera' Goods, Coo-
JJ fectionery, Foreign Fruits. Tobacco and
Cigars. Blom s new block, Eighth street |
I^BUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
Heat Markets.
piITY BAKERY, J; PeislukABro., Proprietor!,
Freah Broad aud Bakers' Goods, Confection-
ery, etc., Eighth street
Baak.
tj OLLAND CITY B&NK, foreign and domestic
XI exchange bought aud sold. Collections
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
Barbers.
T> AUMOARTEL, W., Tonsorial Parlors, Eighth
and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly
attended to.
Boots aid Shoes.
VAu«tEBll«.KtaEnhVfILLU''' Flr,t
bUd.“Kih",SUS«l?lsbm'‘“ »“
Commend the country tMllUtrs who lute and
early toll
To gather flga from bramble trees ’lu u neon-
genial soil.
Who full of public spirit lulmr hard for pal-
try pay, ,
And listen to the growls of men not half no
good as they ;
No men do more to help their kind*, their
neighborhoods and towns.
And those who undervalue them are hllotle
clowns.
-Muthcgon Chnmlck.
-  _
Sthawhehkieh are scarce.
Neiv sidewalk on Cedar street, from
Tenth to Twelfth street.
Read advertisement of Parsons’
business college in this issue.
The thirty-fifth session of the State
Legislature will close July 2nd.
Photof raphe r.
best
2nd
Physicians.
JJELDER, JAL, tbacfceapeat place in the city
jTTAN DCREN BROS., dealers in Boots and
Jt V Shoes. A large assortment always on baud
^Eighth street.
Clothing.
1308MAN. J. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps the
AJ largest stock of Cloths and Ready- made
Clothing in the city. Eighth street
V70R8T. W., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
/ L. .olothll>8 • «P«Ji»lty cheap aud grxxi. River
^tW6ta
' Commission Merchant.
g.,V5S7t, o°rV.
MA?tBw^;A,K8,Ci“ “2 8ar««on- Office
dr^? ,‘ore- Residence, cornerSiiM Fnh,l^<wtl‘ ln the Bonsa formerly
8PJ1*t*«D*- Office Hours: 9 to
lb !- m„ and 3 to 5 p. u). ^
Real Estate Agency.
Saloons.B“iS. o, *n
• market price paid for wheat- Office InBrick
store, coruer Eighth and Fish streets.
™ m *- . . . _ _ _
Drugs and Medicines.
QEWmLDBUO STORE, H.Krem3ib, M.D.,
.noEBBURG, J. 0.. Dealer in Drug* and Medl-
-X/ dnes, Palute aud Oils, Brushes, ToUet
Articles aud Perfum»a, Imported bavaue, Key
Weat, and Domestic Cigars.
CCHOUTEN. F J., M. D., proprietor of First
».0 Ward Drug more. Prescrii; ticca cardully
, compounded day or tight. Eighth street.
• TATALSH. HF.BER, Druggist and Pharmacist;
vT a full stock of goods appertoluLg to the
* business.
‘Y’ ATES A KANE, druggists and booksellers
. J,tock “Wky* fresh and complete, cor Eighth
and River streets.
Dry Woods and Groceries.
SS&‘““MWSS
Second Hand Store.
H°SiN'’ A, P^P^tor of Secoud Hard
KigbtL ^ , St0re' Tl“w"«-
The \mt oflice will be oi»en on July
4tli, from 7:00 a. m. until 12:00 noon.
-- -
Rkmembeu “The Two Orphans” at
the Opera House next Monday evening.
The total sum subscribed to the
Johnstown fund from this city now
amounts to $.573.89. ^
A. Seif, the brewery man, wan,
every one to “fetch the keg back.
Read business local.
- * • ---
Read John Pessink & Bros’ busi-
ness local regarding flags and fireworks
for the fourth of July.
- --
Lost:— A heavy silver watch chain.
The finder will be rewarded by return-
ing the same to this oflice.
Rev. W. P. Law will hold divine
services at Grace Church on Sunday at
10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
. —  — - -
Plate social, given by the ladies of
Esther lodge, D. R., at the Odd ’Fel-
low's hall this evening, Friday.
Bethlehem Chapter, O. K. S., gave
a strawberry and ice cream festival at
the Masonic hall, lust Tuesday even-
ing. About thirty members of the
society participated in the social, and
enjoyed the good things which were set
before them.
Ihe New Gronigen seine*] will he
vacated this year as the teacher, Mr.
H. W. Heasley, intends completing his
course in law. He has been an able
teacher and the school suffer^ a great
loss, He takes with him the good
wishes of the^diatnet.
— »
The picnic of the Holland Town-
ship and New Groningen schools held
last Saturday in Hunters Park was a
success in every respect . The weather,
although cool, was favorable, and
everyone in attendance, both young
and old, enjoyed a good time.
_ ^ _ NO. 22
A severe lightning and thundei\ Th« t niir#.../
storm visited this section last Wednes- \ _
day night. The rain poured down inf up* of commencement
torrents, and the lightning and thunder j "|pk was a ttne concert by the Aurom
was terrifle. The house of Mr. Jas. (jlb Orchestra of Grand Rapids, on
Graham, Fourtlr Ward, was struck, but l(dne8day evening, In the college
fortunately no body was hurt. A poplar I J fP®1* The following programme was
tree in front of Capt. M. De Boe’shouse #dewd: -
was also struck by lightning. The/ parti..
< aptain was out of doors at the time JlJ* “Kriinungs Marsch” from “Ihe
and standing within ten feet of MmtrfJtZ
tree. He says it reminded him of
artillery engagement and the lightning I 8. “Pavane”-Favorite‘
looked like a bomb shell. XIV. * BriasmL
- - L Cornet Duet— “Swiss Bov
1 here are many reasons why. Hoi- &£• Bent% Messrs. John Inglesby and
land should celebrate the fourth, but 8<?tt,?iajT0!><!: .
our business men can not see it as we 5’ *4rni,nie —Election, JdcohouwJki.
do. One of the main reasons is the part h.
fact that it keeps our own people home . ?; Overture-“Zu Alessando,” “£Kra-
and they si>end their money here, in- ^ ia’ ^ ^eon 206. F. Von Flotow.
stead of going to Muskegon or Grand Haywood!® 8o,0~S®lectIon» Mr- »•
Rapids and “blowing” themselves, | . 8. Nocturne-’^onastery Bells.”
which manyof thZ p * JniTo'. I M
A celebration also shows that the people ForPBV1°1In' 8ol(>~8eIectIon1 - Mr. W.
of a town are entenmsing, and helps io. A Sleigh ride Partv-DearrinMv*
to advertise the city. Outside parties PMXty De8criPt,ve-
---- -
The Freshman Class of Hope College
will he an unusually strong one next
A few street lam|*H are needed in
the College grounds. The other even-
ing it was so dark, that It was great
difficulty to keep the path. A half
dozen lights strung along the walk
would be of great benefit to those who
are obliged to be about the grounds.
The lightning lalt T\V ^[estfay^ evVu«
iug took a liking to potatoes and en-
city, without any ceremony, it made we ^ “J* As Jt ,8 A large audience was ih attendance l
a hole m one hill as big as a man’s arm A, the . T to 8° down and all present were well pleosed.
and all the potatoes for a space fort/K^®/®^ 8 at Lake with _ __ _ ^
fun* an.tn*^ ...i — .. j^heii families, and enjoy a pleasant aw » ™ipicnic. J Retorts.
Last Thursday afternoon a represent^
ative of this paper took the steamer
term, numbering at least
students.
seventeen
Watches and Jewelr^ ~
0rU°' W^^^aker. Jewalar. aud
eS1";^5' 8ood‘- co“" »<
Miscellaneous.
REST, MRS. B. B., baa a very fine line of
Cedar streets
DE65Ef;({' Ci' and Periodical
pubUcaU^n^^^or^Mada^Uh^imatp4©^
1>ERTSCH, D , dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy
t AJ Goods and Furnlsblng Gooas. Eightn itnet.
DOOT A KRAMER dealer in Dry Goods. No-
SS"' ilour’ Kmt
X /^RANDALL, 8. R .dealer in Department GoodsV ahd proprietor ol Holland City Bazaar,
• Eighth strett
- ES^Sajfaa
'nd^^d^* detlCr *n Mercbandise,
ter alwa)-a on hand. River street, oor. Niutb.
CTEKETEE, BA8TIAN, general dealer in DryO Goods and Grocerlea, Flonr and Feed. The
flow* took of Crockery in the city, cor . Eighth
and River atreeu. *
“l^AN DER HAAR, H , general dealer In floe
» ®roc*ri‘,, *ltc• Ojstors In eeason. Eighth
MDk&J- ."'a
^^^^J^^Do^tonayet bui.dlng.
SOCIETIES.
V ^Di^^^Md^'mnwri^ C ^eUeral Bea*era ln
Cape. Flour, ProTifffi^feto.CRlCTtT sttStB *Ld
TK7I8E, J., dealer in Notions and Fancy Goods.
cjV hAIio Hair Work. Eighth street opposite
Furniture.
If IYER. BROUWER A CO., Dealers In aU
^!AJLln2??fFu^nlture' Cnrtaine. WaU Paper,
Carpets, Plctnre Framee, etc., River etreet.
yEaBEKK* W., dealer in Furniture, Wi
.J T>P«. Picture Frames, Household Decor
ti -ne and Novelties . Eighth atre« t .
F. & A. M.
NoA t%Yhl A0TUDmV10? Pi U*v,Tr Lodge,
’ s''
O. Bbxyman. Sec'u. -K' " M>
- - -
K. O. T. M,
HSr*VflPftnTent,No' C8, IU®et®,,D K O T M
' r.uu
w. A. Hollet, Commander .
Oko. E Hcnt, R. K.
Crescent tent, No. 63 K. 0. T. M.
of this city is booming. Twelve new
members have been dubbed sir knights
during the past month.
- - -4.W— - -
Rev. P. Sc’hit, of Overisel, will
preach in the Market street Christian
Reformed Church to-morrow, Sunday,
morning and afternoon.
- - -
The Ladies Guild of Grace Church
will serve strawberries and ice cream
this evening, Friday, in the vacant
store building west of Brusse Bros.
- ----
The church and parsonage of the
Holland Christian Reformed Church,
Market Street, are soon to receive a
new coat of paint. See ad. for bids in
another column.
1* rank Tucker’s Metropolitans at
Opera House next Monday evening,
July 1, iii “The Two Orphans.” Secure
your reserved seats at 0. Breyman &
Son’s jewelry store.
ort
feet square, from where it ente
were laid Hat. 1
Tuesday afternoon lie* . iTCrawford
was unfortunate enough to have his
pocket picked, at the de|s>t, whereby
he lost $10. The thief managed to
make his escape by an outgoing train.
A collection will be taken up in the M.
E. church to-morrow morning, Sunday,
reimburse his loss.
— . . ^
On the glorious fourth, the steamers
Macatawa, O. C. Williams ami Lizzie
Walsh will make hourly trips from this
city to Shady Side and Macatawa Park.
By reading ad. on fourth page the
readers can post upon the doings at the
park, and avail themselves of the
pleasures offered there.
 - — 
The Meliphone “Bust *, .held on
Friday evening, June 21. proved as us-
ual, a grand success. Literary exer-
cises combined with good music and
still better ice cream and si a wherries,
always seems to chararterize this
meeting as one of the most enjoyable
of the season. — Tlw A wltor.
The Summer Mormul.
Tha . . , — |“uve wima
ihe Anc/ior for June publishes the Macatawa for a flying visit to the re-
lol lowing, in regard to the summer sorts, to gather the items of news that
normal, which will be held at Hope Col- would be of interest to our readers
lege July 9th to August 16th: flavin* __ _____ ^mi»a' ---- | Having safely run the gauntlet at
1 he Summer Norma!, in connection the Park, he proceeded to the hotel,
with Hope, is awakening much interest which is this season, as it has been for
m Ottawa and AHegan Counties. several years past, undei the able
, eIa8S of last summer,' which charge of Mrs. Ryder, assisted by the
numbered about oue-hundred, fully affable Dan. Riley. Mrs. Ryder has
met the expectations of its warmest everything in order for the season, and
1 , - ffueet* will receive as careful attention
1 rofs. 1 aylor and Latta, Secretaries as heretofore,
of Ottawa and Allegan County Boards Business has not been rushing, so
>011001 Examiners, speak of it in the far, at the hotel, but after the fourth.
Highest terms and are in hearty cc- the pleasure seekers will commence to
operation with the faculty in their come.
efforts to furnish the teachers of this , Jas. Huntley has built a cottage at
part of the state an opportunity to pre- the park for Mr. W. E. Calkins and ro-
pare tor, and advance in their profes- built another for L. C. Slowe, of Grand810D- Rapids.
The majority of the last year’s class, Mr. E. White is now building a cot-
wlth many more, have sent in their tage and G. L. Roberts is putting up
All the students of H.qw* College
living outside of the city, have departed
for tlieir homes. Their places will he
taken in the homes of our people by
the sclioolma’ams of surrounding coun-
ties, who will atten1! the summer nor-
ma: at Hope Coll*--i**. At least, two
hue- i red will be in artendunee this year.
CITY MARKETS.
Flour Mills.
« M11U. Dally capacity, Sue barrels.
/,*. Hardware.
1\ ANtKRS BROS., dealers in geueral hardware.
Efcbth rtKe“d 8“ fltttn*8 * •P*dal,y- No- «
yAN DER VEEN, E., dealer in stoves, hard-
V wve, ontlery, etc. Tin and shdetlrou ware.
Comer River aid Eighth streets.
Hotels.
nlshed. Terms moderate. Cor, Fish and Nl
Livery and Sale Stables.
PRODUCE, ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
WHOLRULB. * BKTAIL
Honey ! : : : : : ; : ; ; ; ; ; nSiy ; ; ; ;;
Potatoes -c : ;; ^ g
CRAIN, FEED. ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
n , WHOLMALE. I IiKTAir
Brarf^ Mo’n; ....... ^1 Buckwhea* ......... 75o
pipli
The Chicago aud West Midi. R’y
Co. will sell tickets July 3rd and 4tii
to any point on tlieir road at one fare
for tin* round trip. These tickets will
be good to return on July oth.
- — - -
Forepauoh’s circua attracted only
16 of our people to Grand Rapids last
Wednesday. All report it as being a
first-class show, hut the day of the cir-
cus has1 passed away for Holland people.
Mrs. Wilhelmina Boot, haTrei
ceived notice that her name has been
placed on the pension list, owing to
her loss of a son in the army. Judge
Fairbanks acted for Mrs. Boot in tlmatter. N— *
The next musical treat that Honan!
— ^  — m-
Last Sunday was Oiil, Iren’s day in
the Methodist church. In the morning.
Rev. R. Crawford gave h short talk to
the children, and in the evening, exer-
cises befitting the iHTasion were ear-
ned out by the little ones, which were
\ei\ interesting to the large congrega-
tion in attendance. The choir also
sang several pieces in a very pleasing
manner. •
----- -*•»-
The steamer Macatawa is now run-
ning on the following time: Leaving
Holland for Shady Side and Macatawa
Park at 7:00 a. m., 9:40 a. m., 1:05 p. m,
and 6:40 p. m.; leave Macatawa Park
and Shady side for Holland at 0:00 a.
m., 1 1:3-5 a. m., 4:40 p. ni. and 9:05 p
n. The Queen of the Lakes goes to
'ttawa Beach and returns also on the
>bove time.
 v*
m
names to lie enrolled again this year,
and from the present outlook it seems
safe to predict “the class of this year
will nearly double that of last.”
The business men and citizens of
Holland, wishing to show tlieir appre-
ciation ol the work being done, have
ordered folding settees with writing
tablet attachments to re-seat the
chapel for the accommodation of The
class.
. W e are glad to note the growing ten-
dency of teachers to better prepare for
their work, and tlie fact that the col-
leges of our state are. foremost in se-
curing to them the advantages they de-
sire for such preparation.
We think it may be safely said that
no college in the State has beter
facilities than Hope for this pur-
pose. Its faculty is composed of
earnest and progressive teachers.
Personalities.
Rev. Dr. Hunting, of Alma College,
was in the city last week Friday, '
Mr. George Rirkhoff of Chicago, was
in the city this week the gufcst of his
brother-in-law, Prof. Boers. ‘
Rev. D. Broek, of Detroit, was in the
( city this week and attended tnemeet-
j ing of the Council of Hope College held
TiiPttilnv
Data
Ry® .................. Mo
Barley ViOtfba. *
Timothy Mod ...... $1.7.1
Whaat. white ...... .83c
BedFulti .......... 85c
Laaoaater Rod ....... 85c
•18c OaU ............ gv
By# ...... } ..... :;;;;;Soo
Pearl Barley VlOOfta. *5
Timothy wed . ..... |g.oO
Cora ear ............. 40c
— -- -«•»- _ | *•*.
The job presses of this office have 1 TueHday'
________________ ______ «v. , 1,6611 k6pt bu8y week* un<1 our! Rev! A. Faige Peeke, of Centreville,
people will have the pleasure Vfenjoy^ * b0"11' them8elve8 to | Mich., was in the city this week, in at-
ing, will be a concert given by the Ln Vh6u?aDy, °rden‘ t,,!4t poured ! tendance upon the commencement
Schubert Club of Grand Rapids. It I I,ut’ althoB*h We l'»*ve lots to do, ; exercises of Hope College.
will occur at the Opera House a’boutJ work^^Nn^rW m0,®‘ T? R00d |! Mr* A* Van Duren ha8 tak®n bis old
the latter part of July. . J wHh/ l°b i8 ,K>8ltion in Mayhew & ^ boot and
ipTurnit ? aI1 and , 8hoe store, Grand Rapids. Mrs. Van
see samples of all kinds of printing and Duren joined him Friday.
judge for yourselves. . Miss Ahbie Challis, of Grand Rapids,
oubded and Belle Challls* of Meriden, New
ssXRBINOTOIf.E. J. Jr., proprietor of Holland
Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.
used, and all work is executed in a
clean and first-class manner.
Headj -Made Paints.
“age Nets. " J.O. D(,E,„, ii(,ar
^siaaESttsa
The Jfahn Thompson Comedy Co.,
played to hard luck, during the two
nights of their stay in this city, Mon-
day and Tuesday, the attendance being
small. Commencement week is a poor
time for a show to play in Holland.
 - — —
St. John’s day, June 21th, was ob-
served in a quiet manner at Ottawa
Beach, by a few of the most prominent
masons of the city. Landlord McDnf-
fee of “3}Jie Ottawa,” made it very
agreeable for the masonic brethren.
- - - —
The work of filling in the ends of the
Chicago and West Mich. B’y bridge,
across Black river, is completed. The
gravel train will now run from Holland
to Grand Rapids, carrying earth from
here for filling near Avenue Junction.
— -
The high school ex-graduates, teach-
ers and their friends will participate in
a picnic next Wednesday at Macatawa
The steamer Lizzie WhIsIi s d <i i ,
an alarm of lire last Thursday morniuz HamP8hire’ 8l)ent Saturday and Sun-
about nine o'clock, and was quickly fol- ! day with the faIDi,y of C. A. Stevenson,
lowed by an alarm from the water- ! ^r‘ M. 1*. Kpnigsherg is clerk at
works Which called out the lire depart- ; “The Ottawa” this season,
ment. The blaze was in the old Plug- ! Miss Gertie Baker, of Grand Rapids,
ger mills, formerly Van Putten 'shutter k io the city visiting.
1‘t,rU,'l£ by' Mis8Kllte Steketee, of Grand Itupids,
i ghtning during the thunderstorm, is visiting A. Steketee and family.
which was the cause of the tire It was1 A „
extinguished without any damage beink! bheriff '• aupe11 waa here Thursday.done. ” Mr. C. M. Steffens is spending his
- - ; vacation at Foreston, 111.
T,l!?»eVe!illg the 8,,", of ww will be ! The estimable wife of ex-Mayor E.
oaned by the Ottawa County Building J- Harrington celebrated her flfty-sev-
and Loan Association u> the higest bid- enth birthday Thursday. The day was
der, providing he or she is a member ; enjoyed by Mr. and Mrs. Harrington by
oi the Association. On Monday even- a visit to all the resorts.
ing, July 15 th, the annual meeting
will be held in the Opera Home. At
this meeting the fourth quarterly re-
Dr. J. C. Benham, of Hudson, N. Y.
who has attended* the meeting of the
Council of Hope College this week, left
wi
two cottages at the Park. .
Mr. Hester, of Grand Rapids is also
erecting a handsome cottage at the
Park. The work is being done by Wm.
Walker, of Grand Rapids, formerly of
Holland. .
Pres. H. Walsh is having his hand-
some cottage re-painted.
Mrs.*Ryder and Mr. Doornink have
had their cottages repaired and Im-
proved in appearanoe.
Our representative would like to have
stayed longer at Macatawa, but as time
was pressing he took the ferry to Ot-
tawa Beach, and found Landlord
McDuffee of Allegan, under whose
management “The Ottawa” will he
conducted this season, busy In getting
everything in readiness for the opening,
which will occur to-day, Saturday.
Mr. McDuffee is a popular hotel man
and is well known to the traveling
public. The hotel is being put in first-
class shape, and everything which will
ad J to the comfort of the guest Is being
procured.
This evening of the opening a social
hop is to be given. The musjcwill be
furnished by Prof. Conway’s string
band of seven pieces, of Grand Rapids.
Landlord McDuffee has arranged to
have the steamer Lizzie Walsh run* an
evening trip on this occasion and ex-
tends a cordial invitation to the people
of Holland to be present. A party
from Grand Rapids is also expected on
the 6:25 p. m. train. The “Lizzie” will
leave the dock at Holland at 8:15 sharp
and return before midnight.
Among the improvements that have
been made at the beach this season la
a walk leading from the hotel to the
piers.
Mr. Chas. Judd’s elegant cottage is
about completed, and will soon receive
its coat of paint.
Mr. 8. N. Bates, of Grand Rapids is
also erecting a cottage at the Beach,
and more are contemplated.
The Shady Side hotel, W. A. Wil-
liams in charge, is open for guests.
Mr. Williams sets a first-class table,
andean accommodate a large number
of resorters. >
Mr. E. J. Harrington’s resort, Maca-
tawa Park Grove, is having a new cot-
tage added to those already ei
there. It is being built by Mr. <
polsheimer, of Grand Rapids.
Beginning next week there
band on both large boats. ""
tawa, on the morning
Cronk’s famous Bat
which will also
m
m liRIEFLETS.
[OKNCR GATITRRED BY YTIRE
FROM FAB AND NEAR.
I Entortalalnf mnd Iiwtruotire Hammary
'the Dotage In the Old and New World,
ibraclng Politics, Labor, Aceldont#,
, Industry, Etc.HRS _
CAMP TWENTY DISBANDS.
- v.,
to Which Dr. Cronin Belonged Is
No More.
20 of the Clon-na-Gtel, at Chi-
has been diabanded. This camp ii
to which Dr. Cronin belonged,
which, it is thought, contained many
! not all— of his brutal murderers. The
f is that it was Edward Spellman, act-
t his capaoity of District Officer of
and Michigan, who dis-
it. When this informs-
came upon the State's Attorney
the investigating committee it was
i surprise. They were interested
rving the camp intact for the
their purpose being to obtain
! nil its records. The dis-
of the camp means the destrac-
i of the records and the further thwart-
1 the authorities in their endeavor to
the secret doiogs of the noto-
olub. The State’s Attorney has
ft strong suspicion that Spellman
(banded the camp for the sole purpose
having its records destroyed.
>POSED RAILROAD IN PALES-
TINE.
and French Capitalists to Build a
Unefrom Jaffa to Htthltfcem.
Thk preliminary surreys of a railroad
run from Jaffa, on the sea*coast in
to Jerusalem, and thence to
have just been completed,
l a party of engineers starts from Lon-
i at once for the holy land to lay ont the
A company has already been formed
id the road, in which a number of
lish and French bankers are inter-
From all accounts it is a purely
is enterprise without a trace of sen-
or religious fervor. The travel in
holy land of late years has been in-
asing steadily, and it is believed that
first-class railway acoommodations
s furnished the number of tourists
> annually visit Jerusalem from all
> of the earth would soon be trebled,
THE CLAN-NA-QAEL.
_ _ >
Pretest from the Executive Relating to
Croaia’a Murder.
Thk Executive Committee of the Clan-
have issued a manifesto to the
in which they say that the organ-
ahonid not b« held responsible for
Cronin’s death. In the conrse of
i manifesto they say:
While w* hold that a certain amount of prl-
 veevis iasUOable and oven ueoesBary in con-
^ the proceeding! of an organisation like
\re distinctly and emphatically
i anr right or intention to pledge, bind,
’ authorise any one to commit any act^ laws of the United States , or to
ai knowledge which he may possess of any
rues when summoned to testify before court
r Jury, or questioned in the conies
la of woman’s clothiug, evidently
ud in great haste, bus been picked
the beach at Edgartown. Consid-
'-•y
BASE-BALL BATTERS.
of the Clubs That Am Contending
BBS Hwe.
Thk relative position of the various
dubs that are competing for the pennant
is shown by the annexed table:
National W. L
Boston...
sss? ___
New York... 21 20 •Gl'i
sates s Mff
Baltimore... 31 23 .674
Cincinnati... 28 2G .5181 S $
V\aabgtn...U W -2501 Louisville... 9 4ti .163
»:.wri & i; &
Omaha,... 14 .6Hlibpringfleld..23 1 .522
•» W A77i Davenport. .24 24 J00
• 22 24 .478 Peoria ...... 22 22 . 600
1.18 23 .439|Kvansville ..24 25 .480
"S £ .434 Burlington.. 22 28 .440
k..14 28 .333
l..M 29 .800|
NEW OFFICIALS.
Pmideit Harriaon’s Selections for Various
mSf&y.. ^  ^ PosltloM.
The President has made the following
appointments:
10 ^ Assaver of the Mint
AglMiyer in charge oi
*t Denver, Colo, ;
E. Fitch, of the District of Colombia, to
of the Befonn School of the District
.C; 9; of New York, was
v*. I afer^if,*<n, f°* atr-
Murderers Pay the Penalty. \
Michasl Rizello, who mnrdered
Paymaster McClure and Stable Boss
. y.r' ; v. • < * ... . •• • ; *0 ' '•
j ploded, throwing him nnder a shed and
j fracturing his aknll. He died within wrv
hoar. Harry was thrown against s fence
and instantly killed. Little Henry Kniese,
who was watching the experiment from a
shed, was cat under the eye. and Mrs.
Flora Kniese was severely scalded about
the back.
At Philadelphia two young gentlemen
accompanied by two young ladies en-
gaged a rowboat at one of the boat-honses
on the Schuylkill River in Fairmount
Park and started ont for an afternoon’s
pleasure. They ventured too close to
Fairmount dam, and owing to a break in
the crest of the structure, which caused an
unusually heavy flow of water, their boat
was drawn over and all fou~ of the occu-
pouts were drowned.
Walter and George L. Halford, aged 10
and 16 years respectively, cf Philadel-
phia, Pa., were drowned in ^ ig Timber
preek, near Westville, N. J. Walter
went in to swim and getting beyond his
depth, George jumped in to save him.
Walter, half conscious, seized George in
a grip of desperation, and both w(nt
down before help could be rendered.
Charles de Baun, the defaulting
cashier of the National Park Bank of
New York, who ran away to Canada with1
$96,000 of the bank’s funds but was ex-
tradited, pleaded guilty to a charge of
forgery in the second degree. He was
sent to State’s Prison for tivo years and
seven months.
Fob several days past there have been
evidences of some ocean disaster in the
washing ashore of wreckage along the
shores at Vineyard Haven, Mass, A
bund e !
done 
upon
erable wreckage, painted green and slate
color, is coming ashore on the island.
Among that found at Smith’s Point
were gilt moldings in consider-
able quantities, one large glass door
with three ground-glass circular top
lights, one window-sash, evidently be-
longing to some steamer, and also steam-
er Victoria bills of lading. Wine-cards of
the steamship Haytian Republic were
washed ashore at Nantucket. A mast
about two feet in diameter, square-rigged,
with wire rigging, was also found with
the wreckage at that point. Everything
points to a’collision between the Victoria
and the Haytian Republic.
Fibe in the First Ward of Johnstown,
Pa., consumed all bat three of the build-
ings in the district boauded by Market
and Walnut streets and by Main street
and the river. Twenty-five houses were
totally destroyed, including the large
brick school-house. Many of the build-
ings destroyed had been washed from
their foundations, though many of them
contained household goods which bad
been saved from the flood. But a small
amount of these goods were saved. The
fire is supposed to have originated from
sparks flying from the burning debris in
the neighborhood.
In a riot between colored men and
Hungarians at Haverstraw, N. Y., four of
the latter were shot, one being killed in-
stantly, and another mortally wonnded.
John McDonald, of Waterbary,
Conn., has just recovered his eyesight of
which he has been deprived more than
thirty years.
At a meeting of the Association/ of
Editors of American Medical Journals,
held at Newport, R. I., J. M. Love, of St.
LOhis, was elected president; G. W.
Dalles, of Philadelphia, vice-president;
and J. L. Gray, of Chicago, secretary.
frighten citizens. It is not known what
amount they seonred.
Spokane won the sixth American
Derby, run at Chicago on the 22d inst.,
by one-half length, Sorrento being sec-
ond, and Retrieve a close third. Prootpr
Knott finished absolutely last. Time,
2:41i. Post odds: 6 to 5 against the win-
ner, 3 to 1 against Sorrento for a place.
KUey rode Spokane. There were about
thirty thoosand persons present to see the
contest. .
The carelessness of a servant in light-
ing a kerosene stove caused the dftath, at
Kansas City, Mo.,' of a 6-year-old boy
and the fatal knrning of his mother.
The victims are a Mrs. Martin and little
Lester Martin. The servant escaped with
slight injuries.
Captain Mubbiill, of the steamship
Missouri, has had conferred \u him, by
order of the King of Denmark, the knight-
hood of the Order of Dannebrog.
which has arrived at New York from Pert
do'Paix, states that Gen. Hippolyte had
arrived at Cape Hayti with his staff and
was about to return to rejoin his army
just before Port au Prince. Private let-
ters received at Hayti from Port au Prince
stated that the city was in a very excited
condition. Legitime refused to leave the
WESTERN HAPPENINGS.
Mabtin Burke, alias Delaney, arrest-
ed at Winnipeg for complicity in the
Cronin murder, has been indicted by the
special Grand Jury at Chicago investigat-
iug the case. The additional evidence
needed to satisfy the Grand Jury was
furnished byHakan Mortonsen, the Swed-
ish expressman who transferred the fur-
niture from 117 Clark f-treet to 1872 North
Ashland avenue. When the group pic-
ture of Irishmen around Tim Crean’s
monument in Mount Olivet Cemetery',
taken at the time of its dedication, was
shown him. Mortensen thought that
Burke's miniature was that of one of the
men who hired him to transport the fur-
niture. Then the photograph enlarged
from this picture was shown him, and in
regard to this larger photograph Morten-
sen was more certain.
Mbs. Charlotte Allen, aged 70,
living near Washington, Ind., has con-
fessed that in November, 1888, she mur-
dered her husband, whose body was found
tied to a tree, with his throat cut from
ear to ear. It was supposed that the
victim had committed suicide. Mrs.
Allen says that quarrels as to the owner-
ship of the farm led to the tragedy.
Mrs. Luther Dickey, of No. 270
Warren avenue, Chicago, and her entire
family, consisting of/ five daughters and
one son, were, all poisoned by eating over-
ripe raspberries, and so severely that one
of the children will die. and the livls of
two others are despaired of.n ---- The Scheuster Hax National Bank of
Hugh Flanagan was hanger Tuesday at St. Joseph, Mo., has been authorized to
Wi^jmrre, P*. Mrs. ^ Sarah Jane
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
Twenty buildings at Nashville, Ark.,
were destroyed by fire, entailing A loss of
$20,000, with about $10,000 insurance.
Two years ago, at Memphis, Tenn.,
the Senatobia cotton-sheds were burned,
and the insurance was paid promptly.
The insurance companies, believing that
the fire was caused by sparks from loco-
motives, have shed the Mississippi A
Tennessee and the Louisville, New Or-
leans A Texas roads for $340,000, the
amount paid under the policies.
Tom Mitchell and Harry Ardell have
been arrested near Shepardsville, Ky.,
for shooting and attempting to rob
Joseph Lavine, a Louisville p-sddler.
A pouch containing all the mail from
Nashville to points south as far os New
Orleans disappeared on May 7. It is not
known how much money was in the
pouch. The matter has been kept secret
pending an investigatiou. The ponch
was delivered at the postoffice to the
driver of the mail wagon. The mail clerk
on the train which should have carried the
pouch says that he has never seen anv-
tbihg of it.
Three murders in one day is the record
of. Putnam County, West Virginia..
James D. Pauli, a bachelor farmer, was
kiljed by a tenant, whose daughter he
had ruined; John Moore, another farmer,
killed a neighbor, Henry Bradley, with a
club; and Doc Lawrence, a miner, killed
Tom Stevens, a fellow miner, with a pick.
All the murders were committed within a
radius of three miles.
William J. Hilton, a wealthy miser,
living at Franklin, Ky., burned about
$30,000 in greenbacks and Government
bonds to prevent their falling into the
bonds of nis wife, from whom he had
separated, and his dissolnte son.
Bishop Keene, of the Catholic Dio-
cese of Richmond, Va., having become
rector of the new university in Washing-
ton, the very Rev. A. Van De Vyver has
been nominated his successor.
.
tbV-,7 ' . • o n
WhUeling paid the extreme penalty at
Philadelphia for poisoning her husband
and two chUdren. George McCann,
awaiting trial for killing his wife, .tran-
__ glad himself with a haudkerchief in hia
cell, which adjoined that occupied bv
Mrs. Whittling. _ __ J
K^mmler Ge • Another Respite.
The New York Supreme Court has de-
cided in the case of murderer Kemmlor,
begin business with a capital of $600,000.
The Rev. Father John Carroll, of Chi-
cago, the oldest priest in holy orders in
the United States, and probably in the
world, has passed from this life to his
eternal rest. Had he lived nntil the 30th
of this mouth ho would have completed
his 93d year, having been born June 30,
1796.
Mb. P. H. Root, of Fort Wayne, Ind,,
urnfAn**! «« AU i * • u .u . , . has been electe<1 President of the No-
Mntencwl to dU by th.t eyi- 1 ,ioll.| TroTelcrB. Proactive Al, option.
£e”XS caXro„,8th.%Xan X0/ ! THE D*k»'* Commtaiou.
Counsel for the condemned man set up erB reI)0rt t“nt tlie prospects in the Ter-
the plea that death by electricity was ritory are "most fluttering for an abnnd-cru l. i ant wheat crop."
Death of Mrs. R. B. Hayes. I . Bai man of Carbon, Ind.,
The wife of ex-Presldent R. B. Haves kl 01 ,,10 wi*e aD<1 ,ten Btot hinwelf
died in her homo at Fremont, Ohio, at dead‘ Tho CMBe wo* i®®10™)’-
6:30 o’clock Tuesday morning, the 25th 1 MaBTIK Bubkf' a,»n«» Delaney, has
- g never regained consciousness ^  P0«itiT®b' ‘‘Untifled at Winnipeg by
she was attacked on the previous ^ pressman Martinson, of Chicago, as
The funeral occulted Friday the man who hired him to haul tho furni-
* phi tho rooms at 117 Clark street,
o, to the Carlson cottage in Lake
The identification was mo-*t coni-
In order that no uudue advantage
should bo token of the prisoner ho was
placed in a crowd of nearly one hundred
persons before Martinson was allowed to
see him. M artinson at once recognized him
as his employer at the time mentioned.
While C. F. Painter, cashier of the
Sa“ Mi8ael Vftlloy Bauk» at Tellnride,
com | ras ^ tbree men entered the bank
rhey : aQfi demanded the funds of the book-
old range : keeper at the point of a
the yard necuring tbs bank fund
fourth robber, who wa
horses just outside the l ___ ___ _ ____
ex. town on the run, firing shots in the air to
•
............. .
'ERN OCCURRENCES.
)Lhardy experiment of two
pbia lads of a mechanical turn of
in both boys being killed
1 persons injured. The bots,
*' ilium Jeser. aged 15 and
heir spare time in running
engine, which they were
itticb to an ice-cream
he accident occurred. They
in an ge
rd
nieces
A
POLITICAL PORRIDGE.
The fifth amendment to the Constitu-
tion of Rhode Island— tho prohibitory
amendment— was repealed by a vote of
6,469 more than the three-fifths of the
total vote necessary to carry the amend-
ment. Tho question before the people
was the adoption of au amendment re-
pealing the prohibitory amendment
adopted three years ago. The total vote
is: Approve, 28,449; reject, 9,853. In
11*86, when the prohibitory amendment
was adopted, the vote, which was about
14.000 smaller, stood: Approve, 15,113;
reject, 9,230. The vote will bo officially
counted on or before July 15, aud will be
announced by proclamation on or before
July 20.
ACROSS THE OCEAN.
Advices from Pangam are that the
Arabs hare rejected Capt. Wissmaun’s
terms, and that an attack is imminent.
The English Government has appoint-
ed Sir Henry Loch Governor of Cape
Colony.
It is reported that a couferenc* will be
held in Geneva to deal with the question
of political refugees in Switzerland.
This is an outcome of the Wohlgemuth
affairs.
Michael Davitt will be the last wit-
ness called by the Parnell commission.
He will take the stand in July.
Ostbog, a Russian town situated on
the Black Sea near Odessa, has been
nearly destroyed by fire. A thousand
people have been made homeless, and
the damage is estimated at l.OOC, 000
rubles.
The Clyde steamer Saginaw, which
left Hayti June 12, has arrived at New
York and brought news that Gen. Hippo-
lyte’s urmy of 15,000 men was within four
miles of Port au Prince, with a strong
probability that the city would be cap-
tured soon. Legitime’s forces were in
the forts just outside of the city and
were believed to be disorganized. These
reports, however, come through northernsources. >
Chops in the south of Russ’a are in a
bad condition, owing to hot wtather.
At the inquest to determine the respon-
sibility for the loss of life cuiscd by the
railroad accident at Armagh, Ireland, on
Juno 12, the jury brought ir. a verdict of
manslaughter against Engineer McGrath
and Mr. Elliott, officials of tho railroad.
Emperor Francis Joseph, of Austria,
in opening the sessions of tne delegations,
said that Austria's foreign relations aud
general foreign policy wr.re unchanged,
and that she was in full agreement with
her allies. The Government, he said,
was doing its utmost to insure the peace-
ful development of the European situa-
tiou, which was still unsafe. He hoped
the blessings of peace wt-nld be maintain-
ed, notwithstanding the fact that arma-
ments wore everywhere being increased.
It was the increase of awnament that com-
pelled Austria to not 1 alt in tho work of
complotiug her means of defense.
A dispatch from Rime to the London
S'andard saye: “Archbishop Foehnn, of
Chicago, having made a long report to
tho Vatican through Cardinal Simooni
on tho criminal acts of tho Clnn-ua-Gnel,
whatever mensures to may deem oppor-
tune to declare the Clan-na-Gael iu on-
posttionjo tho church."
The Dissident Liberal Association of
Midlothian. Mr. Gladstone’s district, has
decided not to run a candidate in opposi-
tion to Mr. Gladstone in the next Parlia-
mentary elections.
Capt. Bhaw, of the steamer Delta,
city or capitulate and great fears are ap-
prehended of an insurrection in the city.
FRESH AND NEWSY.
Alexander Rives, his son, and Louis
Sawer were drowned by the upsetting of
a boat while fishing in Chambly (Quebec)
canal.
A Boston syndicate is about to pur-
chase the Magdalene Islands in the Gulf
of St Lawrence for $600,000. It pro-
poses to start large fishing works there,
and make it a second Gloucester.
The first new wheat of the season has
arrived at Baltimore from Virginia, and
sold at $1.50 a bushel.
It is now definitely known that prior
to the arrival of tho commissioners at the
Pine Ridge Agency, Dak., a combination
was formed at the agency, with RadClond
at the head, pledged to oppose the Da-
kota land bill and not even to consider
it. This explains the reluctance on the
part of many of the Indians to tnlk about
it. Work having for its object tbe disin-
tegration of this combination has been
quietly carried on for several days, and it
now seems that some progress is being
made.
The weather crop bulletin, issued by
the Signal Corps of the Government
Agricultural Department, says:
The weather is generally favorable for
growing crops iu the Bouth, except in Ten-
nessee, Mississippi, and Texas, where excessive
rains have caused some damage to wheat and
cotton. In tbe spring-wheat region of Minnesota
and Dakota all crops have been improved by re-
cent rains. In the principal corn 8tat«s, in-
during Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas and Ne-
braska, tbe weather has been favorable and corn
has made rapid growth. In Michigan and Ohio
the growth of corn ban been retarded, owing to
continued wet weather. The harvesting of
wheat, barley and clover Is in progress
as far north as the central por-
tion of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, but
the work has been retarded by frequent rains.
R. G. Dun «fc Co.’s weekly review of
trade says:
There is a better feeling, with larger transac-
tions in iron and wool, and crop prospeic* are
more favorable. But tbe agreement of railway
I residents has not prevented a renewal of strife
and the demoralization of rates is spreading
widely. At Milwai k -e continued wet weather
retards, and busiius4 is rather quiet at Kansas
City, and outside of speculative operations and
the iron trade.it is generally dull at Philadel-
phia. Hut marked improvement Is noted in
Pitteburg. and in a leis degrtw at Cleve-
land. The demand for money is rather
ctiT® there, but generally moderate, with
collections not on tho Whole perceptibly
better. Rains have decidedly improved
crop nrospects in the Northwest, so that great
hopefulness tinges ail commercial reports from-
that section.
The heavy shipments of gold are asurprise
to many, and are attributed by some
bankers to the need of the Bank of France aad
the large einenditures of Amoricane at the Ex-
Iwaitiou. But the balance of foreign trade has
for months been so heavily against this country
Uiat no such explanation of gold shipments Is
neoaasary. For June, thus far, merchandise ex-
poru from New York are 10 per cent, larger than
“•t year, with importe somewhat smaller, but
even these changes would leave a heavy excess
of Imports over exports to be met by shipments
of sacnritles of gold. The buslnes sfatlures
number 220, as compared with 250 the week pro-
vious. For the corresponding week of last year
the figures were 204.*
THE CHOSEN FEW.
President HarrVn Makes Known HU Choice
forVarlnui Office*.
The President has made the following
appointments:
liirnm F. Devol, of Missouri, Collector of In-
ternal Revenue for the Sixth District of Mis-
souri ; ex-Governor John F. Hartrauft, member
of the Cherokee Commission ; Consuls— Oliver
H. Simons, of Colorado, Hong Kong; William
Monagham, of Ohio, Chatham, Ont.; William
T. Rice, of Massachusetts, Leghorn, Italy;
Lyell T. Adams, of New York, Horgen, Switzer-
laud; Henry W. Diodrick, of Indiana, Nurem-
berg, Germany; Roland J. Hommlck, of Penn-
sylvania, Geneva. Switzerland- Lieutenants iu
tue Navy— Edward D. Bostick, Edward Lloyd,
Jr. (Junior grade).
E.\- Governor Hartrauft lias accoptod tho
appointment on tho Cherokee Commission.
Ho takes tho place of J. Otis Humphrey, of
Illinois, who resigned.
To be Collectors of Internal Rovonuo--\VilU
lam Cassius Good loo, for tho Seventh District
ot Kentucky; A. T. Wiiuberley, for the District
of Louisiana; Henry M. Cooper, for the District
of Arkansas. To be United States Attorneys—
Walter Lyons, of Pennsylvania, for tbe West-
ern District of Pennsylvania ; William E. Craig,
of Virginia, for tho Western Disirict of Vir-
ginia. To be United Slates Marshals— George
I. Cunningham, of South Carolina, for the
District of South Carolina: John H. Simmons,
of Ohio, for the Southern District of Ohio ; Or-
ville T. Porter, of Oregon, for the District of
Alaska ; Anson 8. Taylor, of the District of Co-
lumbia, a Justice of the Peace, and assigned to
the City of Washington. To be Trustees of tbe
Girl's Reform School of tbeDistrictiof Colum-
bia-Samuel Shellabarger, Augustus 8.
Worthington and Adouiratn J. Huntington.
William H. Pinion to be Superintendent of
the Mint of the United States ah San Francisco,
California; Pearls B. Ellis to be Assayer of the
Mint of the.Unitod States, at Carson, Nevada;
Consular apwointments-Frank Mason, of Ohio,
to be Consul General at Frankfort; Charles B.
Trail, cf- Maryland, Consul at Marseilles; H. G.
Knowles, of Delaware, Consul at Bordeaux.
To be Assayer of the Mint at Denver. Colorado,
Robert Eilfs. _  _ .
MARKET REPORTS.
CHICAGO.
CATTLi-Prime. ..................
,, Good. ...................i Common ...............
Hdos— Packing Grades ..........
WagAT-No. 2 Spring ......
Coax— No. 2 ......................
Oats-No. 2 ......................
Ktz-No. 2 .......................
Burr Eft— Choice Creamery ......
Chkkhk— Full Cream, flats ......
Eoos— Fresh .....................
Potatoks— Choice new, per brl..
Pork— Mess ......................
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— Cash ....................
Cons- -No. 3 ......................
Oath— No. 2 White ...............
ICtk— No. 1 .......................
Bahlbt— No. 2 ...................
ORDERED BY CAMP 20. MI
THUS WAS THE “ REMOVAL " OF DB.
CBONIN ACCOMPLISHED.
DETROIT.
Hhkkp ............ ..............
Whkat-No. 2 Red ...............
Cohx-No. 2 Yellow ..............
Oato— No. 2 Whito ...............
TOLEDO.
Whkat— No. 2 Red ...............
Coux— Cash ......................
NEW YORK.
Whkat— No. 2 Bed ...............
Corn— No. 2 ......................
Oats— Mixod Western. ..........
Pork— New Muss ................
ST. LOUIS.
Whkat— No. 2 ....................
Corn— No. 2. .....................
Oats ..............................
Bra-No. 2/ ...... . ...............
INDIANAPOLIS.
CINCINNATI.
WHEAT-NO. 2 Red ....... .......
Oorm-No. 2 ......................
Oats— No. 2 Mixed ..... ..........
By a— No. 2 .......................
Pork-Moss ......................
KANSAS CITY.
aTTL*-S£Ln- ..............
Butcheii
r •! •• a ••««•••••••• a •
• 4.r. ft 4.50
3.50 & 4.00
2..V) 3.50
4.00 V75
3.50 © 5.00
.«0 ft -m
.34 & .36
.22 W .23
.40 ft .41
.16 ft .10
.W5484 .08U
ft .Uf*
ft 2.50
11.25 (£411.75
.75 ft .75U
.asy,
.27?*® .28!..
ft .44
.50 1<V .51
11.50 @11.75
3. 53 @ 4.25
4.25 ft 4.75
8.25 ft 4.U0
.8(1 ft .87
.35 ft .36 Vl
.30 ft .31
.85 @ .86
.35 ft mm
.21 ft .25
3.50 ft 4.75
ft 5.U0
3.75 ft 5.0)
.K» l" .87
.42 1ft .43
.27 ft .30
13.00 (£‘13.25
3.50 ft 4.60
4.0J ft 4.50
•w @ .80'*
.31 ft .site
ig** ;S*
2.50 @ 4.25
' 25 ft 4.5J
3.0J ft> 4.00
4.50 ftrZ.50
.t» & .87
.37 @ .37!i
•25 '-,<!* .26U
.44
12.00
8.50 ft 4.00
3.00 ft 3.60
2.00 ft 3.25
ts
8.00 !»
A Clan-na-Gael Man Said to Have Made a
Full Confession to the State's Attorney
Regarding the Brutal Butchery' of the
Irish Doctor-A Sensational Tale.
A Chicago dlspat.h of June 24 says;
Camp 20 of the Clan-na-Gaei and
ite methods will be thoroughly . in-
vestigated by the grand jury, aud
it is more than probable that ten or
more of its members will be indicted
for the murder of Dr. Cronin. The State’s
attorney has already in his posses don
euough eviience to hang at least half of
that number, an 1 before the grand jury
resun es consideration of the Cronin case
Wednesday be expects to have a complete
chain of evidence encirclin g the camp, or
at least tho guilty members of it.
Shortly after the finding of the body the
State’s attorney received an anonymous
letter which set forthvthe details of a mest-
ingol comp *i0, which was held on a
Friday in the latter part of February.
John K. Beggs, the No. ami senior guar-
dian of the camp, presided at this meeting,
which wac attended only by what
is known as the inner circle of the camp,
and the purpose for which the meeting
was called was the trial of Dr. Cronin as a
British spy. He was found guilty, the
letter went on to state, and the punishment
was fixed. at death. Death was always
the penalty which traiton paid, and
Cronin was to be no exception to tbe rule.
The preliminaries having been disposed
of, the question of who should be the exe-
cutioners was taken up. Lots were drawn.
T-'O names of every man present were put
on separate slips of paper and the lottery
of murder was carried out in all its
details. Who were the ones to whom the
fearful deed was committed was not made
known nt the meeting. No one knew the
names of tho men who were to ‘‘remove"
Dr. Cronin, except tbe man who was to
notify them that they bad been selected
for tho act of blood and were expected to
Login at once. This man, the letter went
on to state, was John F. Beggs ‘
At once every power of the police was
put forth to find the author of tbe letter
giving information which was so valuable
if true. But without success. In vain the
officers sought for some one who would
admit that such a meeting had been
held. All were obstinate in asserting that
they never heard of such a meeting or
such action by camp 2D. In vain Coroner
Heitz questioned every Clan-na Gael man
who was before the Coroner’s jury as to
the proceedings of the camp at its meet-
ings since the 1st of January. Every one
was ignorant.
To-day the light broke on the darkness
which overcame camp 20 Detective Pal-
mer had a long interview with Judge
Longenecker early this morning, and about
an hour later a flurried-looking man was
adqiitted to the judge’s office by the side
door. He was a Clan-na-Gael man, and
he corroborated the contents of the letter
in every detail. Who he is could not be
learned, but so satisfactory was tbe infor-
mation be gave the judge and so complete
the proof of the planning and premedita-
tion of the Cronin murder in camp 20,
that he said an hour later: “I’ve got evi-
dence enough now to hang half a dozen."
It is claimed that State's Attorney
Longenecker has a list of the names of ail
the men who attended the secret meeting
at which Dr. Cronin’s removal was
ordered
This man further revealed, it is said,
that the trial, condemnation, and execu-
tion of Dr. Cronin was entirely in accord-
ance with the usages of the clan as
practiced in other cases, notably that of
the informer Carey, who was tried by the
same process under which Dr. Cronin
suffered death
All that could be learned of the mystorl-
ors visitor to Judge Longenecker was that
he was a Clan-na-Gael man, a former
mem l>er of camp 20. who had been present
at tne meeting, b it hod taken no part
in the delil erations, which ended in
the older for Cronin’s assassination. He
will be carefully guarded by the police to
prevent anyone from tampering with him,
but he will not Ik? arrested and no sign
will Iw made by the officers that would
indicate to the conspirators that he was
under the protection of the police.
There is a growing belief on the part of
the authorities that Dan Coughlin was the
chosen chief executioner of tbe tribunal’s
sentenc*, and that, knowing his fellow
camp members thoroughly, it was an easy
matter to select the prisoner, Burke, and
the suspect, Cooney, or ‘‘Bimons,’’ and it
was no naid work for him to secure the
pennisdon of O’Sullivan to the fixing of
the neat job by which Dr. Cronin was
lured away to the place of assassination.
Senior Guardian John F. Beggs was
found by a reporter in tbe company of
Harry Jordan. Mr. Beggs declared that
tbe latest ktory about camp 20 of the
Clan-ua-Gael was a monstrous fib, and
raid:
“I only hope some Clan-na-Gael man Is
‘squealing, ’ as they call it, for then I will
be set right. I have been getting the
worst of it all along in this case. If I
have made some mistakes I have been
struggling hard to get a good footing,
and just when I see the light of day tbh
thing comes upon me. Of course I am
senior guardian of camp 20,. but such
things as they charge against that or any
other camp of the ('Ian*na- Gael are absurd
and impossible. If any one can tell roe
the object of the order I would like to
learn it For two years it has bad no
purpose. You just. went to the meetings,
paid 50 cents for monthly dues, heara
some fellow sing a song, some other fellow
make a speech, and then went home con-
vinced that another great step had been
taken in the cause of Ireland. That's all
there has been to the Clan-na-Gael." \
‘‘How about the alleged trial of Cronin
before the ‘inner circle’ or Camp 20.’"
"It’s bosh. There’s no such thing as on
‘inner circle.' Anybody can prefer a
charge against any member of the order
and the member will be tried before a com-
mittee of seven. The man charged is
always notified and is given the benefit of
counsel. There never wna any trial of
Cronin in camp 20. It is true that
Cooney, Burke, Coughlin, and Sullivan
were members of tho camp, and that three
of them are behind the Lars, while the
other ran away from town. Two thirdsof
the members of the camp were warm
friends of Dr. Cronin, and I was always
his friend."
/•
Mb. Blackwrll offered a resolution in the
Senate, on the 17th inst., referring to the Mar-
quettte, Houghton, and Ontonagon and other
land grants forfeleld by Congress at the close
of the last session, aud requesting the Attorney
General of the United States to investigate th*
question of alleged fraudulent grants. The
resolution was unanimously adopted, The Sen-
ate adopted a resolution offered by Mr. Chap-
man, reciting that the bill increasing the sal-
aries of cettaln deputies and chief clerks in
the State Department, which had passed the
Honse, had been criticised by other clerks as
unequal and unjust, wherefore u fall list of
names, titles, and salaries paid to every clerk In
the various departments is requested for the
information of the Senate. Tho resolution was
Adopted, Bills passed tho Senate: House bill
to authorize Hastings to brih-ow money ; House
bill authorizing Sand Beach to borrow money.
The House was in session but a short time,
which was devoted to routine business.
The Local Option bill, after handng fire In
tbe Senate for weeks, passed that body on tbe
18th inst., and will become a law as soon as it
rtaolies tbe Governor. A number of serious de-
fects led the Supreme Court to declare the local
option law of two years ago unconstitutional
and the new act has been carefnlly framed to
avoid these objections. On tbis account the
power of suspending the liquor traffic in any
the County “
9 people
oonnCy pet , ____
option election the Cdunty Clerk Is required
county is given to Supervisors in-
stead of directly to the ple. Any time one-
fifth of the voters of a c u t etition for a local
in favor of prohibition, tbe Supervisors
power, to adopt a resolution prohibiting
ale of •liquors, but are not compelled to do
to call a special meeting of tbe Supervisors,
aud they in turn call the eloction. If tne'oounty
votes —
have
the s  _____ ____ ____ _ _______
so only as morally bound by the decision of tbe
voters. The relatives of persons Injured In per-
son or property by liquor sold them in prohibi-
tion counties can recover actual damages from
tbe seller. In the House a bill cHtaldiphiug a
State constabulary to enforce tbe liquor law
was defeated after a heated discuslon.
Thk liunor bill, as recommended by the Con-
ference Committee of the two houses, passed
tbe House on the 19th inst., but the Senate failed
to concur. The Senate Indefinitely postponed
the consideration of a bill containing provisions
similar to the MaesachuHetts excise law for gov-
erning tbe liquor traffic, thus virtually killing
the measure. The Senate bill prohibiting life
insurance companies from granting rebates or
dividing commissions with the insured passed
the House. Au act was passed requiring all
mixed trains to be provided with air Itrakes by
October, 1890. The Senate joint resolution, ask-
ing Attorney General Miller to ascertain whether
any lands in the upper peninsula have been
Erautod fraudulently, passed the House. The
Senate passed a resolution requesting the Sec-
retary of the Interior to order a survey of
boundary lines between Michigan aud Ohio and
Indiana.
Senator Holbrook’s anti-trust bill passed
the Senate, on the 2Jth, by a largo tote. It pro-
rtdes that: “All contracts, agreements, under-
standings, and combinations made, entered into,
or taowingly assented to by and between any
be1)
. . _ _ )jec _________ _____ ___ _
be to limit, control, or in any manner to restrict
or kn i
parties capable of making a contract or agree'-
tnent that would  valid at law or in eqaity,
the purpose or obj tor intent of which shall
“I always look ont for No. 1,” re-
marked a selfish fellow who had just
married a red headed widow. “Well,
you needn’t worry vonraelf about it
any longer,” she replied significantly.
“No, 1 will look out for you hereafter.”
Thk real use of all knowledge is this,
that we should dedicate the sea
given to ns by God to the use and
vantage of man.
A
or regulate the amount of product or quantity
of any article or commodity to bo raised or pro-
duced by mining, manufacture, agriculture,
or any other branch of business or labor,
or to enhance, control, or regulate the price
thereof, or in any manner prevent or restrict
tree competition iu the production or sale of
any such article or commodity, shall be utterly
illegal and void, and any such contract, agree-
ment, understanding, and combination
constitute a criminal conspiracy, aud every per-
son who for himself personally, or as a member
or In the name of a partnership, or as a mem-
ber, agent, or officer of a coqtoration, or of any
association for business purposes of any kind,
who shall enter into or knowingly consent to
any snch void and Illegal contract, agreement,
understanding, or combination, shall be deemed
a party to such conspiracy.* The labor or-
ganizations protest against tbe bill on tbe
ground that it was aimed at them, and to
cover this objection an amendment was
adopted providing that tbe bill shall
not apply to sodeties formed for tba
protection of labor nor to agricultural products
while iu the hands of producers. A motion was
made in the Senate to recall the grafted two-
ceut fare bill. A bitter discussion followed, and
it was charged that Senators were being influ-
enced by railroad lobbyists, but tbe bill waa
pulled back, nevertheless. The Senate passed
the bill providing for indeterminate sentences
aud the release of prisoners on parole. A
peculiar bill inspired by the case of young Lati-
mer, who killed bis mother at Jackson, passed
tho House. It provides that when any
person shall be convicted of killing or
of procuring or attempting to procure
tho murder of a relative or person from
whom they might inherit property the convict-
ed person iu addition to the usual penalties
shall absolutely forfeit all riyht to the inheri-
tance. Tho House i>asBed Hopresentatlve Jas-
nowski’s bill nrovidlngfor a State Court of Ar-
bitration. with power to settle differences be-
tween employers and employes aud to take tes-
tlmony under oath, and issue subpomas while
investigating labor difficulties. The House also
pasHed u new general election bill modeled after
the Australian plan, but loaded down with many
amendments. lioth houses passed a bill limit,
.ug the size of pipe to l»e used iu artesian wells
to a diameter of one inch.
A LIBEL bill was passed by the Senate on the
2lHt, which, although not as favorable to tbe
Press libel bill recently killed in tho House, is a
long way in advance of tbe present law. Its
provisions are that iu actions lor libel If there
is no proof of express malice, or the court or
jury shall find that there was no such malice,
then no exemplary or punitive damages h»il
be awarded, but such malice may be inferred
from tho nature and tone of tho statements
claimed to bo libelous. No action for
lilR-l shall be brought or maintained un-
less the plaintiff shall, before bringing suit,
give notice by mail or otherwise to the defend-
ant to publish a retraction of tho libel, and
allow the defendant a reasonable time in which
to publish such retraction and make such
amends as are reasonable and possible under tbe
circumstances of tbe ca*e, and proof tbe publi-
cation of any such retraction or correction shall
be admissible in evidence under tbe general
issue on tbe question of the good faith of tba
defendant and in mitigation and reduction of
damages; provided that tbe retraction
shall be published] iu tho same type
and the same editions of the paper as tne
original libel, and. so far as practicable, in tbe
same position. The Senate attempted to recon-
sider the vote by which the Chapman grmded-
fare railroad bill was pMsed, but failed. This
sent it back to the House, from which it had
been recalled the day before. It was referred to
the Railroad Committee, but in tbe afternoon
tbe members stampeded, discharged tbe com-
mittee from further consideration of it, apd,
after a long struggle and some parliamentary
tatAnglemente, tbe bill was put upon Its pas-
ssge and passed by a vote of 60 to 23. It pro-
vides a 2-cent per mile fare for tbe larger roads.
It is claimed that it applies to but one railroad
fai tbe State, tbe Chicago and Grand Trunk.
The Senate passed the House tax bill Both
bouses adjourned till Mouday, the 24th.
Origin of Great Inventions.
Glass. Known in Egypt 1740 B. G-
Bellows. Egyptian ; used 1490 B. 0.
Needles. First made in England,
1545.
Oxygen. Discovered bv Priestly,.
1774.
Candles. Mode of tallow, used in
1290.
1^ Cot ton gin. Mode by Eli Whitney,
Engraving. Invented by Chinese 1000
B. O.
Clocks. Water clocks used in Rome-
158 B. C.
Hydrogen. First isolated by Caven-
dish, 1706.
Thermometer. Credited to Bantorio,
of Padua, 1609.
Barometer. Evangelista Torricella,
invented 1043.
Air pump. Made hr Otto Guericke,
of Magdeburg, 1650. *
Algebra. Arabian origin; known in
Europe, 1300; used generally, 1590;
Luca Borgo’s book, 1494.
Anemometer. Invented 1709,
W alflno, to measure force of
Barbers. Great
;in Ezekiel v.
, Billiards.
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MlTA^nnS OF REST.
LY MBS. X. t. IUTK1-
l nmmtim the beaut it il aiorulows
And their sweet atreai'is purling clCC',
With flowers Iwsprent, where my young days
were spent, '•'/r--'' ' '
Where the birds their nurslings roar.
I was sheltered then in the dour home nost,
Where my (eet turned oft to the meadows of
rest.
I remember a grate in those mee tows,
Where slumbered a laughing-eyed boy ;
Death found him at play, be lured him away,
And with him went half our joy.
We molded the tint that his ieet had pressed,
And kept his grave green in the meadows of
rest.
I remember a silver-haired father,
Who walked by the river ware
To watch the reeds grow, or the sweet waters
flow,
Or to muse by that little grave.
He has passed long ago to the home he loved
best,
To th* infinite peacq of God’s meadows of rest.
I wonder if green are those meadows,
If purling and clear are the streams,
If the moon ahinos as bright, if the stars give
such light
As they did in my youth’s happy dreams.
O. angels of destiny, need my request :
Give me beck, give me back my dear meadows
oi rest.
lil:
ife-
fryft
HIS DUTf: npE STORY.
BT WILLIAM PENDLETON CHIF3IAN.
Benny Waters got up at daylight that
morning to build a Are and warm the
room for hia mother, who was not strong,
and found the keen air of the early
spring very trying in their rudely bum
cabin, a few miles out on the plains
from the village. All the time he was
about this labor of love he was think-
ng of the fortunate opening likely to
be his that day.
He had been searching for something
to do in the village, for matters were
getting serious in their little home.
The mother hod been sick so long, and
their expenses had been so heavy, that
the little they hod saved against a time
of need was now completely gone. Next
to nothing remained for them to live
upon, and if possible he must find work
of some kind to keep actual want from
the door.
, So for two or three days previous to
this morning he had been looking for
work, but without success. He was
either too young or not strong enough,
or they had no work for a boy, and he
had become well nigh discouraged.
The evening before, however, just as
he was about to give up trying farther
for that day, he stepped into the store
of Field & Swinburn, hardware dealers,
aud asked if they needed a boy. He
was shown into the office, where he
found Mr. Swinburn alone.
That gentleman, after making some
inquiries as to Bennie’s age, and where
he lived, said :
“Yes, we do need a boy, but Mr.
Field is now out of town. You may
come to-morrow morning, however, at
9 o’clock, and we will see what can be
done for you. Mind, now, and be on
time, as we shall hire the first boy that
comes along.”
“What wages would you be apt to
pay?” Bennie ventured to ask.
“Oh! two or three dollars a week,”
answered Mr. Swinburne, carelessly.
“It depends altogether on how well you
So Bennie built the fire, and buised
himself in cooking the potatoes— all that
they had for breakfast— happy at the
prospect before him, and sura that he
would do his best to earn the highest
wages suggested. On that amount he
felt confident his mother and himself
could, with proper care, live comfort-
ably until she was able to work again.
Tk6 breakfast— if a dish of potatoes
.can hit called a breakfast— once ready,
he went to the door of his mother’s room
and called her.
“Only think, mother,” he exclaimed,
as they sat down at the table, “I’m to
have work to-day; and if I’m worth it
I’m to have three dollars a week, and
that’ll be enough for us to live on."
Yes, indeed!” responded his mother;
“but I fear you are too young to under-
take so much; above all to take your
long walk after each day’s work.”
“Oh! I can stand it easily enough,
mother,” he asserted, confidently.
When the little meal wfa finished he
brought in several armfuls of wood, and
arranged as far as possible for his
mother’s comfort throughout the day,
and then put on bis coat and started.
"Here is your scarf, Bennie.” said his
mother, calling him back, “it will be
chilly os yon walk home to-night, and
you will need it.”
He laughingly took it, not realizing
then how it would be of special service
to him a little later.
It was not yet 8 o’clock, and he had
ample time to reach the village l>efore
the appointed hour. The most direct
way was down the railroad track, and
he hurriedly tripped over the ties, as
happy as a boy could well be.
Within a mile of the village the
track made a sharp turn to the
right, and entered what was known as
Hemwav’s cut, where the road-bed had
beeri blasted through solid rock for a
cumber of rods. As Bennie reached
the curve, he, as a precaution, glanced
back along the track to be sure the
8:45 passenger train was nowhere in
sight, and then entered the cutaway.
When, about half way through, how-
ever, he suddenly stopped, for in
front of him lay a large boulder, which
had fallen from the cliff above, and
completely blocked the passage.
But it was jMssible to clamber over
it, and Bennie began to do so, then he
as quickly got down again. The
thought had come to him that the train,
number 27, coming around the curve at
lull speed, would not have time to come
to a stop before reaching the obstruc-
tion, and n smashup, more or less terri-
ble in its results, was inevitable unless
some one gave the warning.
But if he waited to warn the train of
i danger he could not reach the village
Cinted hour, and might lose
the place. Indeed, Mr. vSwineburne
said if he was not there
some other
village in that w»y Mton’no one «
ever know he had discovered the
and could pot blame him. Thus i
he arrive at the village in ample time
for his engagement
For a moment he hesitated; more
than this, he actually left the cutaway
and went a short distance up over the
cliff towards the highway. Then he
came back to the track, and with quiver-
ing lips sat down. Bo knew it was his
duty, whatever the personal sacrifice,
to stay there and warn the train.
As if to test the strength of his deter-
mination to the full, a sense of their
absolute need now came home to him as
it never had before. It frightened him.
Starvation stared them in the face.
There was only enough food in the
house to last a day or two longer.
He must have work at once, or he must
wh
m
they should hire
not time enough to go on
and have sqme.one sent to
beo
e shrank from the thought with a
shudder. Bat if he lost this place, and
could not got another, ho might be
forced to do that for his mother’s sake.
She must not suffer for want of food.
“I can't leave her,” he resolutely said,
“even if I do not get work and we have
to beg.”
The train was late that morning, and
for nearly an hour he sat there. He
knew it must be already 9 o’clock, and
he wondered if some other boy had
been hired to fill the place he had only
an honr before been so sure of. In spite
of liimself the great tears would come
to his eyes. ,
The low’ rumbling of the train at last
roused him from the despair into which
he was fast falling. Springing to his
feet, he exclaimed :
“I wish I had a red flag, an’ I’d stop
the train easy enongh.”
Then his eye fell on his scarf; it was
large and of a bright red color. The
next moment he had cut a long stick
and stretched his scarf to its widest
capacity over one end, forming a wide
flag. He now hurried down the track
toward the coming train, moving the
scarf to and fro as he hod often seen the
flagmen .do.
On came the train; now it was near
enough for the engineer to plaiuly see
him; the next instant a prolonged
whistle, which Bennie knew meant down
brakes, rang on the air, and he jumped
from the track.
The cars shot by him, but came to a
stand-still near the curve. The en-
gineer sprang from lus cab asking :
“Well, my boy, what is it?” *
“Just step around the curve and you’ll
see for yourself,” answered Bennie.
The engineer, fireman, conductor and
a crowd of passengers hurried into the
cutaway, and a moment later stood by
the boulder.
“It is a big morning’s work you have
done, my lad," the oondnetor at length
said; “had we come round that curve
and stove full force into that rock there
would have been terrible work here.
How came you to discover it?”
So Bennie briefly told hi^ story :
“I was going to work for Field &
Swinburne down at Soottsville this
morning at 9 o’clock, and left our cabin
back here a couple of miles to go there.
When I got here I saw the rock, and
knew I ought to stay to give you warn-
ing. Though I s’pose I have lost my
place by it,” he added, regretfully.
“How is that?” asked a tall, finely-
dressed gentleman standing by.
“Why, Mr. Swjnburne said I was to
be there on time,” answered Bennie,
"or else they should hire some other
boy.”
The conductor now decided that with
enough men and the proper tools the
obstruction could be removed in an hour
or two at the farthest, and dispatched a
messenger to the village for them. He
also advised the passengers to return to
the cars and make themselves as com-
fortable as possible during the delay.
Then a gentleman spoke up enthusi-
astically:
“Let us make a purse for the lad.
Here are five dollars toward it.”
A hat was passed among the passen-
gers, anda few minutes later the gentle-
man announced :
“We have got a handed dollars. Now
where is the boy?”
He could not be found, but a brake-
man finally said :
“I saw him go off toward the village
with the man the conductor sent down
there.”
“He’ll be back this way by and by,
likely as not,” said the conductor; “if
not, it can be left at the Soottsville depot
for him."
It was true Bennie had hastened off
to the village, hoping yet he might reach
the store before some one else was en-
gaged. But in this he was disappointed.
For as he entered Mr. Swinebume’s of-
fice. that gentleman looked up at him
aud curtly said :
“You are too late, sir; .1 engaged an-
other lad half an hour ago. Learn next
time to be punctual at the appointed
hour.”
Poor Bennie! Without offering a
word of explanation he left the store
and hurried off home. He had no heart
to look else for work that day at least.
He knew he had done right— that his
mother would approve of his course-
still he could not get over the great
disappointment that had come to him.
What in the world should they now do
for bread?
As he reached the cutaway he found
the men busy blasting the boulder to
pieces, and paused to watch them.
While he stood there the conductor
m.
youngster," he said,
“aren’t you the boy that stopped the
train?”
“Yes, sirl” promptly responded Ben-
nie.
“Well,” be went on, “there’s a gen-
tleman up at the cars that wishes to see
you."
Wondering what could be wanted of
him, Bennie went up to the train, clam-
bered into the parlor car and asked :
“Is there a man here who wishes to
see me?" V
caught sight of hii
“Look here, 
“We caa well afford to give this money
to you," replied the gentleman, kindly,
“for some of us would have doubtless
lost our lives but for you; and had the
overturned cars taken fire in that out,
none of us could have escaped,”
With joyful hear* Bennie now hasten-
ed heme. Nor was his joy any less
when his mother, after listening to his
story, said :
“I had rather a son of mine should do
his duty, even if it forced us to beg,
than to have secured the beat position
in the world by a dishonorable act,.”
But the good flowing forth from Ben-
nie’s unselfish act did not end hero.
The very next morning, as he was cut-
ting wood at the door, a gentleman rode
up and asked :
“Are you Mr. Bennie Waters?”
“Yes, sir!” replied the astonishedboy. '
"Well, here’s a letter I was asked to
leave here,” said the man, handing it to
him.
It bore the heading of Field & Swin-
burne, and read :
"Hc’ottmville. Ky.. March 2. 1887.
"Jfr. Bennie Water/:
“Dear Hiu— Mr. Field, of our ilrm, was
upon the train you so bravely wanted of its
danger yesterday, regardless of your own
Josh, we have decided that we have got a
place in our store for a boy like you. and we
will furnish your mother a tenement in the
village, rent free, and allow you at ilrst live
dollars u week. 1 trust you will he mag-
nanimous enough to overlook my unpar-
donable curttiess of yesterday, for had you
explained the eauso of your delay wo should
have hired you then and there. At your
earliest convenience let us know your do -
cision. Uespectfully yours,
“Guo. A. Swinburne.
“Firm of Field & Swinburne."
Bennie and his mother have already
moved into their comfortable home at
the village, and he is busily at work in
the store. He studies hard evenings,
and hopes to thoroughly master the
business he has entered. Ho says:
“I just did that morning what I knew
was my duty, aud all came out right in
the end.”
So will it always.
Across the Ocean in Three Days.
There is promise of a more rapid in-
crease in the future in the average speed
of steamships than lias been accom-
plished in the past. Until within a
few years the progress in that direction
had been slow. Now rapid strides are
being made. Ten years ago 16 knots cn
hour was rapid speed. But a new boat
just built by the Herreshoffs makes an
average of twenty-three knots an honr.
The English are building war vessels to
run twenty-two knots and one is pro-
jected for twenty-four knots. That
would be about twenty -seven geographi-
cal miles, which equals the average rate
of speed of ordinary express railway
trains in this country.
Ship-builders think that this speed
will be doubled in the future. Two
things are necessary for this purpose—
one is lighter material with which to
build vessels and the other is a motive
power that will not require so much
room. Both of these objects are in a
fair way to be attained.
For a long time inventors have been
at work to discover a cheap process to
manufacture aluminum. This metal is
one-third lighter than iron and very
much stronger. li will not rust. It is
found in abundance all over this coun-
try, being the characteristic part of
common clay. Some progress has been
made towards the solution of this pro-
blem, and as soon as it is solved alu-
minum will take the place of steel for
steamships. Being one-third lighter an
immense gain will be made. As to the
motive power that is likely to be elec-
tricity.
When these two things arc accom-
plished we shall be able to cross the
ocean in three days. It does not seem
in the least improbably that the present
generation may live to see that wonder-
ful speed accomplish^ on the ocean.
This is an age of progress.— New 1’ork
News.
DR. TALMAGE DIMCOUKSK9 ON IDE
I’OWEU OF CHRISTIANITY.
‘Yes, sir!” exclaimed a gentleman.
“The Chief of Burglars.”
The recent death of “Clutch” Dono-
hue at Kingston, Canada, brought to a
termination the career of one of the
most successful and clever thieves in
America. Some of “Clutch" Donohue’s
adventures read as if taken from a page
of romance. On the 2nd of February,
1871, just before the office closed, a man
now supposed to have been Donohue,
entered the South Kensington National
Bank, Philadelphia, and informed the
cashier that he had received a hint that
the institution was to be robbed, and
had been sent to give the information.
The manager at once detailed two
watchmen to guard the premises at
night. While these men were in the
building the same night, two policemen
in uniform rapped at the door, and were
admitted npon explaining that the
superintendent of ]>olice hod become
apprehensive that the bank was to be
robbed that night, and that he had sent
them to help keep watch. They spent
a couple of hours in the office, and then
about 3 o’clock one of the constables
expressed the opinion that it was dry
work, at the same time suggesting that
a little whisky would not go bad. The
watchmen fell in with the idea, and as
the men in uniform could not openly
enter a saloon to buy a bottle of whisky
one of the watchmen went for it While
he was away the two uniformed men
suddenly fell Upon the remaining watch-
man, and after binding and gagging
him, locked him up in a small room.
When the second watchman returned,
lie was treated in a similar manner, and
then the bogus policemen opened the
door for their pals who, with muffled
sledge-hammer, wedges and jimmies,
forced open the vault and stole $100,000,
over $60,000 being in cash and the balance
in securities. The latter were after-
wards returned to the bank, but none
of the thieves were ever convicted.
An Optical Delusion.
Yonng Badger from New York on
the first morning of his visit to
nclo Abner’s farm apjiearg
ip. pair of white tiann,
“The Mlghtleet Weapon la the Goapel” HU
Nubjoct, Hiid Ills Text the Word*: “There
la None Like That; Give It Me."
Rev. T. De Witt Talmaire delivered
one of his chnracteristiu and forcible
sermons at the Brooklyn Tabernacle
upon the subject: “Tlio Mightiest
Weapon Is the Gospel." Bis text was I.
Samuel xxi, 9: “There is none like that;
give it me." The preacher said:
David fled from, his pursuers. The
world runs very fast when it is chasing
a good man. The country is .trying to
catch David, aud to slay him. David
goes into.tho house of a priest, and asks
him for a sword or spear with which to*
defend himself. The priest, not being
accustomed to use deadly weapons, tells
David that he cannot supply him; but
suddenly the priest thinks of an old
sword that had been carefully wrapped
up and laid away— the very sword that
Goliah formerly used— and betakes down
that sword, and while he is unwrapping
the sharp, glittering, memorable blade,
it flashes upon David’s mind that this
wastho very sword that was used against
himself when ho was in the tight with
Goliah, and David can hardlv keep his
hands off it until the priest has un-
wound it. David stretched out his
baud toward that old sword, and says:
“There is none like that; give it me." *In
other wo/ds, “I want in my own hand
the sword that has been used against
mo, and against the cause of God." So
it was given him. Well, my friends,
that is not the first or the Inst sword
once used by giant and Philistine in-
iquity which is to come into the posses-
sion%of Jesus Christ, and of His glori-
ous church. I w(int, ns well as God may
help mo, to show you that many a
weapon which has been used against
the armies of God is yet to be capturod
and used on our side; aud I only Imitate
David when I stretch out my hand to-
ward the blade of tho Philistine, and
cry: “There is none like that; give it
me."
I remark, first, that this is true in re-
gard to all scientific exploration. Yoa
know that the first discoveries in as-
tronomy aud geology aud chronology
wore used to battle Christianity.
World philosophy came out of its labo-
ratory and out ol its observatory, and
said: "Now, we will prove, by the very
structure of the earth, and by the move-
ment of the heavenly bodies, that the
Bible is a lie, and that Christianity, as
we have it among men, is u positive im-
position." Good men trembled. Tho
telescope, the Leyden jars, the electric
butteries, all in the hands of tho Philis-
tines. But one day, Christianity, look-
ing about for Homo weapon with which
to defend itself, happened to see the
very old sword that these atheistic Phil-
istines had been using against tho truth
aud cried out: “There is none like
that; give it mo!“ And Copernicus, and
Galilee, and Kepler, aud Isaac Newton
came forth and told the world that, in
their ransacking of the earth and
Heaven, they had fonnd overwhelming
presence of the God whom we worship;
and this old Bible began to shake itself
from the Koran, and Shuster, and Zen-
davestu with which it had been
covered up, and lay on the desk of the
scholar, and in the laboratory of the
chemist, and in the lap of the Christian,
unharmed and unanswered, while tho
towers of the midnight heavens struck
a silvery chime in its praise.
Wordly philosophy said: “Matter is
eternal. 'Ihe world a Krays was. God
did not make it." Christian philosophy
plunges its crowbar ikto rocks, and
finds that the world was gradually made,
aud if gradually made, there must have
been some point at which tho process
started; then, who started it? and so that
objection was overcome, akd in the first
three words of the Bible Ipe find that
Moses stated a magnificent .truth when
he said: “In the beginning]”
Worldly philosophy said: TYour Bible
is a most inaccurate book; alt that story
in tho Old Testament, again- and again
told, about the army of the lotasts— it is
preposterons. There is nothing in the
coming of the locusts like an army. An
army walks, locusts fly. An atmv goes
in order and procession, locnsts
without order." “Wait!" said Christian
philosophy; and in 1868, in the soatb-
western part of this country, Christian
men went out to examine tho march of
the loenst. There are men right before
me who mast have noticed in that very
part of the country the coming up of the
locust like an army, -and it was fonnd
that all the newspapers unwittingly
spoke of them as an army. Why? Thev
seem to have a commander. They march
like a host. They halt like a host. No
arrow ever went with straighter flight
than the locnsts come— not even turn-
ing aside for the wind. If the wind
rises, the locnsts drop and then rise
again after it has gone down, taking the
same line of march, not varying a foot.
The old Bible right every time when it
speaks of locnsts coming like an army;
worldly philosophy wrong.
Worldly philosophy said: “All that
story about the light 'tamed as clay to
the seal’ is simply an absurdity." Old
time wordly philosophy ’ said: "The
light comes straight/ Christian phi-
losophy said: "Wait a litt'e while,”
1 and it goes on and makes discoveries
and finds that the atmosphere carves
and bends the rays of liffbt around the
earth, literally “as the clay to the seal."
The Bible right again; worldly philoso-
phy wrong again. “Ah," says worldly
philosophy, ‘'all that illusion in Job
about the foundations of the earth is
simply an absurdity. ‘Where wast thou,’
says God, ‘when I set the foundations
of the earth?’ The earth has no founda-
tions." Christian philosophy comes
and finds that the word as translated
“foundation” may be better translated
“socket#. " So now see how It will read
if it is translated right: t" Where watt
thou when I set the sockets of the
earth?" Where is the socket? It la the
hollow of God's hand— a socket large
enongh for any world to tarn in.
Worldly philosophy said: “What an
absurd story about Joshua making the
sun and moon stand still. If the world
had stopped an instant, the whole uni-
verse would have been oat of gear.”
“Stop,” said Christian philosophy, “not
quite so quick.” The world has two
motions— one on Me own axis, and the
other aronnd the sun. It was not neces-
sary in making them stand still that
both motions should be stopped— only
the one turning the world on its
There was no reason w
of the
„ e w
Joshno right
better for os. The armies of the Lord
Jesus Christ have stormed the observa-
tories of the world's soienoc, and from
tho highest towers have flang out the
banner of the cross, aud Christianity to-
uight, from the observatories of Albany
ad Washington, stretches out its hand
toward the opposing scientific weapon,
crying: “There is none like that; give
it - me!" I was reading this afternoon
of Herschel, who was looking at a meteor
through a telescope, and when it oamo
over tho face of the telescope it was so
powerlul ho had to avert his eyes. And
it has been just so that many an astron-
omer has gone into an observatory and
looked up into the midnight Heavens,
Joseph in the court, Daniel in I
Hhadrach in the fire, Paul in
wreck, Christ on tho cross,
might, in onr families, th
the power of Chriatinn pi
little sketch of Samuel kne
prayer will mean more to your
than twenty sermons on devotl
patient face of Christ by tt
the artist will bd more to :
than fifty sermons on fori
art of tho world is to
Christ. What has become
sen's chisel and Ghirlandaj
Captured for tho truth. “Tt
like that; give it me!”
So, I remark, it is with busi
and the Lord God has, through some fmon and tact. When Christ
swinging world, flamed upon his vision,
I and the learned man cried out: “Who
am I? Undone! Unclean! Have mercy,
Lord God!"
Again, 1 remark, that tho traveling dis-
position of the world, which was averne
to morals and religion, is to be brought
ou our side. The man that went down
to Jericho and fell amidst thieves was a
type of a groat many travelers. There
is many a man who is very honest at
home who, when he is abroad, has his
honor filched and his good habits stolen.
There are bnt very few men who can
stand the stress of nn expedition. Six
weeks at a watering place has damned
many a man. In the olden times God
lorbade tho traveling of men for tho
purposes of trado because of tho cor-
rupting influences attending it A good
many men now cannot stand tho transi-
tion from one place to another. Some
men who seem to bo very consistent at
homo in the way of keeping the Sab-
bath, when they got into Spain, on the
Lord s day always go out to see the bull
tights. Plato said that no city ought to
bo built nearer to tho sea than ten miles,
lest it bo tempted to commerce. But
this traveling disposition of tbo world,
which was adverse to that which is good,
is to bo brought on our side. These
rail trains, why, they are to take onr
Bibles; those steamboats, they are to
jruusport our missionaries; these sailors
rnshing from city to city all arofind the
world, are to be converted into Chris-
tinu heralds und go out and preach
Christ among tho heathen nations. The
Gospels are infinitely mnltipliod in
beauty und power since Robinson, and
Thompson, and Burckhnrdt have come
back and talked to us about Siloam, and
Capernaum, and Jerusalem, pointing out
to ns the lilies about which Jesns
preached, tho beach upon which Paul
was shipwrecked, the lords at which
Jordan was passed, the Red Hoa bank on
which were tossed the carcasses of the
drowned Egyptians. A man said: “I
went to tho Holy Land nn infidel; I
came back a Christian. I could not
help it."
I am not shocked rt the idea of bnild-
iug a railroad to tho Holy Land. I wish
that all the world might go and see
Golgotha aud Bethlehem. If we cannot
afford to pay for muleteers now, perhaps
when tho rail train goes wo can afford to
buy a ticket from Constantinople to
Joppa, and so wo willgetto see the Holy
Laud. Thou let Christians travoll God
speed the rail trains, and guide the
steamships this night panting across the
deep in the phosphorescent wake of the
shining feet of Him who, from wave
cliff to wave cliff trod the stormed
Tiberias. The Japanese come across the
water and see our civilisation, and ex-
amine our Christianity, and go back and
tell the story, and keep that empire
rocking until Jesus shall reign
Where'er the sun
Does his successive journeys ran.
And the firearms, with which the in-
fidel traveler brought down the Arab
horseman and the jackals of the desert,
have been surrendered! to the church,
and we reach forth our tiands, crying:
“There is none like that; gjve it moj"
8o it has also been with tlre~ietfrning
and the eloquence of the world. Peo-
ple say: “Religion is very good for wo-
men, it is very good for children, but
not for men." But we have in the roll
of Christ's host Mozart and Handel in
music; Cauova and Angelo in sculpture;
Raphael and Reynolds in painting; Har-
vey and Boerhnove in medicine; Cowper
and Scott in poetry; Crotius und Bnrke in
statesmanshii); Boyle and Leibnitz in
philosophy; Thomas Chalmers and John
Mason in theology. The most brilliant
writings of a worldly nature are all
aglow with scriptural allusions.
Through senatorial speech and through
essyaist's discourse Sinai thunders and
in the
iber,
bnt he reserved his strongest eloquence
for that day when he stood before the
literary societies at Princeton com-
mencement aud pleaded for the grandeur
of our Bible. Daniel Webster won not
bis chief garlands while he was consum-
ing Hayne, nor when he opened the
batteries of his eloquence on Bunker
Hill, that rocking Sinai of the American
revolution, but on that day when, in the
famous Girard will case, he showed bis
affection for the Christian religion and
eulogized the Bible. The eloquence
and the learning that have been on the
otber side came over to onrside. Where
is Gibbon's historical pen? Where is
Robespierre's sword? Captured for God.
“There is none like that; give it me!”
So, also, has it been with the picture
making of the world: We are very
anxious on this day to have the printing
press and the platform on the side of
Christianity; bat we overlook the en-
graver's knife and the painter's pencil.
Tbe antiquarian! goes and looks at
pictured ruins, or examines the chiseled
pillars of Thebes, and Nineveh, and
Pompeii, and then comes back to tell us
of tbe beastliness of ancient art; and it
is a fact now, that many of the finest
specimens— merely artistically consid-
ered— of sculpture and painting that are
to be fonnd amidst those ruins are not
fit to be looked at and they are locked
op. How Paul must have felt, wjien,
standing amidst those impurities that
stared on him from the walls and the
pavements and tbe bazars of Corinth,
he preached of the pure and holy Jeaua.
The art of the world on the side of ob-
scenity and crime and death.
In later days the palaces of kings were
adorned with pictnrii. But what to un-
clean Henay VIII was a beautiful picture
of tbe Madotfna? What to Lord Jeffries,
the unjust judge, the picture of the
“Last Judgment?" What to Nero, the
unwashed, a picture of the baptisn) in
the Jordan? The art of the world still
on the side of superstition and death.
Bnt that is being changed now. The
Christian artist goes across the water,
looks at tbe pictnres, and brings back to
his American etndio much of the power
of those old mastera. Tbe Chriitian
minister goea over to Venice,
the " Crucifixion of
k to his American
of
earth, tho people that followed 1
tho most part, hud no wodnl
There was but one man nn
liaut in all tho npostlesbip.
Arimnthca, tho rich man. rial
when ho offered a hole In the
dead Chri«t. How many of
chants in A ain Minor befri
I think of only one. Lydia,
of the castles ou the beach
entertained Christ? Not
Peter came to Joppa, he
one Simon, a tanner. What ,
Christ's name on the Roman
or in the bazars of Corinth? Nc
prominent men of the day did
to risk their reputation for i
pretending to be one of his fc
Now that is all changed,
mightiest men in onr great citjes
are the Christian merchants f
Christian bankers; and if to-au
the Board of Trade, any man]
np ami malign the name of
would bo quickly silenced or
In the front rank of all our
workers to-doy are the Cl
chants; and the enterprises
world are coming on the
There was a farm willed
years ago, all the proceeds ! .
to go for spreading infidel hoc
bow matt.ers have changed ant
tho proceeds of that farm gor
missionary cause. One of
printing presses ever built ’
tho express purpose ot publ
del tracts and books. Now
nothing but print Holy Bibl
Hove that the time will come
commercial circles, the voice
will bo the mightiest of
and tho ships of Tarshish
presents and the Queen of B1
glory and tho wise men of tbe i
myrrh aud frankincense. I
upon the business men of our
rejoice at the prospect that!
and ingenuity, aud talent
a while, all be brought into the i
of Christ. It will be one of the i
iostof weapons. "There is none i
that; give it me!"
Now, if what I have said be true, m
with nil downheartedness! If soienoi
to bo ou the right side, andtbef
disposition of tbe world ou
side, and tbe learning of the w<
the right side, and the picture
ou tho right side, and.tbe busin
men and tact of tbe world on*
side— thine, O Lord, is the 1
Oh, full into liKe, all ye people!
grand thing to ho in such an an
led by such a commander, and
way to snob a victory. If what
said is true, thkn Christ ’ is
gather up for himself out of tl
everything that ia worth anytl
there, will bo nothing but tbe i
A proclamation of amnesty i
forth now from the throne of t
saying: “Whosoever will, let him <
However long you may have wi
however great your sins may have t
"whosoever will, let him come.”
that I could marshal all this
on tho side of Christ. He isL
friend a man ever had. He is so !
He is so lovely, so sympathetic. !
not see how you can stay away
Him. Come now and accept His
Behold Him as Ho stretches outf
of His salvation, saying:
me, nil ye ends of the earth, and
saved; for I am God." Make final i
now. Yu will either be willowa pi
by tho water courses or the chaff '
tho wind drlveth away.
A Poser.
The wisest philosoper some
not answer the simplest qi
child. This is well illustrated in
following anecdote as told by the PJ
delnbia Press;
“What are yon doing here, my ‘
“Tending swine, sir.”
“How much do yon get?”
“One florin a week, sir.”
“I also am a shepherd,” continued I
bishop, “bat I have a mnoh better i
ary”
^Tbatmaybe, bnt then I
you hare more hogs under your i
The shepherd was abont
the boy continued: “Say, can
anything?”
'Yes, my boy.”
‘Can he make a 2-year-old i
two minutes?”
“Why,” said the astonished 1
‘He would not wish to do
W*” .
“But if He did want to,
insisted the boy.
“Yes, certainly, if He wished to.”
“What! in two minutes?”
“Yea, in two minutes.”
“Well, then, he wouldn't bn
years old, would he?”
The bishop collapsed.
Breaking Up Bonanza Farms.
The breaking vp of a
block of 100, 0U0 acres of land in
Red Biver Valley into tracts, not to i
ceed 640 acres to be sold to onei
commented on favorably by some <
papers, says the Chica
They think they see in it
of an important change in
land distribution in North
which in the course of a few
now will result in placing the
ownership of the many,
comparatively few who
part of it in a way that
geste features in the serf
days in Europe. The ct
Bideration seems to have
sured by the fact that f
made in half the crop
market value, till
at] world.
mMaM City Mews. Gomeicemt feel
JOHN €. POST, Editor.
Saturday, June 29, 1889.
Commencement Week.
The past week Jus been devoted to
the young ladies and gentlemen, who,
having completed their course of study
at the colleges and schools of the land,
receive their hard earned parchments,
and “commence” the active work of
life, or a new course of study at higher
institutions.
Holland City is favored by the location
of Hope College within its borders. Our
citiiens never so fully appreciate the
advantages of this fact, as they do
during the closing week. Not only do
the young men and maidens, connected
with the college, throng the streets
arrayed in their sweetest smiles and
i beet clothes, but large numbers of their
friendscome from thecities and country
about Holland, to join in the pleasures
of the gala week.
The music and speeches are soon for-
gotten and the gay dresses, flowers and
• , ribbons become a dream of the past,
until another year brings the samepro-
• gramme of fresh young faces, white
roses, and diplomas. The only differ-
ence is that of the names of the
graduates.
- But beyond the thought of the simple
feature of commencement exercises is
the more practical view of the effect of
the annual stream of “educated” young
men and women, which the colleges of
the land pours into the current of every
day life. An army of several thousand
persons complete their studies at the
higher institutions of learning in the
The T%venty-Fourth Annual
Commencement Exercises
of Hope College.
-
in-
states each year. They go into
_ walk of life, and, generally speak-
exert an influence upon the com-
** in which they make their
in favor of higher and better
_ _ of life.
Too soon the youth learns that his
beautiful diploma is not the open sesame
to success in the struggle for wealth.
But he will always find that the educa-
tion he has obtained from books, and
the years of intercourse with men of
learning and refinement, during his
^college course, will open to him the
doors of the homes in every community
where the true enjoyment of life is to
^ found
The close of the college year brings
with it a succession of public enter-
tainments, which always attract the
attention of a large majority of our
citizens.
The commencement exercises opened
with the baccalaureate sermon to the
graduating class. This was delivered
at Hope Church, on Sunday evening,
June 23rd, by President Charles Scott,
D. D.
The church had been handsomely
decorated with flowers, and it was com-
pletely filled with the audience. Dr.
Scott’s sermon was based ui>on the text:
“Study to show thyself approved unto
God, a workman that needeth not to
be ashamed.— II Timothy 2: 15.” In
the application of the text he gave to
the young men before him some excel-
lent advice upon the duties of life,
which, if followed, will make of them
men of whom their college need not be
ashamed.
QKTMMTiriCireaL DKPABTMpXT.
On Monday afternoon, the closing
rhetorical exercises of the grammar, ^U7en8 <‘oul(1 J"'0’
school department of Hope College, t ie < a,ll,ll,s 'i",l
were held at the chapel. These exer-
cises always attract a large audience,
and it is unfortunate that they are not'
held in a larger room than the chapek7 ? T (,,ty Hn<1 w,r own P60^6 could
Many persons were unable to obtain ,,e? ,eDJnv vi",tioK the beautiful
even standing room at this entertain-
if
What Shall the Hanreit Be?
The 'entire country is anxiously
awaiting the answer to this question,
the tendency at the present time
• build up the great cities faster
i the country districts are being
noted and populated, the farmer is
! the man to whom we must look
prosperity, or the dismal
Goodcropsevenatlow
in the United States, mean
times for merchant and manu-
Jtturer.
Wheat, rye and oats promise fine
crop*, provided the wheat midge,
which is now found in millions, in
field, does not do any material
to the grain. As to the proba-
lon this subject, it is the opin-
experts, that if the weather is
hie to a rapid development and
9g of the grain but little damage
be done. The theory appears to be
that the grain will then grow faster
than the insects. But if the weather
ia cold, it is feared that the midge will
make a big hole in the farmerp crops
Corn, potatoes and all other spring
farm crops and vegetables, are so back-
ward that only.the extension of sum-
mer into October, without frosts, can
“—a them. Potatoes may do better,
, r>. - the corn crop in this vicinity is al-
ready considered a failure.
The hay crop, which is one of the
...... iportant to the farmer, will not
• than three fourths of an aver-
Many fields are injured by
era by the high water and,
l more, even on the best of land, by
“t quantities of sorrel in the rnea-
The fruit growers have as little pros-
ect for joy as the farmers. The grapes
were nearly all destroyed by May and
June frosts. Apples promise only a
*“f- crop; peaches will be a total fail-
except in a few localities, in Lake-
i and on the Lake Shore north and
of Holland. The raspberry and
- cr<>P8 will be very large,
ill be an average crop.
'arm weather is very much needed
ripen the grain: and help out the
her crops, and a hot July may ma-
ially improve the farmer’s prospects.
1 — - 
ment.
The programme was as follows:
Prayer-By Rev. P. Lepeltak.
Music— Chorus.
Oration and AVelcome— Labor Con-
quers Everything, Henry J. Pietenpol.
Bulogv on Lafayette— Egbert Boone.
To Mark Mother’s Grave-Jennie
Kollen.
“Am Life Wuth de Libin Fur?”—
Reuben Maurits. *
Music-Quartet.
Idolatry at Home— W. W. Mills.
Effects of Culture— WilliamZoethout.
The old man in the model church-
John J. Mersen.
“You put no flowers on my papa's
grave”— Agnes Hofma.
The Bashful Orator-Dirk De Kleine.
Chorus.
The Revolutionary Rising-Albert
Kuiper.
The Class Poem-Written by William
Mhsdema; read by Leila E. McBride.
The loss of the Arctic— J. Vennema.
“I Yant to Fly”— Henry Van der
PlQPg.
(horns.
appropriately. I lev. Philip Phelps, D.D.
the first president of the institution,
will be invited to deliver an address.
The governor of Michigan, the state
superintendent of public instruction,
and many other public men will be in-
vited to be present, and the quarter
centennial will be made an interesting
event for the college and our city.
The alumni will also present an oil
portrait of Rev. Dr. Phelps to the
college.
ro.MMK.NVKMENT.
The tw enty-fourt h annual commence-
ment, the climax of the closing exer-
cises, took place on Wednesday, at the
First Reformed Church.
The programme was as follows:
Invocation— Ry Rev. W. J. R. Taylor,
D. D.
Music.
Address in behalf of the college
council- Rev. Wrn. J. It. Taylor, D.I).,
of Newark. X. j.
This address by Dr. Taylor was an
interesting presentation of the work of
the college, with espial reference to
its local character, and the benefits to
the city and community, derived from
the location of Hope College here.
These benefits involve the reciprocal
duty upon the people of the city to do
all in their power to help the institu-
tion. The speaker suggested that our
citizens could provide sidewalks around
walks about the
grounds, which would add very much
td the comfort of pedestrians and ap-
pearance of the place. That strangers
j rounds.
j Dr. Taylor illust rated his remarks by
fc rtjferenrfc to a celebration of the fifti-
e ^anniversary of the founding of the
u liversity at Kerne, Switzerland, when
t, at city was decorated with banners
Mid ; arches, and the entire populace
pk part in the processions and exer-
cites. Next year will witness a quarter
itury since Hope College became a
legiate institution. We trust that
bu citizens will all join in the celebra-
no i
The Feorth et July!
Holland will not have any public celebrations, but a grand
day’s pleasure will be enjoyed at
Shady Side
— Aim
’Candidate for President.
J nominated by the Conven-
ill be elected by tty people,
will come the nearest to til,
“'ll of a Chief Magistrate-
“TOhas been given the
' no other medi-
well filled the ideal of a
ic and alterative. rni-~
indorsed Electric Bit
C. G. Haan and D. J. Walvoord, attor-
neys; Clara R. Van Dyke, wife of plain-
tiff; John Schaefer and Isabella
Steffens, witnesses.
Vocal music.
How Congress fought for Sheridan-
William Miedema.
The Engineers Making Love-Cor-
nelia S. Van der Meulen.
Bnidder Brown’s discourse— Martin
Verhage.
Oration and Valedictory, “Success”—
James Sterenberg.
Class Song.
1 he orations and recitations were all
well rendered, and the speakers were
greeted with liberal applause from the
large audience present. The chape)
had been tastefully decorated for the
occasion with evergreens and flowers.
The class motto “Dum vivimus, viva-
nus,” was encircled by a chain of the
initials of the twenty-four members
the graduating class.
“ULFILAS CLUB.'
On Monday evening, the third anntyl
exercises of the Ulfilas Club of the coP
lege, were given at the chapel.
These exercises were all in the Hol-
land language. The principal address
was delivered by Mr. J. M. Van der
Meulen, upon “The battle ot Water-
loo.” Mr. Van der Meulen is an excel-
lent speaker, and his address was a fine
one as a literary production.
alumni meetDto. --
On Tuesday evening the annual
gathering of the graduates of the col-
lege was held at the college ehapel.
The order of exercises was as follows:
Music-Instrumental, Misses Boone
and Alcott.
^Invocation— By Rev. W. J« R. Taylor,
Vocal music-Miss Gertrude Alcott.
p£jatT,0?rKnlit?tion? of Education,
1 rof. J . II. Kleinheksel.
Music— Amphion male quartet.
Poem-Rev. J. A. De Spelder.
Music-Solo, Mr. J. B. Nykerk.
Address— In Memoriam, Rev. A. A.
Ffanstiehl.
Poem— In Memoriam, Rev. H. E.
Dosker.
Address— In Memoriam, Rev. Peter
Moerdyke.
Music— Solo, Miss Gertrude Alcott.
Benediction.
Duringthepast year Rev. L. Hekhuis,
Rev. E. Van der Hart, and Miss Lizzie
Phelps, three graduates of the college,
have died. The circumstances of their
deaths have been particularly sad, in
each case, and the poem, by Rev. Dosker
and remarks -by Revs. Ffanstiehl and
Moerdyke, upon the subject, were very
appropriate. The chapel was filled
with an audience, all of whom enjoyed
the evening’s exercises.
ALUMNI BUSINESS MEETING.
A business meeting of the alumni
was held on Wednesday afternoon. A
large number of former Hope College
whom are now mybearded “boys,” were present.
(tbicrcl parthCU
of the event, and also take to their
he r$8 Dr. Taylor’s words about their
du ifcs toward the institution.
'Tie ancient commencement pro-
ime. of .Hophomorical orations by
members of the graduating class, had
laid H*ide for this year, and we
for all time, and in their stead an
ess was delivered by Rev. John II.
ows. D. D.. of Chicago.
Barrows is one of the most widely
n aud |H»|M|lar orators in the west,
subject he had choseh was the
•roic Age of Holland, and Rem-
indt, ihe Duirh Shakespeare.”
Tie space at our command will not
epable us u> give the readers of the
NJbws more than a general idea of the
address. It wax a presentation of the
glorious pages of the history of Hol-
land, interwoven with a glowing eulogy
"pon its great painter, Rembrandt,
'he speaker described his long search
oong the art galleries of Europe for
e painting, which would give to him
e elertrk- thrill that proclaims the
land of the master. After visiting
i early all the great cities of Europe,
i nd gaziig upon acres of canvas, he at
' mgth siood before Rembrandt’s great
“.ure, ‘ The ('lass in Anatomy,’’ at
sterdam. A single glance riveted
iis attention and the world of pictures
, ie had seen were forgotten, and lie felt
that he had found the picture and artist
for whom he sought.
A* Shakespeare portrayed, in words,
the thoughts, hopes, fears, loves, hat-
reds. and. in short, every passion and
•hase of Hie action of the human mind,
Rembrandt has pictured all these
paisions and the tragedy of life upon his
glaring canvas, where one can read
from the face# the work of the master-
mind, as the reader of Shakespeare
finds his wonderful genius in his books.
i/The heroes of the Dutch Republic
^and their glorious work in freeing their
land from the rule of Spain, were dwelt
ujKm by tiit speaker, and his love for
the land of dykes and liberty, in his own
words, made him appear to the audience
more of a Hollander than an American.
The occasional reference to “Chicago,”
and especially its connection with Je-
rusalem. made if apparent, however,
tiiat after the little country beyond the
sea, the city of magnificent stockyards
and modest men was next his .heart.
Dr. Barrows held the large audience
spell bound during the entire address.
He is a line speaker and his descriptions
of the country, men,' and, especially of
Rembrandt's pictures, were those of
the skilful “word painter.” The ad-
dress closed with a magnificent perora-
lights and shadows of the picture, and
its deeper meaning, as the portraits of
the brave men who wrought the grand
work of the sixteenth century, in over-
throwing the Spaniard and founding
the Republic.
The speaker was frequently greeted
with the applause of the audience; and
he thrilled the heart of every auditor
by Ids eloquence.
President Scott made the customary
address to the students in conferring
the degrees and diplomas. This was
in Dr. Scott’s most earnest manner and
deeply affected both students and
audience.
The following members of the college
graduating class received diplomas:
Clinton L. Dayton, Berlin, Mich.;
Henry Hospers, Jr., Orange City. Ia.;
Herbert G. Keppel, Zeeland, Mich.;
Albert Knooihuizen, New Holland,
Mick.; Gelmer Kuiper, Graafschap,
Mich.; Tennis W. Muilenburg, Orange
City, la.; William Stegeman, New
Groningen, Mich.; Anthony M. Van
Duine, Kalamazoo, Mich.; Dirk J.
Workman, Hull, Iowa.
Certificates of graduation from the
grammar school were conferred upon
the following members of the class of
1889:
Agnes < Hofma, Vriesland, Mich.;
Jennie Kollen, Overisel, Mich.; Cor-
nelia 8. Van der Meulen, Ebenezer,
Mich.; Egbert Boone, Holland. Mich.;
Dirk De Kleine, Jamestown, Mich.;
Cornelius G. Haan, Vriesland, Mich.;
Henry Huizinga, Beaverdam, Mich.;
Wirtje T. Janssen, Foreston, HI.; Al-
bert Kuiper, Kalamazoo, Mich.; Reu ia ProgramMe ()‘ lowing iind yacht races, swimming contests
ben Maurits, Vriesland, Mich.; John1 and other sports will he enjoyed. Dancinc during
J. Mersen, Marion, N. Y.; William! t.ho eftum^n «rwl cl_j_ b
Miedema, Vriesland, Mich.; John!
Schaeter, Oregon, HI.; James Steren- 1
berg, Fulton, 111.; Wilhelmus V. Te 1
Winkel, Alto, Wis.; Henry Van der
IToeg, Holland City, Mich.; John
MacatawaPark
THE STEA^EH/S
Macatawa, 0. C. Williams and Lizzie Walsh
will make regular trips from Holland to Shady Side, and
Macatawa Park, during the whole day. Fare only
twenty-five cents. No other boats land
at these resorts.
At SHADY SIDE
the afternoon and evening at Shady Side.
At MACATAWA PARK
Vennema, Holland City, Mich.; Mar-
tin Verhage, Vriesland, Mich.; Dirk will he a day of pleasuie, boating, bathing in Lake
J. Walvoord. Cedar Grnvp wia. wu.i Michigan, picnieing in the beautiful groves,
fishing excursions on Lake Michigan,
and general enjoyment.
J. Walvoord, Cedar Grove, Wis.; Wil- ,
liam Zoethout, Roseland, 111.; Leila I
E. McBride, Holland City, Mich.; Hen- 1
ry J. Pietenpol, Holland City, Mich.;;
Seine J. Menning, Alton, la.; wiley!
W. Mills, Dorr, Mich. i • *
'£[ Md™. ”»>'»' »****
len, of Ebenezer, for English and J 7 8
upon John Luxen, of Hollahd City, for I ______ —
Dutch literature. I
tr^t“;"^^^!Cr0nk's Bfle Creek orchestra and band will furnish
in drawing. They were received by P. j nui-H' on the boats and grounds. .
Swart, of Roseland, 111., and Wm.
Dean, of Holland, Mich.; each a prize, ( ^
consisting of a neatly bound copy ofiTp* 1 • j 1 •
Whittier’s poemr, and Wm. Van Ker- rireWOrKS 111 1116 eVenillff Jit luffll
sen, of Roseland, III., honorable m n- • o ^
tio“- . | resorts.
An important juirtof the programme
was the music. This consisted of
opening and closing ‘selections by a 1
choir, under the leadership of Prof. J. '
B. Nykerk, vocal solo by Mrs. G. J,!
Diekema, a duet by Mrs. Diekema and
Mrs. J. H. Gillespie. Miss Rika Boone
presided at the piano in a manner that
won the compliments of all present. ,
Mr. Will Breyman, accompanied Miss1
Boone on the violin, in one selection, j
in a manner which was a pleasing sur-
prise to all present. Mr. Breyman has |
become an excellent performer on the
violin. The vocal music was all well I O-F*
rendered.
The beautiful church edifice wagj
tastefully decorated for the occasion. !
The class motto, -One life, improve it
well”, appeared upon the arch above
the speakers.
The weather during the whole week !
has been perfect, and the college closes
another year of its good work under ^
most favorable auspices for a long sue- 1
cession of future “commencements.” !
Come and see ourNew
Stools
The Tenth High School Com-
meiieeinent.
“Charity” was the motto of the class ]
of 1889, at the graduating exercises of ;
the high school, which occurred at the |
Lyceum Opera House on Thursday!
evening. The hall was beautifully1
and tastefully decorated, and great 1
credit is due to the teachers and pupils
who designed and executed the decora- !
tions. The motto, “charity,” in floral !
letters of marguerites, was suspended;
at the front and over the stage. The !
latter was walled by huge banks of
beautiful potted plant*, alP giving a
pleasing effect.
The following programme was given: ;
Overture— My Native Hills. Kinky.
Goodrich’s orchestra.
Invocation— Rev. J. T. Bergen.
March-^Esperanza. Tracy.
tion deMbing Rembrandt’s two won- ! 0uMolecules,
derfu! plrtuKM. the "Cats in Anat- ^
omy” and the -Night Watch.
In beautiful language the speaker
placed before his auditors the charac-
ters and seene# portrayed upon Rem-
brandt's canva#. The hearer could al-
most see the professor and students
standing about the dead body in the
operating room. The speaker, in the
picture, is describing to the students
about him, the wonderful mechanism
and structure of the human hand. The
living lecturer portrayed in a brilliaty
manner the connection of the hand
with all great works and dee^ 
"oond great picture, presenting
of Dutch sokHers
Miwnnrt
iWf
Song of Hiawatha, Frances G. Strove^ j
jans— Class of ’91.
Waltz— Blue Danube. Strauss.
Essay— Every Day, Man- II. Huntley.
Essay-The Roman Tribunes, MaggieM06u86n* 1
MedleyOverture— Plantation Echoes, i
Arr. by Hots.
Recitationr-An Order for a Painting, 1
Beatrice L. Kimpton-Class of ’90. j
' Egflrfy— “Daily with souls that cringe
and plot: We Sinais climb and know it
not,” Wmnifred A. Goodrick.
Andante and Gallop. Keller.
Diplomas conferred.
Benediction.
The young ladies who participated in
the exercises all acquitted themselves
well. Their productions showed much
care in their preparation and delivery,
and all were warmly applied by the
ill
Parlor Suits,
Upholstered Rockers,
Reclining Chairs,
Rattan Rockers,
Oak and Antique Chairs,
Fancy Rockers of all descriptions.
THE EI1\TEST
Bed-room Sets
EVER SOLD IN THIS CITY. ALL SOLD AT
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
We also have on hand a full line of
Wall Paper and Carpets,-
And an elegant assortment of
-R.TT G-S-
as low in price, or lower, than they ran be
(purchased elsewhere.
M
wfW'-ns
DOUBLE STORE,
a
1
 y* ys :
mContinued from fourth page.
Miss Wilhelmina Van Raalte's sub-
ject, “The Movement of Molecules,”
was admirably written. Heat, light,
and electricity are all due to the move-
ment of the smallest divisions of mat-
ter, called molecules. The Divine law
manifests itself in worlds within
worlds with thp same unalterable exact-
ness.
“Every Day” was handled by Miss
Mary Huntley in a manner that showed
that the writer appreciates the respon-
sibilities of every day’s duties. Each
day’s work should be done, not for
the work alone, but as a preparation
for to-morrow, and for its influence
on the formation of character.
Miss Maggie Meeusen showed how
“The Roman Tribunes” protected the
rights of the common people, in Rome’s
palmiest days. Rome fell because the
common people were crushed. Selfish
ness, then as now, brought disaster.
Miss Winnie Goodrick’s subject was
taken from Lowell’s “Sir Launfal”
who is represented as spending his life
in a vainglorious search for rest and
peace will; God. He finds, at last, that
God is found in deeds of love and charity.
“’Tis not the bold knight alone,
though booted and spurred with eccle-
siastical titles, or clothed with pontifi-
cal robes, who shall win the favor o:
^Ihe Master. The humblest of His
creatures, with the sunlight of God’s
love in his heart, shall sit on the very
summit of Sinai, and, like Moses of old,
shall, indeed, commune with God, while
the knight may oe wandering in the
wilderness, a blind man attempting to
lead the blind”
The recitations given were both fine-
ly rendered, and well appreciated.
The interest in our public schools is
increasing from year to year and this is
a healthy sign that the people more and
more see that it > is a great bulwark,
which protects our free institutions.
Once let any influence, ecclesiastical or
otherwise, impair the integrity of the
public schools, and the inalienable
rights of freemen, ot which we boast,
will gradually slip from us, until all
of liberty is lost.
< The exercises closed in a manner that
brought applause from the audience and
consternation to Sup’t Hummer, who
was presented with a beautiful gold
watch by the teachers and pupils of the
schools, as a token of the esteem in
which he is held by them. This gift is
but a slight indication of the affection
which exists between the retiring super-
intendent and his pupils. No better
proof of his ability and the excellent
work done by Prof. Hummer in our
schools, could be given than the fact
that the teachers and pupils, during
the entire time he has been here, have
always worked together harmoniously,
with the greatest respect and love for
their superintendent.
It is, therefore, a matter of extreme
regret to many of our citizens that a
change of teachers is to be made.
Goodrich's orchestra furnished music
during the evening. This organization
always plays well, and all present
united in complimenting the unusual
excellence of their music Thursday
evening. We hope that they will con-
tinue to keep up their organization,
as they provide the best orchestra
music ever furnished here.
mm.
the following day their parents, Mr.
John Perry and Mr. Clinton Harley
were on their heels, and sent them
home to their mammas.... The public
school closed last Friday with an exhi-
bition by the scholars in the afternoon,
which was a grand success and was
largely attended. . . .The annual school
meeting for the election ot members of
the school board will take place on
Monday, July 8. . . .Aid, De Merrel, of
Holland, was in town this week on
business. . . .Zeeland will not celebrate
the glorious Fourth this year, but will
sell tickets to Borculo at reduced rates
enabling persons to vjsit that flourish-
ing city and have a good time.
“Stepandfetchit.”
which lay their eggs in the Fetch the Kegs Hack.
the plant lice, thus giving origin to a I . „ ~ ,
minute grub which reeds upon the tis- AI1 those having beer kegs belonging
sues of the living insect. The brown, Jo me will do me a great tavor byre-
inflatted, empty crusts of plantlice t,,rnintr th*m nQ onAn
which have been thus parasitized may
June *7.
Lake Shore.
Mr. D. H., Clark of Holland town-
ship has the finest “berry” farm in this
locality. He has about seventeen acres
of raspberrries, which will yield an
enormous crop this year. Mr. Clark is
now gathering a fine ferbp of strawber-
ries and he kindly remembered the
editor with a sample box of big berries.u - ......
The Two Orphans.
This celebrated drama will be pro-
duced in a realistic manner at the
Opera House, next Monday evening,
July 1, by the talented young actor
Frank Tucker, and his troupe of metre-
politans. Mr. Tucker has been in Hol-
land time and.again, and has generally
given universal satisfaction to all
lovers of the drama. The play, “Tho
vo Orphans,” is one of the best that
; ever been presented on the Ameri-
_[ stage, and we are certain, that it
......... m be pleasing to all who attend. Ad-
mission 25 and 35 cents. Reserved
seats now on sale at 0. Breyman&
Son's jewelry store t without extra
Charge.
The old saying is, corn knee high by
the fourth ot July, but it will be a long
way from that by the Fourth, this
season.... We have had so much rain
that it is almost impossible to cultivate
and push the crops, and the weeds seem
to thrive best in wet weather ...John
Cochran bought four more cows lately,
at a cost of about $120. John is a hust-
ler, when he does a thing he don’t do it
by halves — Wilbur Cocnrau drives his
best girl out in a carriage now a days.
....D. Dolph had the misfortune to
lose one of his horses last week, which
is a severe loss to a person of like cir-
cumstances. . . .Born: To Mr. and Mrs.
H. Aussicker, on June the eleventh, a
girl. To Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ogden
on June 18th, one of the feminine gen-
der. .. .If report be true, then a bache-
lor of Ventura, and a charming widow
of the same place, will soon commit
matrimony. . . .Died: On the 27th inst.,
the beloved wife of Mr. Alt Yaker.
Deceased leaves her husband with two
small children ... John Cochran ex-
pects to peddle white fish for the fisher-
men Baker & Co., who are fishing at
this harbor, and will take in exchange
therefor butter and eggs.
“Jake.”
often be seen among the living insects,
each with a round hole in the back, from
which the mature parasite has escaped.
The attack in force of this plant louse
is commonly so sudden and widespread,
and its numbers are so overwhelming
when it gets a fair start, that there is
probably nothing to be done with it
that is of any practical value. So sen-
sitive a creature can best be left to the
Weather Bureau and its natural ene-
mies. ’’—infer- Occtm .
turning them as soon as
next Thursday is the Fourt
and I will need them. A. Seif,lw Holland City Brewery.
possible, as
;n of July,
Notice.
[OFFICIAL.]
Board of Health.
Holland, Mich.. June 27, IMO.
Mayor80*”1 ^  pur8uant to “ oul1 froni the
June 27.
West Olive.
We had a good shower last night
followed by a beautiful summer day.
....It is estimated that there were
about 400 at the union picnic, Tues-
day — Mr. Perham, of Spring Lake,
made an instructive address. He was
accompanied by two young ladies, who
were also good speakers.... Mrs. Laf-
ferty and children, who have been vis-
iting her parents here, have gone to
Grand Rapids. . « .Mr. D. V. Cone has
gone to Cambria Mills, and will remain
till about harvest time. . . .Miss Bertha
Austin has come home from Lansing,
where she has been for some time at-
tending an institution for educating
the blind — William Marble And fam-
ily went to Muskegon yesterday.
. . . .Mrs. Moujar, went to Grand Rap-
ids, Thursday .... Mr. A. R. Robinson,
started out to-day again, on a canvass-
ing tour.... Arrangements are being
made for an entertainment Jiere on the
fourth in the evening. There will be
speaking etc ..... The M. E. quarterly
meeting of the West Olive charge, will
take place at Olive Centre, July 6 and
10:30 a. m.
Young people’s meeting, 7:40 g. m.
History of the Wheat
Which Troubles the Farmers
Present :--Mayor Kremcni, Mr. W. H. Beach
and F. J. Schouteu. M. I>.
President Kremetn stated that the meet! nit
had been called at the request of the citizens
that there had been four cases of diphtheria
out of which three cases had terminated
fatally; that the health officer belnR sick It
was necessary to advise what action should
he taken to fill ids place for the present.
On motion of Mr. Beach.
...... ui |iii menu ami me ncann
officer unable to attend to his duties, that the
president of this board lie requested to sec
that every precaution lie taken, and to use
such measures as he deems advisable In the
premises to prevent the spread of all conta-
gious diseases, and If their are any cases of
contagtous diseases now existing that he see
that they be strictly quarantined.— Carried.
On motion of Dr. Sehouten.
Rucivtd, That all the physicians in the city
be and are hereby directed to report all casesof diseases to the Board of Health
and that the several physicians be and are
hereby requested to notify the heads of fam-
Uies In all cases of contagious diseases to re-
port the same to the Board of Health and that
the clerk notify, in writing, the several phy-
sicians of the passage of this resolutlon.-
tarried.
Board adjourned.
Geo. H. Sipp, Clerk.
Bids will be received for painting
church and parsonage of the II. C. R.
church Market st. on or before July 10.
SiKJcifications may be seen at Meyer,
Brouwer & Co.’s furniture store, River
st. The committee reserves the right
to reject any and airbids.
By order of Committee.
22 2w J. A. Bkouwkk, Sec’y.
Durham Coffee always fresh.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
lever Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For
.ISM ^1AinB1eiKru^l^a|itda Mich"6’ a,,d
Have you tried Durham Coffee?
Durham Coffee is elegant.
OUR NEIGHBORS.
II anil I ion.
June 25.
Dirk Kamps while at work in Kol-
voord's mill, was struck by a piece of
sap, which flew from the shingle saw,
and severely injured....D. Stegeman,
— . a veteran of the civil war, dropped
/ dead a few days ago, and was buried
under the auspices of the G. A. R .....
plants throughout .... ......
from one to another with* the advanc”
ing ssason. They are most conspicu-
Zeeland.
June 27.
Mr. John De Bruyn
“This; insect, commonly known as
the grain plant louse (biphonophora
avense) is an old world species, known
for over 100 years to infest small grain,
feeding, indeed, on a great variety of
trasses and grass-like plants, including
iheat, barley, oats, rye, blue grass,
oxtail, and the like, but not injuring
any of the crop plants outside the
family of grasses. The general ob-
server may readily distinguish it by its
oval and oblong shape, It small size
when full grown about half that of
the head oia pin), by its color (vary-
ngfrom bluish-green to pale brown),
>y its six slender-jointed legs, and two
feelers springing from the head, and
especially by two short black tubes (the
so-called honey tubes or cronicles) pro-
ecting backwards and upwards from
the hinder part of the body. Some of
these plant-lice are wingless, while
others have large, transparent wings.
On the heads of wheat it often crowds
the stem as thickly as it can be packed
between the kernels. Here it does its
injury by sucking away the sap on its
way to the swelling grain, thus shrivel-
ing or blighting the kernel.
‘ilu America it was first noticed in
1861. when it literally thronged the
wheat fields of the Northeastern States
and of Canada, from New York and
Pennsylvania northward. Its injuries
first attracted attention in Illinois in
1866, and again id 1876 and 1878, since
which time it has not been here re-
ported as especially injurious. It has
been collected by us in small numbers,
however, every year since 1882.
ITS AMAZING ABUNDANCE
this season seems due to the droughts
of recent years and of the earlv spring,
its enormous rate of multiplication en-
abling it to take rapid advantage of
circumstances favorable to its increase.
A single female may give origin in
twenty days to more than two million
young, these themselves, then multi-
plying at the rate of a million a day.
The amount of its injury, depending
largely upon the weather can not com-
monly be predicted, seasonable rains
serving to check its mischief, both by
their unfavorable influence upon the
insect and by enabling the grain to sup-
port the loss of sap. Serious injury
has not been heretofore reported from
the same district for two successive
years. These insects infest their food
The Ottawa County Building
andLoai Association.
Ranters’ Block, Holland, Mien.,
June 25, 1889.
The stockholders of the above as-
sociation are hereby notified, that the
first annual meeting will be-held at the
Lyceum Hall in this city on Monday,
July 15, 1889, at 7:30 p. m., at which
the fourth quarterly report will be
presented. The sum of $1000 will be
offered to loan, and the election of four
Directors, in place of those whose terra
of office will expire.
, the following amendments to
the Constitution and By-Laws will be
submitted for adoption or rejection, to-
a'o ft’ ^ ci 3’ t0 1)6 omitted; Art.
9} bee. 1, after the words Loan Asso-
ciation, omit the rest of that section,
and add “in such Bank as the Directors
may appoint, and all moneys shall be
deposited as soon as the Bank is open,
after the receipt of said funds.”
Art. 13, Sec. 2, after the word mort-
ige, insert “or trust deeds”; Art. 15,
jc. 4, on the third line, omit the words
one year, and insert the words “six
months, and at the end of that clause
i nsert. And whenever the fees and
fines shall amount to a sum equal to
“Bur ” ft! a!^egftfsof “ailments paid into
the AsK^ation, the stock on which
such fines may have accrued may be
declared forfeited, and the owner
thereof cease to be a member.
By Order of the Board of Directors.
gj , Henry Martin, Secretary.
Parasols.
The finest line in Holland at
_ _ D. Beutsch’b.
W. L. Douglas’ celebrated $8.00 shoe
at Van Duren Bros. This is the best
shoe for the money made. . tf
Embroidered dress patterns at D.
Bertsch’s. These goods cannot be ex-
celled. Call and see them.
Roasted
Coffee.
TO THE PUBLIC!
i" “ssa W-KsSJar -I ever before.
I Sis h In, 8ojs ni din,
mw EOSSE, L, HMQil, funiiti
(by new process) Durham
Try package Durham Coffee.
Notice.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Water Commisrioners, of
the City of Holland, Michigan for the
building of a well 16 ft.diameter, inside
measurement, and 30 feet deep, to the
clay, from there 6 feet diameter, in-
side measurement and 33 feet deep, to
the gravel.
*uAL80nP/.0,,08al8 wil1 ^ received for
the building of a well 6 feet in diam-
eter, inside measurement, 68 feet
deep.
Well to be built water tight, in
order to exclude surface water.
All persons bidding on well must
furnish their own plans and specifica-
tions a copy of which must accompany
their proposals.
Bids will l»e received until 7. P. M.
vJuly 15. 1889.
The Board of Water Comissioners
reserve the right to reject any and all
bids.
Jiy order of the Board of Water Com-
Stoners.
Geo. H. Sipp, Clerk
22-8 w.
If you want good Coffee buy Durham
As an Emergency Medicine, for sud-
den colds, Ayer's Cherry Pectoral takes
the lead of all remedies, a dose or two
generally sufficing to stop ordinary
coughs and ease the worst. For the
cure of lung and throat disorders, this
preparation is unequalled.
Babies cry for it. Durham Coffee.
Fourth of July.
OXE-THIRD OFF SALE.
traveling sales-i. i
&Co., of Detroit,
brother Robert
all, of Grand
here to-da;
°fEH
at other times they are scattered
upon, the foliage,’ upon which
they produce relatively little effect.
The interval between harvest and seed-
ing time. they pass upon volunteer
gram and wild and cultivated grassei
They have been found in late fall an
eiriy spring, even when the groun«
was covered with snow, upon the roots
ssrHs
^ ,, J® Jbe Hfhutl method of insects
1 will sell on July 4th next our stock
of violins, accordions, banjos and gui-
tars at one-third off from regular price.
Parties desiring to purchase any of the
........ above articles will find it the best bar-
the year, passing gain ever offered them on musical in-
strumentsinthis city. Call now and
ascertain our prices and thus convince
yourself as to the accuracy of this state-
ment when you buy an instrument on
the fourth. This offer holds good for
that day only. H. Kiekintveld,lw* . Manager.
Don’t forget the fact that V. De
Kraker carries a fine stock of boots and
shoes. You will save money by pur-
chasing footwear of him.
- m » mm -
Quality guaranteed. Durham Coffee.
- ^ m -
He Sent Eighty Mllea for It.
Milo Page, of San Bernardino, Cal.,
on Sept. 9, 1888, writes as follows:
In 1858 1 was taken with bilious colic,
being then seventeen years old. Yearly
attacks followed, and at length they
became more frequent. In 1872, while
residing in Oakland, I suffered severely
from this disease, and was informed by
Dr. Pinkerton that it was chronic and
incurable.
While prostrated by a severe attack,
a fnend induced me to take a large
dose of Walker’s Vinegar Bitters, Old
Style, probably four wine glasses full.
In less than half an hour I was free
from pain. I followed this up with
three wine-glasses a day-one, half an
hour before each meal-until I used un
the bottle.
For over seven years I was perfectly
free from bilious colic, but in the. fall
of ’79 1 was engaged in mining in Ne-
vada, and the coarse food I ate brought
on a sharp attack. I was far from any
drug store, but I despatched a courier
Bitters mi e8 f0r a bottle of Vinegar
When he returned I was unable to
speak, but I put the bottle to my lips,
took two swallows, and in twenty
minutes the pain left me. I finished
the bottle as before, taking three doses
daily, and for nine years afterward I
was perfectly free from the dreaded
disease.
A month ago it returned, but trying
the old remedy, Vinegar Bitters, I \Nas
cured, as before.
I write this because you do not es-
pecially recommend Vinegar Bitters
for bilious colic. Only those who have
suffered the agonies of this disease,
can understand what a boon a sure
cure Is, and in Old Style Vinegar Bit-
tere you have the best, and perhaps the
only real remedy known.
In reply to Mr. Page we will say that
Vinegar Bitters cures hundreds of dis-
eases; wehave not the space to cata-
ogue them, and perhaps if we pub-
lished them those unacquainted by ex-
perience with our valuable remedy,
might doubt its efficacy still, as so
many worthless preparations are thrust
on the market, and puffed in so many
extravagant ways.
The fact remains, however, that
those who have been accustomed to
take Vinegar Bitters for any length of
time, are hale and hearty, whether they
are young or old. Those who doubt
and fail to take it, are likely to fall into
all manner of ailments, great and
«“a11- Vinegar Bitters, both Old and
New bt vies, keep those who take them
fresh, fair, healthy, and younglooking,
and when we once gain a customer, we
keep them always, Tike Mr. Page, who
sent eighty miles for Vinegar Bitters,
and it was almost a ride for life.
1 he New Style Vinegar Bitters is a
beautiful, clear, dark reddish color, and
extremely pleasant to the taste.
Only Temperance Bitters Known,
N:tl:e cf Application fer Drier of tale
real estate cf th» Trnitiei of the Fint
Wormed Church cf Zeeland,
Michigan.
The Truiteea of the Fint Reformed Church of
Zeeliuicl. Michigan, a Rebdous corporation duly
organize! uuuer the lawe of the State of Ifiohl*
gan, hereby give notice that they will make ap-
plication to tne Circuit Coart for the Connty ot
Ottawa on the Ant day of the next tetm thereof
eppointed to be held at the Coart Hon ee in tho
City of Grand Haven in eald Connty on the Ofth
day of August next, or ae soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard, for an order of the Court
that the following described ruroel of land to
wit : Lot number seven (7) In the villa e of New
Groningen scoording to a map of said VUIage on
record in the office of tbs Register of Deeds of
Ottawa County, Michigan, may be sold and that
the proceeds arising from soeh Bale maybe di-
rected to be applied for the porpose of payment
of indebtedness of said churcn.
Dated Zeeland, MIoh., April Mb, 1680.
J. KREMEBLprea. •
Jac. Dm Herder, Sec.
aris Van Brxi,
An* Htma,
Jan Dsn Humkit,
G. Brvsbs,
P. Binjaminse,
• ALBERT vs G. Van Htxs,
Okra rd Van Lisri,
P. Van Kblois,
 Trustees of tbs Ref. Uburob of Zeeland.
Abend Vimcheb, Attorney for Trustees.
HISTORY OF ALASKA
From the earlteet porlod to the
present time,
Bt Hussar Hows Bancbott.
, vivid narrative^ of moat peculiar
Btries of thirty-nine volumes. Thousands In
every part of our laud will avail themselves of
Agents Wanted Ssnir&sM
-- that wonderful country
THE GREAT
French Welt
S3. 00
SHOE
BEATS THEM ALL !
It equals any 5 or 6 doHar
shoe for style, durability and
comfort. Other advertised
$8.00 slices are full of nails
which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from
them.
Try these Shoes
And you will wear no other.
For sale by
J. D. HOLDER,
who always keeps on hand a
large assortment of all
kinds of footwear.
f$5.00 to $20.00 a day
rain ntSTA** ™ m
San FrtDclico, Cal, **
m
JF.
THE HISTORY
20 8w w
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
.at •“••Job of the S^CoS foT tie Joan-
the Eleventh day of Juns in tbs year
one thousand steht hundred and eighty nlusT
P^bJtf ^  CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of
i.S.wZSlSd0' 0' Klrt-
J.® i? l*11 '"Ml “Hi testament of itsEnse
Thereupon it is Ordered, That Tussdsy, the
Ninth day of July nut
at ten outlook in the forenoon, he assigned tor
the hearing of said petition, and that the hairs
at law of laid deceased, and all %er penons
Interested In aald satate, are required to appear
ft a seesion of said Court, then to be holdsnat
the Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven. In
said county, and show cause, if any there he.
why the prayer of the petitioner should not
m.
(A true copy) AttasL CHABiudw?fS3*te.
If you want a good pair of
Boots and Shoes
For a reasonable price call at
P. De Kraker’s,
Corner of River and Eighth Sts.
Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
and on short notice.
P. DE KRAKER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 18, 1888. 27-ly
// Jno. Pessink & Bro. have a large
stock of flags on hand for the fourth.
- have those with 42 and those
13 stars also fireworks. 22— lw.
 —  — ^ | ^
Beautiful card in Durham Coffee.
Canker in the mouth can be cured
only by expelling the poisonous humor
e system. To do this effectual-
of Ayer’s
The only non-Aleoholle Vege-
table medicine pnt up In liquid
form ever discovered.
Send for a beautiful book free.
Address, R. H. McDonald Drug Co.
532 Washington Street,
- _ New York City.
M
i
-a*
“ALL THE CO.”
Wehave just received from New
York a larger stock of Millineiy Goods
than ever before, which includes Lace
Hats, Flowers, Plain and Fancy Rib-
bons, Laces, Veiling, Mull Neckties,
Gloves and Mitts. Also a full line of
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods and Under-
wear.
Infants Clothing a specialty.
. School hats from 15c upwards.
VAN DEN BERGE & BEKTSCH.
J. E YOTOG,
Photographer,
39 Canal Street,
GRAND RAPIDS.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
GIVE HIM A CALL.
PARSONS’
Business College.
Michigan
Something
Non Explosive, Reliable
GASOLINE STOVES!
Jones & Hickok,
Dealers la
nware, Kerosene and Gasoline
Stoves of all klhds.
General Repairing of Stoves and Lin-
ware a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed and chaeges
reasonable.
__ us.
OTTAWA COUNTY
Building ant loan
ASSOCIATION,
Holland, - Mlchjgan.
Incorporated under the law of the State
of Michigan; approved
. March 29, 1887.
Authorized Capital, $200,000.
Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
o f organization) to April 20, 1889,
1185 shares of $100 each.
The subscription to stock is open
every Saturday and Monday at the of-
fice of the association, in Kanters
Block, and the Secretary can also
be found at his residence comer of
River and Thirteenth Streets on all
other liours.
Shares of stock are sold on install-
ments of 25 cents, payable every other
Saturday evening, from 7 to 9 o’clock,
at tlie office of the association. Mem-
bership fee is 25 cents i»er share Of
stock.
From $500 to $1,000 are loaned to the
members every month. Loans are
made on first mortgages on real estate
only, and each loan is to be approved
by the Board of Directors, at their reg-
ular monthly meeting.
All moneys paid in aremade produc-
tive by being immediately invested so
that no capital is allowed to remain
idle.
For further information apply to the
Secretary.
Henry Krejiers, M. D., President,
Henry Martin, Secretary,
A. M. Kanters, Treasurer. ; %
ml
ffi
THE FINEST STOCK
WALL PAE
-AND -
DECORATIONS!
IN THE CITY AT
n
M
Furniture
Ek. '
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::;v; TALKING TO THE SIOUX.
DICKERING FOR THE GREAT INDIAN
RESERVATION.
Th« CommUaloners Explain to the Dusk/
Men the ProTlsions of the Dakota Land
Bill-Many oftheChleCi Obstinately Op-
pose the bale.
HE first movement of
settlers in the’Northwest
in anticipation of the
opening to settlement of
tho great Sioux reserva-
tion in Dakota has al-
teadjr commenced. The portion to be
thrown open consists of about half of
'tile great reservation, or about 11,000,000
acres, and is said to comprise some of
the richest soil in that region of marvel-
ous fertility and resources. The land is
Owned by the Sioux tribe, and the*Oov-
 ernment appointed a commission, com-
posed of (Jen. Crook, ex-Gov. Foster
of Ohio, and the Hon William Warner
of Missouri, to negotiate a settlement
of their claims, and restore the tract to
mu. ne concluded bis task by sn ap-
peal to them as friends to remember that
they vrere fathers and should provide
their children with some security against
the future. Two Strikes, a disgruntled
old chief, harangued them briefly, asking
for a further increase of tho price of the
laud. When in Washington last winter
he thought $1.25 enough, but now he
thought an inoiease of 25 cents would be
just; but of course such an inorease was
beyond the powers of the commission.
Speeches were made by the most stren-
uous opposers to the bill— Hollow Horn
Bear, Two Strikes, and Yellow Hair. The
first speech was made by Two Strikes,
briolly in the following-language: “What
I said the other day, the same I say to-
day. There were some payments which
you promised me under the treaty of
1868 for thirty years to come. Now, when
there are ton years yet to come in which
we are to receive annuity goods and all
those things which yon promised me, you
come with another treaty. We all remem-
ber that other treaty. You say this treaty
and the one of 1868 go along hand in
hand. I cannot understand this. My
thought and that of my people is to have
payment for the goods as promised in
1868. I have heard about John Glass
(Charging Bear) asking for $1.25 for this
land in Washington, but I know nothing
about this. I ask for 25 cents more, so
our young men can have money to buy
better clothes. Tell this to your Great
Father, and see what he says. If he says
give 25 cents more we will sign."
Yellow Hair, who has always opposed
when you can live by hunting, and now
you can only live as the white man does
—by tilling the soil. The Great Father
wishes that your sons sh^U be taught
how to farm and become mechanics, and
your daughter# shall become your school
teachers, and that the mon*ey which is
now paid to tho white men shall be paid
to your own people, and (hat you snail
become citizens os the white men. He
has sent us to you to tell of this bill, and
we can neither add to it nor take any-thing." 1
Ho explained how the proposed reser-
vation for this agency exceeded in size
that in last year’s bill, and on that point
alone there was enough laud to give ev,
erv man. woman and child 122 acres, And
that in tho whole reservation there would
be 560 acres for each Indian, j oung and
old. “In this bill it is provided that you
may take your land in severalty and have
a patent." He explained the provisions
*ith reference to allotments, and ns to
the assistance tho Government would
give in starting them in the new path;
also with reference to the educational pro-
visions, and the permanent fund created,
and how the interest is to be expended.
Major Warner concluded by asking each
one not to be influenced by prejudice, by
anger, or flattery, but urged each one to
think and act for himself. At the con-
clusion of his speech the council broke up.
Throughout the council the Indians lis-
tened with close attention and were evi-
dently impressed by the clearness in
which tho act of Congress was explained
by the Commissioners. It is probable
that they will expect several days in
which to talk with each other before they
will take any decided action.
1876. When you oame here to buy more
land I looked around to aee if you had
any boxes full of money to pay us, but I
aee none. I pesume you are to pay us
in sugar talk, as you have done before."
Several other leading Indians made
EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCURRED.
-- - --  ftUiaiaiUfg AUUl UDUiBUU
speeches and the commissioners then re-
plied, after which an opportunity was
given for the savages to sigu, and several
of them did so.
ANSON AT CLEVELAND.
BEATS ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS
AS A KICKER.
Showing the Boundaries of the Proposed
Diminished
SIOUX INDIAN RESERVATIONS
DAKOTA.,
As defined in Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the
act entitled “An act to divide a p6rtion of the res-
ervation of the Sioux Nation of Indians in Dakota
into separate reservations and to secure the relin-
quishment of the Indian title to the remainder.”
Approved March 2, 1889. (Public No. 148.)
Dark portions are the lauds which the bill pro-
poses shall be ceded by the Indians.
the public domain. The Government
offers the red. men $1.25 per acre for the
land, or $13,750,000 for the entire tract.
The signature a of three-fourths of all the
Indians of the tribe will be necessary to
consummate the contract and open this
vast area, which will afford homes to 70,-
WO sottlera, giving them 160 acres apiece.
There is little doubt that the negotiations
WU1 be successful, and it is expected that
some time in August the President will
issue hi* proclamation throwing down the
ban which now keep home-seekers out of
thisooveted territory.
The first council with the Indians was
bald at Bosebud Agency. Some of the
ehiefs were stubborn, or pretended to be
so, at the start, but throuvh the influence
largely of Gen. Crook a sufficient number
of them were induced to affix their signa-
tures to the treaty to insure its ratifica-
tion. Gen. Croors well-known probity
had a wonderfully good influence with the
Indians. They know him well as their
friend, and when told by him that this
was a good bill they had faith in hla as-
sort ions. One Indian, a spokesman of
the Ogallalas, came in from his band to
infoim the General that his band would
sign if he would assure them of his
(Crook's) approval of the bill, and this;
is but one example of what he has done
with all the bands. Of active personal
eontact with the Indians Gov. Foster
and Maj. Warner hod none except in
general council. While as enthaaiastic
and as earnest in the work, they were
strangers to the Indians' customs, and
were looked upon with more suspicion
than one whom they know as they know
,Gen. Crook, who has been their good
friend in the past. The confidence which
the Indians nave in Gen. Crook’s entire
disinterestedness made him the speaker
for the commission. The General made
a speech to the Indians in which he ex-
pressed his sorrow that they should treat
him so badly when they knew he was
their friend. He referred to the time
when he Was in charge of the entire
jtioux Nation, and appointed military offl-
J«rs to be their agent*, and aaked: "Did
X not .get yon ration's then? Did you ever
co hungry when I was here? Now, when
I come back after eleven years I find
you hers, and you tell me you are my
friends. Have you treated me like a
friend?
The General briefly alluded to the ex-
"iences he had with the. Apaches, and
I sv <1 4 1% Jk ** - - W — . m gm ' T -
Bribed the continual westward flow of
inlation by saying: "The white men in
East are like birds, and brood after
brood hatches out to find no noom for
them except in the West. When the
freajy of lt68 wai made there were jjnt
lew white men west of the Missouri
Now there are many, and the land
I want you to become men,
. .„ml in severalty, so the Gov-
will give yon a paper for it, and
Und "om
the treaty, snid: “I want to be a white
man and work like a white man, as my
Great-Father askr me to. I wont, when !
work, to get good pay for it, and to learn
to be a blacksmith, carpenter, and so
forth. When I was in Washington the
Great Father took me aronnd and was a
friend to me. He promised me many
things, but we did not get them. Why
did they lie to us? Some white men come
here and are good to ns and are our
friends. We are glad when such men
come here and are their friends. I shake
hands with you with a good heart. Yon
give me rations and I am glad. We must
learn to work and know bow to~ - — — ---- - _ „„ make a
living. We want the Indians and half-
bloods to be employed at the agency,
then the money will stay here and not go
east, lilu aow, when the white men do
the work."
From Bosebnd the Commissioners went
to Pine Bidge Agency and held a council
with the Indians. All the principal
chiefs and many of their bands, as well
as the representative men of mixed blood,
were present. Agent H. D. Gallagher
was chosen by the Indians to act as in-
terpreter.
Gov. Foster, Chairman of the Commis-
sion, then addressed the Indians. Ho
said: "My friends, we greet you by that
name and believe you meet us in that
spirit. The Great Father has sent us to
you with an act of Congress for your ac-
ceptance or rejection. We are * here to
explain it to you. folly, and any word we
•ay or you say will be taken down and car-
ried to the Great Father— yonr questions
and our answere— and if we talk wrong,
th^n the Great Father will know it and
all that we do will go for nothing. One
of our number is known among the In-
dians as • man who never deceived them.
We expect yon to find that we will do the
same way. Yon mnst know that you can-
not now live as yonr fathers did. The
Great Father and bis council have for
a long time been studying wbat it wss
best to do for yon, and last year sent a
commission to you with a bill which you
rejected. Then he sent for your head
men and talked with them at Washing-
ton, and now this commission presents
to yon a bill which is practically
what yonr head men said they
would be willing to agree to.
Yon mnst not expect that ‘he
Great Council will be more liberal in the
future than it is now. (He here exhibited
a large mao of the Sioux Beservatioa.]
The Government asks you to sell that
portion marked yellow." (He pointed
out the limits of the proposed reserve-
vation for this agency.] He then ex-
plained fullv thn provisions of tho pres-
ent bill, and pointed out the difference
between the present and last year’s bill.
He concluded: "We are not here to asY
your consent if you are unwilling to give
it, but the Great Father and all your
friends among the white men believe this
bill is a good one for you."
At the close of tho council a simnltane
ous rush was made by a large number of
mounted Indians, who surrouuded the
council grounds, the meaning of which
transpired afterward. The Indians had
appointed a large number of soldiers be-
fore the council mot, and said the rush
was made to prevent any Indians from
speaking in favor of the bill after the
Commissioners had finished their talk.
This action indicated the existence of an
unfriendly feeling toward the biM, and
added to the difficulty to be overcome by
the Comnnssiouere.
The following day another council wws
held st which Old-Man- Afraid-of- His
Horsea, Bed Cloud, Little Wound, Blue
Horse, Young-Man-Afraid-of-Hia-Horees
and other chiefs spoke. Their talk was
a rehearsal of their individual views as
to the promises of the treaty of 1868,
which hare not been fulfilled. They
apoke at length with the evident intent
of using up time and preventing an im-
mediate decision.
When they finished, Mai. Warner ex-
plained the provisions of that treaty.
Gen. Crook then talked to them much in
the same way as at Bosebud, and in addi-
tion explained the part of the bill in ref.
erenoe to paying Bed Cloud for his
ponies, and told them to be careful of
any men who wanted to get any of this
money; that advice from such men was
not worth much; that while he thought
it was for the interest of all of them that
the bill should be accepted, still the Com-
miseioners wanted them to do as each
thought best. He concluded by saying
that the bill was ready for signatures.
No Flesh was the first to touch the
pen. About forty signed in twenty min-
utes, when further action was deferred for
the day. ,
ObiiUiiate Chiefs.
A dispatch of Thursday, June 20, from
Pine Ridge Agency, states that Gov.
roster opened the council on Wednesday
by inviting any Indians desiring informa-
tion to speak. After counseling among
themselves for some time Old-Man- Afraid-
of-His-Horees, now over 80 years old.
arose and said that the paper in his hand
was given him at tho time of the treaty
of 1868, in Fort Laramie. "It means,
ho said, "that after cultivating the ground
of eight generations we were to beoome
self-supporting. There are twenty-one
years more due on that treaty and there
is no use in going ahead of the time. It
seems to me you are in a grest. burry to
start a now treaty now whila there is so
moch time before the old treaty expires."
Bed Cloud was the next speaker. "I
have," he said, “the same sngar paper,
but bore is a map of my reservation which
was given me by the Great Father.
Spotted Tail and I made that treaty of
1868, nineteen yean ago. By that treaty
we were to receive cattle and horses and
sheep and farming implements until the
treaty runs out. Blnee that time we have
In Turn H« In Badly Trounced by the Ba-
blo*— The Kicker and the Uniplre-Tlie
Foreftt City Infant* Take Two of the
Three Uauies-Bane-Ball (iomtip.
[CLKVBLAND COlUlKSPONDKNCK.]
The Chicago club had an unexpectedly
warm time of it upon tho occasion of its
second scries of games in this city, and
the Cleveland chib will remember Anson's
young men for many a day to come.
Anson came down here from Chicago set
upon winning at least two out of the
three games, or making it mighty uncom-
fortable for anybody that got in his wav.
Umpire Fessenden happened to be the
man to get into Anson's way during
tho second game of the series, and the
result was about two _ hours of the
liveliest kicking and fun for evervbody
in general ever seen upon a ball field.
“The old man” commenced to kick on
Fessenden’s calling of balls end strikes
in the second inn'ng, and thereafter ran
things with a high hand. “I’ve been
robbed of games enough this season al-
ready," said he after the game, “and I
made up my mind ns soou as I saw how
things were going in that grvme that it wns
time to do a Tittle kicking myself, and I
did it."
No one who was present at the. game
that afternoon will doubt Anson’s state-
ment. There was not an inning of the
aiu’s powerful
----- — — iu aetormined dis-
pute with the umpire. Fessenden threat-
ened, and blustered, and bluffed at the
An Intereating Summary of the More Im-
portant Doings of Our Neighbors— Wed-
dings and Deaths — Crimes, Casualties,
and (Jeneral News Notes.
—A Lansing dispatch says: “The weekly
crop report bulletin gives the tempera-
ture and rainfall both slightly above tho
average for the past week, and the aver-
age amount of sunshine, and all crops
but com are making rapid growth. Cut
worms and the potato-bugs are /working
vigorously, and tho grain aphis is work-
ing in wheat in Berrien, Jackson and
Ottawa counties. Fruit prospects con-
tinue good."
— A recent letter from Ishpeminp says:
“One hundred and fifty pounds of quartz,
carrying gold at the rate of $50,000 a ton,
were brought in from the Michigan Gold
Mine to-day. A new shaft was started
on Thursday, nud at a depth of four feet
a pocket of quartz carrying gold was
struck. Tho vein at the point where the
find was made is three feet wide— double
the width of the vein at points previous-
ly worked. The discovery has caused
much excitement, and is regarded as tho
most important yet made in the Ishpem-
ing gold range."
—Mrs. George H. Maxwell, wife of a
theatrical manager, lives alone in Detroit,
and keeps a Siberian bloodhound in her
room for protection. The other morning
she awoke and fouud the dog lying on her
. . . . . I b®'!- She tried to drive the brute away,
t  - i . u * . i J
game in which tho big Capt s erful bnt he 8Pran8 at her facc' tor® her nose
voice was not heard n d e  * n0arly off, and lacerated one cheek in a
frightful manner. The lady will probably
-Old mux* throughout the nb7Inu7ug“,; I T0”;’ b'" 8h° *il1 b' Per‘u““6'“1J i*18-
but the beauty of Anson’s kicking is that , hsore1*-
ho always knows what ho is talking about, -The wet weather has greatly injured
argil ment'uponany rule or po W of°plw I C°? ,1D<’ Sl8in” Gr‘SS
tfiat he may decide to kick upon. nnd wbeat 610 do,u8 wel1-
prottCuT1.^ o^ a‘, tt.ro? iS ,0 b“V6 “ S2"''100
the day before, when Cleveland had won
by a score of 5 to 4. Tho “old man’s"
kicking, however, had the effect of awak-
ening the members of both teams, and
the amount of ginger they threw into
their work made the game a bitter fight
to the very end. Chicago finally took t^e
victory by a score of 5 to 4, Duffy’s hit to
center sending in the winning run in the
lost half of the ninth inning.
Another good effect of the “old man’s*
kick was the battery work done by the
team. Anse himself went to bat four times
and made four beautiful hits, each of which
helped along or brought in a run. Duffy
—d Byan also did great stick work, and
where Chicago had aot been able before
this season to hit O’Brien they jumped
upon his delivery and deliberately batted
out their victory. It was a triumph in-
deed for the “old man," who of lata has
been doing little or no batting compared
to his record of last season.
Cleveland captured the third game of
the series handily— score 7 to 4— tfius
winning two out of the three, much to
the discomfiture of the big Chicago cap-
tain. la this game the double umpire
system was introduced, and Fessenden
and McQuaid worked together in first-
class style. There was no wrangling, bad-
gering or kicking, and the balls and strikes
were attended to with care.
Chicago has returned home, and during
the remaining days of the month it will
meet the four Eastern league teams—
Washington, New York, Philadelphia,
and Boston., Williamson will rejoin tho
team July 4, when be expectr to play his
first game of the season in Chicago. *The
return of the big short-stop will be bailed
with joy by every lover of base-ball in
the lake city, for his coming will put the
team in smooth working order again.
CURRENT BASE-HALL TALK.
Tim Keefe, of the Giants, holds the
record on strikeouts, in a single game,
for the season. Twelve of the Bosto-
nians wont down before his curves in the
series. Clarkson comes next, having
struck out ten of Anson's hopefuls.
There are four players in the league
who have a batting average of over .400,
while there h not a player in the associ-
ation who has yet reached that figure.
The Chicago team has made more home
rune than any other olob so far, with a
total of twenty. New York is seventh,
with nine to its credit.
There seeme to be nothing the matter
with John Montgomery Ward at a sec-
ond baseman.
Tom Daly, the old Chicago catcher,
has signed with Washington. He is now
with the team in Boston, and says his arm
is in first-class condition.
The Gianta wear rubber- soled shoes
when Playing the outfield on the home
grounds, as the boards make it uncom-
fortable with epike shoes. Of late visit-1
ing outfielders are following the New
York team’s example, and find that they
can play a much better gams on rubber
than npon steel.
The player who will lav an obstruction
on the line, run into, or Mock off a fellow
player ie a damaging ruffian, and mot only
should be legislated into obscurity but
sent to the criminal courts for another
overhauling. Not more than two or three
oases would bo dealt with before the end
came.
The release of Arthur Irwin to the
Washingtons cost Hewitt $3,000. The
Washington Club has been af«er Irwiv
for some time, but President Hewitt
would not pay the sum demanded for hie
release until he was forced to do- bo for
want of a competent short-stop for his
team. Irwin will receive a salary of
$3,200 and be Captain of tho Senators.
John Morrell will still play in the team
and be manager, while Irwin will have ex-
clusive control of the Senators while on
the field.
Tho Base-Ball Brotherhood’s opposi-
tion to the classification system now in
vogue in the National League has at last
borne fruit. The Brotherhood, through
a committee, notified President Young of
the players’ ideas on the aubjeot, and a
few days aco Mr. Young informed the
players that he had placed the matter be-
fore the League and tb.«t the club owners
would meet the pla.cn and talk the mat-7 .
ter over. The League has appointed
Messrs. J. B. Day Irosidon* of the New i
Yt°,rk Slxtb J’ 1 Were, of the PWladel- i
phia Club, and A. G. Spalding, of the
Chicago Club, a committee to act for the
chibs. Ward, Hanlon, and Brouthers are
the players’ committee. The conference
will be held in the West within the next
two weeks. John B. Day openly avows,
hie opposition to the objectionable olassi-
fixation rule. ,
club house.
—Thomas B. McCartney, an old Mid-
land County pioneer, died at Midland a
few days ago. He located in that region
nearly bu'f u century ago, when the coun-
try was a howling wilderness.
—The Eighth Michigan lufantrv, to
the number of 150, attended tho annnnl
regimental reunion at Lansing Inst week,
nud had a highly interesting time. Among
those present wore:
Cnpt. Oco. Newell, Hargcnn J. C. Wilson, Capt.
Win. Tnw:y, awl Lieut. (1. H. Turner and An-
drew Uillli, of Flint; Capt. A. Cheney and
County Treasurer Lougyrar, of Mason ; Capt.
Janies Buchanan, of Grand Rapids ; Adjt. Orriu
Bump. Trraturer of the First National Bank of
Bay City; Senator Pulvor, of I^Unshurgh ; Co],
McConmu, Capt. Cottrell, ex-Aldcnnan I). K.
Fuller, and Win Longstroet, of Lansing ; Drum
Major C. McWilliams, of Flint ;W. F. Dicker-
son, of Grand Rapid* ; Wm. Jewell, of Flint ; O.
B. Chapin, of Flint ; Teoma* Eager, of
and H. E. Todd, of Flint.
Ionia;
Capt. J. S. Donahue, of South Haven,
was also present. At the battle of James
Island, June 18, '62, he was struck by a
grape shot, which lodged near his spine,
and in that condition he walked two
miles before he was taken care of. Later,
at the battle of the Wilderness he lost a
leg. Capt. Wm. Clark, of Ann Arbor,
was shot through the mouth, and is now
wearing a complete false mouth, jaw and
all.
—There are a large number of cases of
diphtheria in Ishpemmg, and fears are
entertained of epidemic.
—Dr. Leonard Hatch, of Plymouth,
Wayne County, was kicked by his horse
in his ham in each a manner as to break
his right arm. The Doctor, with his char-
acteristic nerve, nnd unassisted, set the
broken limb with his loft hand, and is
driving about the vicinity attending to
bis patients as usual.
—The Catholics of Elk Rapids, Antrim
County, have purchased an acre, of
ground, and will build a church there as
soon as they are able. They also intend
purchasing another acre for a convent.
—The maunfaeture of box shooks was
recently commenced at Alpena. The
work was done at tho Wilson planing-
mill. If tho experiment proves success-
ful, it is probable that a regular box fao
tory will be erected for manufacturing the
shooks.
—The Ontonagon Herald, in a para
graph allnding to the death of the Misses
Richards, of Ypsilanti, at Johnstown,
calls to mind the fact that a few years ago
their slater Fannie and two other yonng
ladies wore drowned.by the capsizing of a
small boat at the mouth of Ontouagon
River.
—Mount Pleasant expects to market
50,000 pounds of wool this season. The
prices so far this season have ranged from
21 to 34 cents.
—Captain Edwin C. Gaskill, United
States Army, retired, was buried at
Mackinac Island last week with full mili-
tary honors. The United States mili-
tary of Fort Mackinac and the President
and Common Council of the village at-
tended the funeral in a body. The Grand
Army and many prominent men of the
country were present. He was a man
universally respected, nnd the funeral
was tho largest aver witnessed in Mack-
inac Island.
—Fire at Ishpeming destroyed the
McKey Block, occnpied by merchants and
law and insurance offices. Tho loss is
nearly $16,000, partially covered by in-
surance.
—The Eastern Michigan Associ.tion
of Christian Churches and Ministers met
In annual eeaeion with the Union Chnrch
at Bay, Macomb County, last week. The
officers of the association are: Bev. S.
Snyder, Oxford, President; H. S. Hoy- |
ward, Lexington, Secretary; D. B. Skin,
ner, Daviaon. Treasurer.
of
—The firemen's tournament and na-
tional celebration at Mount Clemens on
July 4 promises to be an unusually brill-
iant affair. Twenty-five departments
from Michigan and Canada have already
entered for the races, with ten bands ic.
componying. It is expected that many
thousand will visit the city. . .
—The total amount raised in Bay City
to date for the Johnstown sufferers is
$1,812.61.
— Sixteen headstones have been received
by U. S. Grant Post, G. A- B., of Bay
City, from the Government, making fifty
in all that have been received to mark
the graves of their dead comrades.
—Fire at Mount Clemons destroyed a
planing-mill and a sash and blind fac-
tory. Loss, about $9,000; no insurance.
— C. A E. Ten Eyok, shingle manafac*
turere at Saginaw, have failed. Liabili-
ties, about $14,000.
—James Mullen, a brakoman on the
Michigan Central, fell between the cars
of a freight train near Zilwaukee, Sagi.
naw County, and was beheaded. He had
been dragged over a mile before discover-
ed. His home is supposed to nave been
in Bay City.
—The proposition to bond the city of
Ann Arbor for $25,000 for the erection of
a hospital, for which tho Legislature ap-
propriated $50,000, has been carried,
there being only ten dissenting votes.
—A Pontiac man was flnied $5 by an
Oxford Justice of the Peace for selling
sewing machines without a license.
— The programme of the twenty- second
annual session of the Michigan Press
Association, which meets at Grand Ban-
ids on July 9, 10 and 11, will bo as fol-
lows:
July 9— Tuesday, io a. m.-Meetlng of Execu-
tive Cinmnittoe at Mortou House.
'i i>. m. -Reception at Hartman's Hall.
3 to 6— Business session, opening with prayer,
followed by address of welcome ; response ; mu-
sic; organization; reception of new members;
appointment of committees ; address by Thomas
A. Edison ; type-setting from phonographic dic-
tation ; exhibition of phonograph.
7:30 p. m.— Business session, consisting of
music; report of Committee on History of Press
Association ; report of Committee on Legisla-
tion ; press song, Maj. J. W. Long ; President's
address ; music ; address by “M. Quad'' (C. B.
July 10— Wednesday, 0 to 12 a. in.— Business
session. Paper (subject not known), H. Me-
Dowell, of Te/et/nim-Ncra/d, Grand Kapids. Two
by l*r,,e« yet to bo selected. Paper by
\N . B. Weston, Grand Rapids Lender.
2 p. in.— Trip to Reid Lake tor a.clam bake
-^'•“•-Hon at boat house. (N. B.-The
0- Wash-To- Noun Boat Club, with its usual gen-
erosity has tendered the usual hospitalities of
the club, both at Us elegant city club house
and at its boat house at Reid Lako, to the mem-
bers of the association during their stay.)
July 11— Thursday, 8 a. m. to 2 p. in.— Ride
about town and to doldiers' Home.
2 p. m.— Business session.
7 p. m.— Business session for the report bf
Committee on Memorial and Resolution and for
report of the Secretary and Treasurer. Election
of officers, followed by ‘'Pi" (volunteer reminis-
ceunoH of various members of the profession).
July 12— Friday, 8 a. m.— Excursion to St.
Joseph and lunch at Plank's Hotel, ending with
an excursion across Lake Michigan on the City
of Detroit to Chicago.
The little village of Baraga raised
nearly $1,000 forthe benefit of the Johns-
town sufferers.
— Henry S. Wilson, an East Saginaw,
lumberman, has bought 15,000 acres of
cypress timber in Florida.
—Merrill A Ring have purchased of
Col. A. T. Bliss, of Saginaw, a tract of
pine lumber in Gladwin Connty for1
$49,700.
—Grace Hospital, Detroit, is a homeop-
athic institution which owes its being I
the liberality of Senator McMillan, wl
gave $150,000 for its erection nnd eqt
mont. At the head of the institntian
Dr. C. A. Walsh, a leading physician!
Recently Dr. Walsh was expelled from !
the Homeopathic Society of Detroit for
having sworn that he was a graduate of
the University of Pennsylvania when his
diploma came from the Hahnemann Col-
lege of Chicago. Therenpon nine mem-
bers of the hospital medical staff re-
signed, declaring that they conld not as-
sociate with Dr. Walsh. Six others hat
been relieved by the board of managers j
becauae they denounced Walsh. The
hospital is in what might be called a!
“rocky" condition.
—The dredge has arrived at Alpena for
the purpose of deepening the river at the i
city. "
—Milton Wells and Frank Perriok|
pleaded gnilty, in the Circuit Court of
Monroe County, to a charge of burglary, i
and were sentenced to fifteen months |
esch at Ionia.
—Grace Episcopal Church atMt. Clem-J
•ns is soon to have a vested choir.
—The Chicago and Grand Trunk Rail-
way is carrying large quantities of livel
stock East. They average six train loads|
—about 10,000— of hogs a day,
—The Masonic order are about to erectj
a brick block in Traverse City, and they|
expect to secure the co-operation of a<
jacent property owners, so as to have
structure which, though owned by var_
ous poisons, will be a harmonious wbole|
and a credit to the town.
—The jury which tried the case of Hi
Daily against Matthew T. Miller, at
City, failed to agree. It is said
stood six to six. Mrs. Da ly sued ___
for selling liqnor to her husband after
ing notified not to do so, charging
her hnsband had his leg broken as a '
suit of visiting Miller’s saloon,
sued for $10,000.
—In the Eden (Ingham County)
ing affray, the coroner’s jury
verdict that “Elisey Douglass
death from a gunshot wound
hand of A. C. Sutherland, bnt
malice."
—The corner-stone of the
Catholic Polish Chnrch at
has been laid. The former
burned at tho big fire last
one will be a much finer
the old one.
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Turned out the day
we ezecr— cele-
brate.
Proud bird of free-
dom 1
Once more let tby
exultant aquavit
be heard, .
And let th’ affright-
ed mduarchs of
the Old World
Tremble as doth
the far Mia-
aourian
Who feels the
ahakes on coui-
inp, forty inilea
Frbm quinine !
Wake from thy
slumber, wca r y
ion of toil,
U 8 o’clock a. m. and harken
Fo the wfld clangor of the deep-toned bella,
Ihe boom of cannon, and the maddening snap
And bang incoaRaut of the flrecritcker.
dquib, torpedo, and the yell domouiaa
Of the early hoodlum patriot.
Toaa upon tliy reatleaa couch and liaten
lo the far-reaching nahhom, the dreaded kazoo,
Fho loud, angry, and defiant pro teat
Of the neighboring rooater, and rejoice
That July 4 cornea only once a year !
Was it for thia, ye men of 70,
Jfe fought, and bled, and whipped? What, fight
eight years
In order that thia people might possess
Ihe toy pistol?
Vet why these grumblings? Men of America,
Awake! you cannot help your selves ! (let up !
Ktir your lazy stumps. Be boys again,
And help the youngsters celebrate the day.
THE PONCA CEEKBUATION.
BT C. V. CARTFR.
W A 8 Independence
Day in Ponca ; Ponca
was in holiday attire ;
Ponca u as In a blase of ’
glory ; Ponca, individ-
ually and municipally
speaking, was in a
trausi>ort of patriot-
ism bordering on be-
atitude. It was the
one hundred and
twelfth anniversary of
the signing of that im-
mortal declaration
that revolutionized the
world, and Ponca pro-
_ posed to celebrate the
day on a eoaleof magnificence that would eclipse
even its own previous efforts in that direction,
which was saying a great deal.
No other city in the breadth of four counties
could boast citizens more liberal, more public-
spirited, or more keenly alive to the posslbili- crackers with an energy they never exhibited
the Hon. Fayko, and was particularly lavish in
praise of the financial skill he displayed in
raising funds on what, thanks to hia untiring
efforta and the modeet assistance of the Pal-
ladium. promised to be the grandest Fourth of
Jnly celebration theconntyhad ever witness-
ed.
In the eonrse of his majestic progress down
the street one day, the Hon. Fayko chivalrously
kicked a hungry onr that refused to get out of
the way of Miss Enuinio Moffat t, a. maiden of
uncertain years and romantic i<Uai. who had
85,000 to her credit in the Ponca National Bank,
and the lady acknowledged the courtesy by
fainting in his arms. From that moment the
Hon. Favke became her ardent admirer.
Behold him this lovolv summer morning up-
on Miss Ermlnie Moffat is front stoop.
“And now, thou adored of my heart, I fain
must tear myself from thy lovely arms, but
onlyfor u llttfo while, only a littlo while.’
“Those horrid committeemen take up so muoh
of your time. I am positively jealous of them.*
“Ah, fair one, 'tls my country calls and I must
away. Upon this glorious day it is the duty of
every true citizen to sacrifice all jiersonal con-
oid' rations for his country’s welfare.*
“Oh, you dear, noble man.’
“Have you-a— Ermiuie— that is, have you a—
everything in readiness for our Higher*
“Yes."
“’Tls well. The hour for my speech approach-
es. A— of eonrse you-*— have all your funds
out of the bank?"
“Yos."
“Again ’tis well Rsmetob r, after my speech
the carriage, the flight, theu— then, adored one, a
long, long dream of bliss in my vine-clad cottage
in sunny Italy.*
“Ob. won’t It be romantic,"
“Be ^ rejwred theu. For the present, allou."
“Good-by. “
•Good-by."
Hon. \Y. McClellan Fayke, Esq., took his
stately way to a grove of guarled, sprawling
box-elders, whithor the entire population of
Pouca, and of the county as well, bad preceded
him. The grove wa- hemmed in on three sides
by a turbid flood designated as the “creek,"
while on the peninsula that formed the remain-
ing bounda-y wfcru gathered lumber wagons,
market wagons, democrat wagons, wagons new
and old— a wilderness of wagons. At the side
of the grove farthest from the peninsula and
almost overhanging the creek a rude platform
bad been erected to accommodate the orator of
the day, an orgaD, and the Ponca Glee Club.
Upon raised scats at the rear of this platform
were ranged thirty-eight young la lies dressed in
white and wearing red pasteboard coronets
labeled in gilt, who wore supposed to rt present
the States of the Union.
Littlo girls in short, white dresses; young
ladies in long, white dresses; and porty ma-
trons in largo, white dresses assisted their
brothers, sweethearts and husbands to work
the soft, black earth into a bottomless mine as
they tramped a ceaseless round from platform
to lemonade booth, and from lemonade booth to
the merry-go-rounds. lu the outskirts of the
grove a party of boys were industriously filing
anvils, while innumerable begrimed aiid in-
spiring smaller brothers were exploding fire-
THE OKI
"HE WAS HAULED OUT BT MEANS OF A HOPE THROWN OVER HIS SHOULDERS.'
ties of jiroflt in a properly conducted celebra-
tion. The brass band of no other town discoursed
more enthmdavtic but misguided melody;
no other committee on arrangements that
was ever appointed could compass such mir-
acles of mirth, us the Pouca greased-pig races.
From no other platform did oratory attempt
such empyrean flights ; from no other booths
was served such frigid lemonade.
Knowing all this, and knowing, furthermore,
that the Hon. W. McClellan Fayko, Esq., was
announced ns the speaker of the day, In
prodigious type, that the BVeWf/ Pa I bill turn
had ordered expressly for the purpose, is it any
wonder that farmers who wore so unfortunate
as to reside at a distance from Ponca aroused
their households at 1 >a. m., in order that the
chores might bu disposed of, and the journey to
"AND NOW, THOU ADORED'cF MT HEART."
the Mecca of patriots aocortplished in good sea-
son?
Concerning the Hon. W. McClellan Fayke,
Esq., nobody hai any information far-
ther than that gentleman himself had
.furnished. He had alighted four weeks
before from the one mixed train that
visited Ponca every twenty-four hours,
and going to the leatling hotel, had ordered a
sumptuous feast, served in the best room in
the house. Van- dignified In tearing wtvb the
Hon. W. McClellan Fayke, Esq. ; very impress-
ive in conversation. True, his ooat was in that
condition sometimes descrited as shabby, and
his shoes had certainly seen tetter days, but
theHou. Fayke explained tliat he was just re-
turning from a lengthened sojourn in his tin
mines in the Black Hills. Of course it was im-
possible in that beastly mining camp to ob-
serve all those little amenities of the toilet he
was accustomed to at his villa on the Hudson.
He was on his way, so he said, to look after
his beet sugar interests in the Bouth of Franco,
but hearing that there were indications of tinln
the vicinity of Ponca, had thought the rumor
worth investigating.
The Hon. W. McClellan Fayko, Esq„ visited
the bluffs near the town, in company with the
Mayor and a few influential citizens, secured
some specimens which ho submitted to mysteri-
ous tests lo the privacy of his apartments, and
announced that Pouca was underlaid by an
Immense storchonso of mineral wealth of a value
too stupendous for the mind of man to con-
ceive. He was immediately elected president,
manager and treasurer of the Ponca Consolidat-
ed Comstock Mineral and Mining Company, and
urged to push the development of the store-
house to the utmost. Heal estate values at
once soared skyward, until back lots reached a
figure more than equal to the total assessed
valuation of the county. Everybody quit work,
Affected hich rubber boots and talked of leads,
ana countershafts.
&
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Meanwhile, Hon. W. McClellan Fayko. Esq.,
ceded a few articles of wearing apparel. His
steward bad neglected to make the remittance
he had ordered— teeinon a drunk, perhaps— and
to tell the truth he was a littlo oinbarraased. Of
course, be would make it warm for that stew-
but for the present ho must crave a little In-
, awkward as it was.
proud to be able to favor such
benefactor with the test in his shop,
' him not to worry himself about the
drove other customers out of his
Fayko’s toilet, and relied
ofHfhe^rte^Hons^ram
but once a year. The horses at the wagons
neighed incessantly and the Ponca Cornet Band
executed its loudest music with tireless energy.
Altogether it was a delightfully patriotic pande-
monium into which Hon. Fayke’s stately steps
tel him.
The Hon. W. McClellan Fayko. Esq., ascended
the platform and beamed ’benignly upon the
gaping multitude while the glee club rendered
“Yankee doodle, keep it up,
Yankee doodle dan-dy."
Then the Hon. Fayke stepped to the front and
began :
“Friends and fellow-citizens :
“As the living represemativoB-a-as the lin-
eal descendants. 1 may say, of our illustrious
forefathers, it behooves us — "
Casting about for fitting words to round this
elegant period the Hon. W. McClellan Fayke,
Esq., cast his eye to the right and beheld a
stranger coming quickly up tile steps. There
was nothing remarkable in his appearance, but
the Hon. Fayke turned pale and glanced
to the left. Seeing another stranger com-
ing up the steps on that side also
he turned like a flash, and, clearing
the tenches at a bound, dropped into the creek
behind, immediately in advance of a couple of
bullets from the strangers’ revolvers.
The young ladles scr. omed and fainted in a
body, while the organist tried to crawl into hia
instrument.
Hurrying around to the rear of the platform
the strangers found the Hon. Fayke immovably
stuck in the treacherous mud, with the dlrty
water reaching to hia armpits and rapidly gain-
ing on his mouth. He was hauled out by meatfl
of a rope thrown over hia shoulders, loaded into
a buggy and driven away shivering and swearing.
The next issue of the fVeekli/ Palladium con-
tained the following : .
couple of detectives just as he was beginning an
oration. We learn that his real name isBUl
McClellan, or ’Billy the Bllck 'Un.’ He is
wanted in Illinois to finish a fifteen years’ term
for burglary. Also an indictment is waiting for
him for counterfeiting in Kentucky. We also
learn that a New York Judge would lika to hear
him explain how he came to forget to procure
divorces from his other wives before ha married
the third time. The committee was thus left
without the oration they had advertised so
much, and the celebration came very near end-
HE son climbs up,
but still tha ty-
rant Step
Holds fast onr baby
boy in bis *m>
brace;
The slumb’rsr sighs,
anon athwart his
face
Faint, half-snggssted
frowns like shad-
ows creep.
One little hand lies
listless on his
breast.
One little thumb
sticks np with
mute appeal,
While motley bums
acd powder marks
reveal
The irulta of boy-
hood's patriotlo
celt.
ing up In a riot In consequence. We are glad of
it. Wo offered some time ago to deliver the
oration ourtelves free gratis. But no ; the com-
mittee must hire the Hon. Fayke at an
expense of $50. The committee will have to
make up this amount themselves as well as
about WOOmore that the Hon. Favke collected for
them but forgot to turn over. The Ponca Con-
eolidated Comstock Mineral and Mining Com-
pany is also loft to the extent of £1,000 by Hon.
Fayke's management. In fact, nearly every
man In our city mourns the Hon. Fayke's de-
parture from 810 to $100 worth, and we under-
stand that a certain lady's property came very
near going along with the rest/
A Tram-Car Star}’.
A fair friend of ours was traveling
in a tram-car the other day. When the
conductor came round to collect the
fares she had so much difficulty in get-
ting at her pocket that he left her,
meaning to return as soon as he fin-
ished the round of the car. However,
he forgot all about the matter. In the
meantime onr friend extricated her
money from its hiding-place, and was
expecting him to como back for it,
when the inspector came in to examine
tickets, and finding she had none, gave
the conductor a sound blowing-up for
his negligence. After he had gone, the
unfortunate conductor remonstrated
with the young lady for getting hiin
into so much trouble, adding, in a stage
whisper, “it might have been wuss,
though. He thought you was my. sweet-
heart, or he’d ha* got me the sack.”
“Does Miss Hysee sing?” asked a
traveling man of a friend who had
just introduced him to a young lady.
“Well, that’s largely a matter of
Our baby’s faithful
poodlo crouchei
near—
He. too. Is weary of the din aud play
That come with glorious Independence Day.
But which, thank God ! come only once a year I
Aud Fido, too, has suffered In this cause,
Which once a year right noisily obtains,
For Fldo's tail— or wnpt thereof remains—
Is not so fair a eight as once it was.
THE PATRIOTIC SMALL BOY.
Kind, considerate Uncle John furnishes little
Georgia with a supply of firecrackers, that ha
may fitly demonstrate his patriotism and cele-
brate the day.
A
Oeorgle ties a bunch on his sister’s pet York,
shire, and finds it beats tin cans all to pieces.
Ho next notifies an equestrian that patriotism
is abroad in the laud.
v^r/ 1 ® ^
Finding kind Uncle John asleep on the back
porch, he thinks It would be great fan to give
him a little Fourth of July surprise.
The ailments which afflict the kidneys and
bladder are so numerous that manly to ti*m*_ ; Prodigal Son fibeliDgly)-?
fw Sr™;
both obstinate and dangerous. To their preven- ! Bnd 1 00,116 J00 for— for— ft— *— auc-
tion Hostetter's Stomach Bitten Is well adapted. 00 1" ’
The stimulus which it lends to tha action of 1 Obdurate Father (freezingly) —
the kidneys when thsy an lethargic, serve to Waste no words, young man. I’ve
counteract a tendency in them to lapse, first, nothing but advice to give yon. Go to
into a state of pernicious inactivity, and after- those “dear" boys and, in the delightful
wardi into one of positive organic disease, vernacular with wltioh you are familiar,
which soon destroys their delicate IntegumenU, inform them that the old man cannot
poisons the blood, and causes death. A doubts 1 g - 1 ’ * * ......
purpose is served by this depurent. It promotes
activity of the kidneys, aud expels impurities
from the blood which hare no natural channel
of outlet, excel* these organs. Constipation,
biliousness, fever and ague, rheumatism, and
bo worked for a mcVer.— Pittsburg
Bulletin.
Now.
The benefit to be derived from a good
---- many people negleut taking any until the
How t. Silk Stocking
^hich is duly acknowledged by kind Uncle
John in a way calculated to disco urago youthful
patriotism.
The Bad Little Boy.
A small boy, with an unlighted ci-
garette in his month, approached a rev-
erend gentleman on K street yesterday
and asked him for a match.
“No, sir,” said the holy man, “most
certainly I will not give you a match
to light that tiling.” And, then, soft-
ening histone somewhat, he added:
“My boy, don’t you know those cigar-
ettes will drag you down to hell?”
“Well,” said the boy, looking square-
ly into the minister’s face, “I wish
they’d hurry up an’ do it. I could git
a light down thera.’’— Washington
Post
uiuno me muiu wuun uoiriiuiv
these directions : In washing colored
silks, especially silk stockings, no soap
must he rubbed on the articles. .Before
commencing have ready two hot irons
and two pans of water. In one pan
ponr hot water and in the other cold,
adding a wine glass of common vine-
gar to each. Make the hot water into
a creamy lather of suitable consistency
from “soap jally." Wash each stocking
separately in the hot water and rub
carefully, commencing at the toe.
Squeeze it out, place it in the rinse
water, and leave it until the next one
is finished. Now squeeze them out of
the rinse water, but on no account ring
them. Boil separately in a dry cloth.
Now take the stockings, iron them on
the wrong side, and finish them on the
right, taking oare to leave no creases.
If these instructions are properly car-
ried out you may wash with safety the
most brilliant colors. For the “soap
jelly” take a half a pound of yellow
soap and shave it finely in a saucepan
with one quart of water. Stfcnd it by
the fire until it simmers, and let it re-
main until cold, when it will have the
appearance of a stiff jelly. — Home
Maker. __
A Piece of Her Mind.
A lady correspondent has this to tay:
“I want to give a piece ot my mind to a
certain class who object to advertising,
when It costs thorn anything; this won’t
cost them a cent. I suffered a living death
for nearly two years with headaches, back-
ache, in pain standing or walking, was
being literally dragged out of existence, my
misery Increased by drugging. At Inst, In
despair. I committed the sin of trying an
advertised medicine. Dr. Pierce’s Favor-
ite Prescription, and it restored me to the
blessedness of sound health. I honor the
physician who. when ho knows he can cure., couraff« to advertise the
fact The medicine mentioned is guaran-
teed to cure those delicate diseases peculiar
to females. Bead printed guarantee on
bottle-wrapper.
Fob alhderangements of the liver, etom-
ach. and bowels take Dr. Pierce’s PelleU.
One a dose.
A Different Matter.
Assistant editor— Col. Jubilee, I con-
gratulate you. A dispatch just re-
ceived from Washington says the Pres-
ident has reconsidered his determina-
tion, and will probably send in your
name for that foreign consulship.
Col. Jubilee (editor Dailg Toma-
hawk, shouting frantically up through
the speaking tube)— Wilkins, kill that
editorial on “The Wrangle Between
the President and Secretary Blaine.”
—Chicago Tribune.
National Educational Association.
The animal meeting of the National Edu-
cational Association meeting will be held
at Nashville. July If. to 19. Go via the
Evansville route. It la fifty miles the
shortest, eight hours the quickest, and It Is
the only linn running through cars between
Chicago and Nashville.
Ita facilities arc unequalled, find the finest
and most luxurious Pullman palace buffet
sleeping cars and elegant day couches run
through without change.
For this occasion a very low excursion
rnto will bo made, which includes a side
trip to Mammoth Cave, either going or re-
turning. Also, those who desire to vary
their trip by going or returning via Louis-
ville will liave the opportunity given them
of doing so. Tickets will be on sale at all
points July 1 to 15; good returning until
Kent 5.
The Chicago and Nashville fast train
leaves Chicago (Dearborn Station) at 8:50
p. m. daily, and arrives at Nashville the
following morning for breakfast at 7:10
o'clock— a run of only ilfteen hours nnd
twenty minutes. Night express leaves at
11:20 p. m.
No extra fare Is charged on fast train,
and the sleeping-car rate from Chicago to
Nashville Is less by this route than by any
other, being only &50 for one double berth.
Reservations for sleeping-cars can bo
made ten days In advance by addressing
Ticket Agent Evansville Route. 64 Clark
street. Chicago. 111.
For further particulars address William
Hill, General Passenger Agent. Chicago
and Eastern Illinois Railroad, Chicago. 111.
The Rev. Drybone— Mr. Boozy, I
can’t see any nso in your coming to
church. You go to sleep every time,
and it is impossible for me to do you
any good. Mr. Boozy— But you are
doing me good, Rev. Drybone : at least
on are succeeding better than Dr.1•osemup did. The Rev. D.— I don’t
understand yon. Mr. B.— Why, I’m
troubled with insomnia.— Pittsburg
Dispatcli. _ _
100 Ladles Wanted,
And 100 men to call dally on any druggist
for a free trial package of Lane’s Family
Medicine, the great root and herb remedy,
discovered by Dr. Bilas Lane while In the
Rocky Mountains. For diseases of the
blood, liver nnd kidneys it is a positive
cure. For constipation and clearing up the
complexion it does wonders. Children like
It. Every one praises it Large size pack-
age. 60 cents. At all druggists.
Labwin— Do you believe in evolu-
tion ? Jarmin (who is a man modist )-*
No; I’ve seen too much of fashion.
Larwin— What has that to do with it?
Jarmin— Well; fashion makes fools of
The peculiarity of Dobbins’ Electric Soap
is that it acts right on the dirt and ttaint in
clothes and makes thorn pure at tnoie, at
tke same time it prenertet the clothes. Have
your grocer order it.
Mudgb — For heaven’s sake, Bos-
worth, have yon been sandbagged or
in a railway accident? Bosworth—
Neither. I hid under the bed the
other night to scare my wife.— Courier-
Journal. _ _
Oragpn, the Paradis* of Farmers.
MiM, equable climate, certain and abundant
Vatubb's serial story— The tpinaleol-
tan, continued in our necki.-ftme.
Impart strength and to give a feeling ot
health and vigor throughout the system,
there is nothing equal to Hood’s Sarsapa-
rilla. It seems peculiarly adapted to over-
come that prostration caused by change ot
season, climate, or life, and while it tones
and sustains the system it purifies and
renovates the blood.
A Sad Case.
Mrs. Jones (who is reading the
morning paper)— A prominent coal-
dealer was paralyzed in his office last
week.
Mr. Jones — Paralyzed, was he?
Probably the driver forgot to weigh
himself l>efore he drove off with 1,600
pounds of coal.
COUNSEL OF EMINENT PHYSICIANS*
The People of Oakland County Wild with
Excltemant
Pontuc. Mich.. March 16. 1887.
On the 10th day of December, 1886, 1 cams
from Orion to Pontiac to visit my parents,
and was taken suddenly 111. Dr. Ualorelth,
of this place, was called, and alter making
careful examination of my case, desired a
council, and named as councilor. Dr. Me-
Graw, of Detroit. They met In council
Dec. 15th, made a careful examination, and
pronounoed my disease as Cancer of the
Liver, and ftated that there was no hope
for me, and It was impossible to cure me.
The pain was very severe and Dr. Galbrelth
continued his visits, administering quieting
powders. A swelling or bunch had formed
upon mv right ribs almost as large as my
fist, and I bad given up all hopes ot recov-
ery. But having heard of Hibbard's Rheu-
matic Syrup. I sent. Feb. 1. 1887, and bought
a bottle of the Syrup from Mr. Peter
Hchmitz, a druggist of this place, and took
it as directed. About March 1st something
broke and the swelling commenced to go
down, until It has almost disappeared. Up
to this date 1 have taken two and one-half
bottles of the Syruo, amt have so far re-
covered as to bo able to visit my neighbors,
and am truly rejoicing that I am fast being
relieved of such terrible pain, and desiring
to acknowledge the benefit I have received
In using your Byrnp. I send you this state-
ment, hoping you will use It so that othera
who are afflicted may be benefited and re-
lieved from pain aa I have been. Verytruly, Chablzs A. Spier,
of Orion, Mich,
Pontiac, Mich.. March 10. 1887.
This Is to certify that Mr. Charles A.
Spier, mv son. has made a correct state-
ment of his case, as I have watched by his
bedside during his entire Illness.
John Spies.
The undersigned certlfv that ther are
well acquainted with Charles A. Spier,
whose signature appears above, and we
have no hesitation In saying that any state-
ment made by him can be rolled upon as
being true In every particular.
Bebridoe Jk BEnniDOB,
Druggists, Orion. Mich.
J. A. Neal,
Editor Weekly Jleeieie and Justice of the
Peace, Orion, Mich.
J. S. Hitcher.
Postmaster.
Orion, Mich., March 19, 1887.
Frenchman (proudly)— “Yon have
not in ze German Umpire anything ho
tall as ze great Eiffel Tower.” Ger-
man (indignantly)— “No, nnd you
don’t got uoddings so sthoud like Lim-
burger cheese l"— Jeweler*’ Weekly.
It afflicted with Boro Eyes, use Dr. Isaac
Thompson's Eye Water. Druggists soil it
rijACOBson
TRADE MARK^j
XT COXTQUKRfll PAX3XT.
Rsllsrss and cores
BHZUVATISK,
BEUBALOIA,
Selatioa.Lafflbago.
HEADACHE,
Toothache, Sprains,
BBUIUta,
Birai tad 8oaM*
At Drwggista and Dealers.
1M CMARIU A V0MLKI CO.. BaNkssrs, M.
A FIRST -GLASS MACHINE!
Wamnted tor Elve Tears bp tbs Maanfsetom.
ALL OF THE LATEST ATTACHMENTS AND
IMPHOVEMENTt.
STYLE AMD FINISH.
Support lOotM* Oover, with ysaasrs
ACCK8MOKDM.
ATTACHMENTS.
CAJON’S WiT*i
Suatl D«Mln U4 Lwt /lulu j kwn. A I
Hk-mlw. Sf—U. •' ttu-Ui
M A U J9lm UM a* MM* Sa ABMUUMU — — _ a I
muuiuii V/UU nr* vi a M
SMUi MYALL i
offics or
Cuthlna
A Q-MaaSftu
ITAIIZER8. 1’Mrowi'a
.. 4*4 U* Ml; Uf<»u.<, »M»*« St
M** MunOm, ImpuM.
C4I0S.B«M»
•MU »»m»« «• iBvianMM.MENTION THIS PAPtK virri-a n
DETECTIVES
WMMSU««rrMniT. Ikr»*4 un u •'l Itiitmtl*.
U Mr SmM SmlM. fttprlMM otr.M.rr, K.n4 U. (ttuM
GrsnnsnDe tsctl vs BurstuCo. 44 Arctds, Clnelnnsti.Ok
Johnstown Horror !
A LIBERAL OFFER.
W« wlll send to i
~ BSkUCAGO
SewtuB Machines. *§Tjs°mi
packed In s lubnUuUal i
beltht over the most dit ..... ....
shipped br exprest.
st the murnttemrere' wtiole.zle price, which can-
notbeobuinrd In snjr other minner. Writ* Kims.
'person thsti
irect route, unlew i
MONTH c.n t>« made
'working torus. AurnUpre-
a hone atul rive their whole
HE w .... ...... ... Bpare inmnenU may »m> prof-
Halily employed aleo. A tew var ancles in towns
and citlea. B. F. JOHNSON * 00- two Main 8t,.
Richmond, Va. .V, H.—P urn* Alois age uml biulnan
rrptrienrf, Smsr mind about tending utamu fur r&
pi" n.F.s.dCo.
MENTION THIS PAMIR wmn warn.. » a.victmm.
I prescribe and fatly «•*
uriMiy bjrfts We have sold Bl( Cttat
a-** 7Jf4nrrbi?‘,of,lratt
Ih b!dY(JHK k CO-
Chicago, UL
lfl.00. Sold by Druggist*^ No. 26-89
WHEN WRITING TO ADVERT IBERS,
A TELESCOPE FOR ONLY $1,
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THE HOME.
m
Thellaud Hint Hot k* the Cradle.
BIcshIiiks on the hand of woman.
Angels guard Its strength and grace
In the palace, cottage, hovel;
0! no matter where the place!
Would that never storms assailed It ;
Rainbows ever gentle curled ;
For the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the one that rules the world.
Infancy’s the tender fountain!
Power may with beauty flow;
Mother's first to guide the steamlet
When their soul’s unresting grow;
Growing on for good or evil.
Sunshine streamed or darkness hurled;
For the hand that looks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world,
Woman, how divine your mission
Here upon our natal sod ;
Keep, O! keep the young soul open
Always to the breath of God!
All the trophies of the ages
Are from Mother Love Impearled,
For the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world.
Darling girls, with Eden’s music
Ringing yet In each young heart,
Learn and treasure household knowledge,
•> Precious In Us future part,
When you, too, exultant mothers,
Bravely boyed and gently girled.
Feel the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world.
Blessing on the hand of woman.
Fathers, sons, and daughters cry.
And the sacred song Is mingled
With the worship of the sky;
Mingled where no ten\pest darkens,
Rainbows evermore are curled,
For the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world.
— JFfiKam Ron Wallace.
Reducing the Surplus.
The disposition of the Surplus in the
U. S. Treasury engages the attention
of our Statesmen, but a more vita
question has our attention, and that is
the reduction of the Surplus Consump-
tives. Since the discover}' and intro-
duction of Dr., King’s .New Discovery
for Consumption, there has been a
marked decrease in the mortality from
this dreaded disease, and it is possib
to still further reduce the number
Consumptives. How? By keeping con-
stantly at hand a bottle of Dr. King’s
New Discovery and using according to
directions, upon the appearance of the
first symntoms, such as a Cough, a Cold
a Sore Throat, a Chest, or side Paii
Taken thus early a cure is guaranteed.
Trial bottles free at Yates & Kane,
Holland and A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
Ladies try the “Tricora” corset. For
sale at D. Bertsch’sdr}' goods store
P. De Kraker has the finest line o:
boots and shoes in the city. Corner
Eighth and River streets.
Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria.
When Baby wai sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she dong to Castoria,
Whan sh* had Children, the gave them Castoria
Mv/
m
p
ii
&
I
§P'
The True Wife.
Oftentimes I have seen a tall ship
glide by against the tide as if drawn
by some invisible bowline, with a hun-
dred strong arms pulling it. Her sails
were unfilled, her streamers drooping,
she had neither side-wheel nor stern-
wheel; still she moved on stately in se-
rene triumph, as with her own life.
But I knew that on the other side of
the ship, hidden beneath the great
bulk that swam so majestically, there
was a little steam tug, with a heart of
fire and arms of iron, that was tugging
it bravely on; and I knew if the little
tug untwined her arm and left the
shfp it would wallow and roll about,
and drift hither and thither, and go off
with the refluent tide, no man knows
whither. And so I have known more
than one genius, high-decked, full-
ft^hted, full-sailed, gay-pennoned,
but that for the bare, toiling arms
ari?1;beatin« heart oi the
faithful little wife that nestles close to
him, so that no wind or wave could
part them, would have gone down with
the stream, and have been heard of no
more.—O. W. Holmes.
The Power of Prayer.
A few days ago my little baby-g rl
cwne running to me crying in a half-
fnglitened way: “Mamma, I couldn’t
own the door, so I thought I would
me’ but J^t as I said,
U, God! the door came open, and now
lam afraid I took God’s name in vain ”
It was very funny and we all laughed:
but to me it was something more, for I
saw in it not only a beautiful evidence
of youthful piety, but also the germ ofa common species of ingratitude,
feaid a successful physician:
“It is very trying but my patients
Hequently come to me saying: ‘Well
doctor, I took your medicine and I feei
a great deal better, but I don’t know
•that the drugs had anything to do with
15. I think I was just going to get well
anyway.’ That is just the kincf of in-
gratitude wee daughter was guilty of:
but, dear Lf la beat t,how cou'd she knew
that her trusting little prayer was al-
ready wafted to Heaven on two wings
of thought! b
This is a funny little girl of mine. I
wish 1 could tell you all the “cute”
little things she says. I know you
would laugh— if you did not cry— as I
sometimes feel tempted to do.
Some time ago she went to a Band
of Hope meeting and came home thor-
Buy Douglas’ $2.00 Boy’s shoe, the
best article for boy’s wear in the mar-
ket. For sale at Van Duren Bros.
Parasols, cheaper than ever before at
D. Bertsch’s.
P. De Kraker. the shoe man, is always
ready to furnish you with all kinds of
footwear. His line of ladies shoes can-
not be beat. Give him a call.
- ^ » -
Dr. Thomas, the eye doctor, from
Grand Rapids, treats all diseases of the
eye at Blom’s bakery every Thursday
afternoon. Many are having their eyes
cured. __
A fine line of ladies’ kid shoes always
kept instock at P. De Kraker’s.
oughly imbued with the spirit of tem-
perance, especially the “Come-Home-
Father” factor. A few days after she
m
Igp'
si.
saw me filling some decanters with
wine, and asked me what I was going
to do with them. 8
“Put them on the dinner table,” I
said.
“Are you going to let papa have any,”
she asked naively.
“Yes. certainly,” I answered unsus-
pectingly.
“Why," she cried, opening her eyes
in alarm, “he’ll get drunk and beat
us!”
The innocent reproach crept to my
Verily. “Out of the month of babes
Mid sucklings hast Thou ordained
Btrength.” for never since that day has
a drop of wine appeared on my table,
not altogether through fear of the
threatened beating, however, but more
through the greater fear of weaken-
ing the good impression already made
on the little one’s mind.— Free Press.
Interested People.
Advertising a patent medicine in the
Long-Standing
Blood Diseases are cored by
the persevering use of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla.
This medicine is an Alterative, and
causes a radical change in the system.
The process, in some cases, may not be
quite so rapid as in others ; but, with
persistence, the result is certain.
Read these testimonials : —
“For two years I suffered from a se-
vere pain in my right side, and had
other troubles caused by a torpid liver
and dyspepsia. After giving several
medicines a fair trial without a cure, I
liegan to take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. I
was greatly benefited by the first bottle,
and after taking five Iwttles I was com-
pletely cured."— John W. Benson, 70
T4»W!fnce st., Lowell, Mass.
Last May a large carbuncle broke out
on my am. The usual remedies had no
pf!» « t and I was confined to my bed for
i ight weeks. A friend induced me to try
Aj it's Sarsaparilla. Less than three
.m; ties healed the sore. In all my expe
ricuce with medicine, I never saw more
Wonderful Results.
Another marked effect of the use of this
medicine was the strengthening of my
flight."— Mrs. Carrie Adams, Holly
Springs, Texas.
“ I had a dry scaly humor for years,
and suffered terribly ; and, as my broth-
er and sister were similarly afflicted, I
presume the malady is hereditary. Last
winter, Dr. Tyron, (of Fernandina,
Ha., ) recommended me to take Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and continne it for a year.
For five faionths I took it daily. I have
not had a blemish upon my body for the
last three, months. " — T. E. Wiley, 140
Chambers st., New York City.
“ Last fall and winter I was troubled
with a dull, heavy pain in mv side. I
did not notice It much at first, but it
gradually grew worse until it became
almost unbearable. During the latter
part of this time, disorders of the stom-
ach and liver increased my troubles. I
began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and,
after faithfully continuing the use of
this medicine for some months, the pain
disappeared and I was completely
cured.” — Mrs. Augusta A Fur bush,
Haverhill, Mass. •
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
ntxrABio BT
Dr. J. C. Ay«r & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price |l;ilx bottles, $5. Worth $S a bottU.
Good Understanding
is desired by ail. To obtain it call on
E. HEROLD,
Eighth street. He will you out wit i
the very best
BOOTS and SHOES
at reasonable prices. An experience of
many years enables him to select the
best stock and to suit all classes o:
customers.
ITTENTIOH!
A fine lot of
We have just received a
bran new stock, and it will be
money in your pocket to cai
on us and inspect these goods.
We guarantee satisfaction.
Gray Bros.. Shoes
A Specialty.
E. HEROLD.
Sheet Music
CHEAPEST
and BEST in
________ THE WORLD
Send for caUlome of 8.000 piece* of late and
popular Sheet Mnalc. Vocal and Inatromental, all
standard, full alxe, regular editions, Sold at 10c
each . Special rates to teachera, or on orders of 3
pieces or more. > All music publications at cut
prices. Mentloa this paper. Address.
aj 4 JAMES L. MERRIOTT,
Fifth A»* Chicago, Ihl
G.Steketee & Bos,
GENERAL
MERCHANTS,
Always hire on hand a complets stock of goods
consisting of
Dry Goods,
GROCERIES,
bj, anil Gtewc.
Special line of Eartheru Ware such as
FLOWER POTS,
From the srnailest to ‘.he Iargr«t size; a!so lurce
Urrs for Lawns and Gardens.
A complete lice of
5c., IOc., and 25c.
Counter Goods.
Top Buggies
just received at
J. FLIEMAFS.
These buggies will be sold cheap.
The improved Ira I. Hunt Spring
Tooth Harrows and Cultivators kept in
stock. Steel clad on bottom witnout
extra charge to purchasers, and farmers
need not be afraid to . purchase them,
as there is no royalty to pay, as there
is, or may be on some other harrows.
The 9t. Joseph Manufacturing
Co. Plows and Repairs. These
are the best.
My shop is the best place in Holland
^^eywr wagon or buggy repaired
The new Trace Brace and Common
sense Sand Band is now used on my
anfsee itT,'iS i3 a K00d thiDg' Ca“
Farmers and other good citizens are
nvited to call at my wagon works and
examine the fine stock I have on hand.
AH goods sold are warranted.
JACOB FLIEMAN,
_ Holland, Mich.
Holland, Saugatuck and Chicago
HXW AND STAUNCH PASSKNOKB 8TKAMKB
“KALAMAZOO”
D. CUMMINGS, Maatsr.
Su£u: i: Lus ;»s d W.A Ls;*,
Cheap Cassiraeres for Boys’ and
Men’s Suits.
Leaves Graham Sc Co’e drek, foot of Wabash
Ave., Chicago, at 3 p. m. on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, arriving at Saugatuck next mom
w in Umaio connect with steamer for Hollaed.
FARF,— From Holland to Chicago, #*; Round
trip. *3.15, Shaping aooommodatlons free,
[bgaqt Passenger Accommodations!
Gomfortofile Sleeping giulja!
WALLACE B. GRIFFIS. Manager
foufi)
LAST— |aj; D.Bertsch’s, a large
"" stock of Spring Shades
ot Henrietta and other
Dress Goods, direct
from New York.
Come and see them,
and get yonr first
CgOOD. choice.
C//f/|R ^l®0 a large stocl£
of all kinds of Dry
Goods.
I will sell them
cheaper than any
house in the city.
New Stock
- -OF— — (
IDRESS GOODS%
mi
i,ffieKsr
JUk your dealer for it.
-AND-
WATCH ! !
But don’t wait when you want to buy
Watches, Clocks,
Jewary, Silverware,
But everything kept in a first-class
___ JEWELBI STORE
S P R I N G 0. BREYMAN & SON
Has arm eri and so has a And be assured of good goods, low
NEW STOCK. I’dces and courteous treatment,
FIea»e call a:>d examine our Goods before buyltjt
elsewhere.
C. STEKETEE A BOS.
Holland, Mich., Julr 5, 13.-P, 2^
— OF -
fSnfft bfftf ‘ V6 th(W^hwho f811
may try it before purchasing. The
Large Bottles are 60c and $1.00. We
certainly would advise a trial. It may
save you from consumption.
- - —
Consumption Surely Cured.
To the Editor— Please inform your
readers that I have a positive remedy
for the above named disease. By its
timelv use thousands of ho]>eless cases
nave been permanently cured. I shall
be glad to send two bottles of my rem-
7 {Jdjr free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me
their express and post office address.
$125 Mh? ,uI1 8ized cl,y
town.
west part of
will^pa^for a housendlot
8 ^ ble for a small family.
flOCTA Pive» y°u your choice of two
wWwW beautiful lots, on which to
build your home.
ft /I AA buys a house aud two lots
$ dkWW on a grwed street, withw good sidewalk.
ft£?£TA take8 a new house and lot$WwW 1° t*ie First Ward.
ftHAA i8 tbe price of the band-
y) / UU some new cottage and lotw on River Street.
0OAA buys something else, which
8 a Sood investment for
Dress Goods,
SATEENS,
PRINTS,
GINGHAMS,
DAMASKS,
COTTONS, ETC.
At the store of
G. Van Patten At Sons.
Also a large stock of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
including Fancy Woolen Shirts, White
Shirts, Collars and Cuffs, Hats
and Caps, Neckties, &c.
Buy an OIL STOYE !
It is just the thing to do all kinds of
cooking in the summer.
The best Oil Stove in the market is the
GRAND
CLOTHING
Juat received at
|E. J. HARRINGTON’S.
A first-class line of 
• .
Family Groceris
Constantly kept in stock.
[He Mer 4 It Kusto,
Dealers in
FRESH, SALT, AND SMOKES
MEATS-
Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
I Are especially invited to call.
OIL STOVE IMarket cn Elver Street
DE KRAKER & DE KQSTER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 3, 1888. -1-
which is kept on sale at
J. B. Van Oort’s
HARDWARE STORE,
Eighth Street.
The “Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
and is the best oil stove
manufactured.
TOfliSiSP
"s-.v: tmv. n.*; * aur
Sold by Drnggiats. Alio
Peerlen Bronze P*!nti-« color*.
Peerie** Laundry Bluing.
PeerleM Ink Powders— 7 colon.
PeerleuShoe A Harnett Drwsbg.
i Peerleu Egg Dye*-| colon.
We Lave in cur employ a
first class watchmaker and are
prepared to do repairing of all
kinds in a satisfactory manner
and on short notice.
your money.
pays for a pleasant resi-
dence on one of the best
streets in town.
A. SLOCUM, M
rYork.
—
Respectfully,
K. C., 181 Pearl St.,
are the prices of beautF
• ful homes which we can
sell you.
D. Bertsch. Parasols.
D.Bertscii. Parasols.
D. Bbbtsch. Parasols.
turns out all kinds
rtry work on short
guaranteed. .
. Bertuch’s.
-
$300
$1000
$1400
$1800
If none of the these bargains suit
you, we have many more on the list.
Also farms, fruit orchards, aud, in fact,
everything in the line of real estate.
^Wealso rent lipases and stores in the
Hollanil Real Estate Exchange,.
J.c. POST, Manager. 0 •*
Holland Cfty, Michigan
The largest and finest assortment of
BTJTT035TS
in the city.
A FULL LINE OF
Family Groceries
KEPT IN STOCK.
O-ive Us a Pali.
Your Land Title.
I have the only set of Ab-
stract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to furnish
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
reasonsble prices. I also buy
and sell real estate, and draw
up deeds and mortgages for
parties at my office. Call on,
or address,
JACOB. BAAR,
Grand Haven, Mich.
We sell goods cheaper than
ever and are constantly adding,
to our stock all the latest de-
signs and novelties in Jewelry
and Plated Ware.
Call on us and examine our goods,
learn our prices and be convinced.
O. BREYMAN & SON.
Holland. Mich., March 15, 1888.
Chicago i West Michigan R’y.
TIME TABLE.
Taking Effect June 16, 1889
Train* Arrive and Depart from Holland ae below ;
DEPART— Centbal Standard Time,
For Chicago. ... ......
For Grand Rapid*....
For Muskegon and
Grand Haven .
For Hart, Pentwater,
For Big Baplde
For AUegan...
Give Me a Call and fimninc
I hi* Stove.
J. B. VAN OORT.
AGENTS STRIKE at once to sell tbo only
AITHENTID AND COMPLETE
History of the Johnstown Flood.
Profusely Illustrated,
with view* of all *ort* contectod with the terri-
ble scenes of the mighty IncndaUon. Price (2.
Ltberel terms. Thousands want It. Demand Is
immense. Bend quickly 4fc for outfit to
Palestine publishing co.,
Elkhart, Indlma.
Notice of CommleilonerN on
Clalmt.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. . M
Cou.vrr or Ottawa, | D3,
Probate court for eald County.
Estate of John Lssman, deceased.
CURE
FITS!
When I eav Cuke I do rot mean merely to
top them for 11 time, and then have them
return again. I mean a it A DUAL ct'Kfcl.
1 have made the dUeuse of
FITS, EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,
A life long study. I WAiinAxrmvremedrto
Cure the worst cast*. Ucututc others hawo
faUedle no reason for not now receiving a
cure. Send at once for a treatise and a Fub*
Bottle of my Infallible Remedy. Give
Express and Post Ofllne. J t cost* you noth-
ing for a trial, and it ydll cure you. Address
H.Q. ROOT, r/1 .C., 1 83 Pearl St..NewYobk
ABBIVF.
m
From Chicago ....... 4*50 9 18 9 31 10 25
From Grand Baplde
a.m.
9 28
p.m.
9 35
p.m.
6 25
p.m.
935 11*50
From Muskegon and
a.m
9 20
p.m
2 08
p.m.
2 30
P.m.
500
p.m.
11*40
Grand Haven. a.m. P.m. p.m. p.m.p.m.
FromHart Pentwater920 500
From tilg Rapids....
a.m.
280
p.m.
11 40
p.m. p.m
From Allegan ....... 9 90 6 15
a.m. p.m.
• Dally. Other train* dafly except
Palace Bleeping Car* to and from C _
night train*.
Ticket* to all point* In the United Btatea and
w ZlffltM
on claims in tne matter of said estate, and six
months from the Sixteenth dav of May, A. D.,
1860, having been allowed by said Judgo of Pro-
bate to all person* bolding claims against said
estate, In which to present their claims to ns for
examination aud adjustment:
Notice is Hereby Oiren, that we will meet on
Wednesday, the Tenth day of July, A . D. i889,
and 00 Saturday, the Sixteenth day of November,
A. D. 1880, et nine o’clock a; m. of each day, at
the law office of O. J. Dlekema, In the City of
Holland, In said County, to receive aud examine
such claim*.
Dated: Jnnelst. A. D. 1839..
ISAAC MABMUE. I
WILLIAM H. BEACH, f Comnu>locer8.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I fio
COUKTY or OTTAWA f
At * Session of the Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa, bolden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said county, on Wednee-
day, tha Nineteenth day of June In the year
one thousand eight hundred and eighty nine.
Preeent, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of Pro-
IfiMie matter of the eetate of Jan L. Boa, de-
ceased.
On reading and flllog the petition, duly veri-
fied, of Ltbbe Boa. son and heir at law of said de-
eeaeed, representing that Jan L. Bos. late of the
Township of Zeeland In said oonnty, lately died
inteatate. leaving Eetate to be AdminUtered, and
praylng^forthe appointment of himself admlnis-
Thereupon it Is Ordered, That Saturday, the
Twenty-fourth day of August next
t eleven o’clock in the forenoon, be aashmec
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven
IJhORDKBXD, That
pereone^lme-
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